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Dans Bonheur d'occasion (1945), Hey Waitress and Other Stories (1989), Les enfants 

Beaudet (2001) et Lullabies for Little Criminals (2006), les personnages evoluent dans un climat 

de precarite constante ; ils luttent contre l'exclusion, l'isolement et une quasi-absence de 

reconnaissance sociale. Neanmoins, leurs mouvements quotidiens sont definis par des strategies 

de transgression, lesquelles assurent 1'edification d'une place negociee et tissee de liens avec 

d'autres personnages leur permettant de donner un sens a leur identite. De surcroit, les 

protagonistes partagent nn combat, des espaces et des tactiques de survie similaires. Un aspect de 

cette fonction transgressive des textes litteraires choisis est de representer des espaces alternatifs 

pour les femmes et les enfants. En effet, les textes mettent en scene des strategies inventives pour 

mieux faire face a la detresse spatiale, economique et sexuelle. Ainsi, les representations de 

personnages feminins et enfants revelent, grace a ces strategies, une capacite a resister et a 

contester les structures socio-spatiales qui limitent leurs espaces habites. 

Tel que l'affirmait Barbara Godard, un des objectifs des critiques feministes 

contemporaines est, d'une maniere semblable a celle de certaines auteures, «d'ouvrir de 

nouveaux espaces, d'en elaborer de nouvelles dimensions, de permettre aux femmes une liberie 

de mouvement, sans hesitation ni obstacle, via le geographique, le politique et, surtout, via le 

culturel, le conceptuel et l'imaginaire » (Godard 2, ma traduction). Dans un meme ordre d'idees, 

un des devoirs de ce memoire est de faire valoir la continuite - dans quatre ceuvres de fiction par 

Gabrielle Roy, Helen Potrebenko, Isabel Vaillancourt et Heather O'Neill - de ce desir 

d'ouverture et d'elaboration des espaces dans lesquels vivent les personnages feminins et enfants. 

Plus particulierement, il s'agit d'explorer les representations des espaces habites de ces 

personnages qui font preuve d'une capacite de survie et d'adaptation face a des limites sociales, 

spatiales, economiques et physiques. Ainsi, dans les textes choisis, femmes et enfants luttent pour 
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trouver et maintenir un certain confort au quotidien. lis et elles presentent des attitudes 

ambivalentes face a un chez-soi mal defini, et les textes les depeignent dans des lieux tant prives 

que publics qui les rejettent et/ou les confinent, mais dans lesquels la communaute et la solidarity 

sont repensees. En usant de strategies de survie leur permettant de troubler, de negocier et, 

ultimement, de deplacer les barrieres qui delimitent leur environnement sociospatial, ces 

personnages parviennent a trouver ou a concevoir des espaces de confort ponctuels concrets, 

imaginaires et relationnels. 

Les textes seront lus differemment selon les £preuves que vivent les personnages, les 

strategies utilisees pour leur creer de nouveaux espaces, la voix narrative, les discours du genre, 

de la pauvrete et de l'espace. Bonheur d'occasion se concentre sur les diverses fafons de se sortir 

de 1'experience de la precarite, et met en scene des sujets feminins aux prises avec plusieurs 

interdits. Hey Waitress and Other Stories rassemble des voix variees de femmes qui racontent et 

spatialisent la realite du monde du travail. Les luttes vecues par ces personnages permettent la 

creation d'alternatives et une resistance face aux espaces du quotidien qui, tel que represents 

dans le texte, peuvent etre changes. Les enfants Beaudet nous livre une histoire sur l'enfance, la 

force des liens du sang et la detresse parfois violente causee par les stigmas de la pauvrete, 

Finalement, Lullabies for Little Criminals, narre au « je », illustre la capacite de survie d'une pre-

adolescente qui essaie tant bien que mal de se faire accepter et de se trouver un espace a elle. 

Chaque texte questionne l'espace habite de manieres differentes, avec des strategies de survie 

complexes et des luttes qui demontrent une capacite d'agir malgre les differentes crises. 

Ce memoire s'appuie sur des theories de l'espace (Henri Lefebvre, Elizabeth Grosz, 

Kristinne Miranne et Alma H. Young), du chez-soi (Catherine Wiley, Thomas Foster, Janet 

Zandy) et de la representation de la figure du pauvre dans la litterature (Roxanne Rimstead). II 

cherche a explorer le chez-soi, le lieu de travail, le corps et le lieu de solidarity en tant qu'espaces 
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fragiles et conflictuels du quotidien. Les quatre oeuvres de fiction mettent en scene une detresse 

socio-spatiale qui caracterise les experiences des personnages et qui survient lorsque les 

conditions et les espaces de vie limitent l'agentivite et la subjectivite de ces personnages. II est 

suggere, plus precisement, que l'espace habite est le lieu et le construit d'une quete identitaire, 

d'un chez-soi en constante negotiation entre le physique et le psychologique, entre le public et le 

prive, et entre 1'individuality et la solidarite. 

Mots cles : litterature canadienne comparee, espace habite, femmes pauvres et de classe ouvriere, 

corps, solidarite. 



ABSTRACT 

In Bonheur d'occasion (1945), Hey Waitress and Other Stories (1989), Les enfants 

Beaudet (2001) and Lullabies for Little Criminals (2006), the characters struggle with exclusion, 

confinement and lack of social recognition in precarious environments. Moving in and out of 

home, they resist power structures that define and delineate their living spaces and they use 

strategies of transgression that allow them to make sense of their existence in relation to other 

people who share similar struggles. One aspect of the transgressive function of the texts is to 

represent alternative spaces in the lives of women and children that result from their experiences 

of struggle. The texts dramatize a desire for alternatives to dealing with spatial distress, economic 

crisis and sex-gendered boundaries. This desire is represented by the female and child characters' 

survival strategies, which show their capacity to surmount the socio-spatial difficulties. 

As Barbara Godard remarked, one of the aims of recent feminist research "coincides with 

the efforts of women writers to open new dimensions of space, to allow women freedom of 

movement, without hesitancy, or fear, or obstacle, through geographic and political spaces, but, 

more fundamentally, through cultural, conceptual and imaginary spaces" (Godard 2). Looking 

closely at how authors Gabrielle Roy, Helen Potrebenko, Isabel Vaillancourt and Heather O'Neill 

dramatize female and child characters' movement through and experience of daily living spaces, 

I suggest that, indeed, the texts open and question the geographical, material, sex-gendered, and 

imaginary spaces in which fictionalized subjects struggle to exist. By exploring the characters' 

experience of spatial, economic and psychosocial distress, I argue that the fictionalized subjects 

are able to build localized spaces of comfort both in the public and in the private sphere and thus 

to find a certain "freedom of movement" (Godard 2). Their survival strategies used for coping 

with social, spatial, economic, and physical boundaries show that they are agents of change and 

capable of finding and preserving minimum comfort in living spaces. For instance, the characters 
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show ambivalence towards their sense of home, and, accordingly, they seek to rebuild and/or 

negotiate this living space through alternative sites such as embodied, fantasized or shared 

spatiality. 

I will read the texts according to the experiences of struggle of the characters, the 

represented survival strategies, and textual elements such as narrative point of view and 

discourses on space, gender and poverty. Bonheur d'occasion concentrates on the ways of using 

and creating space to get out of poverty and represents women's active, but subjugated, roles. 

The collection of short stories Hey Waitress and Other Stories gathers fictional voices of 

working-class, elderly, and poor subjects who experience sex-gendered, spatial, and economic 

struggle. These struggles create a space for alternatives and for resistance in living spaces that are 

open to change. Les enfants Beaudet fictionalizes the lives of children who, as a closed group, try 

to appropriate private and public spaces and use violence and revenge to cope with feelings of 

abandonment and injustice. Finally, Lullabies for Little Criminals, a first-person narrative, 

dramatizes the daily struggles of a pre-teenager who goes from one place to another, searching 

for recognition and a sense of home in Montreal. Each text represents particular living spaces and 

lived spatiality that situate and inscribe the agency of the female and child protagonists. Despite 

spatial crises, these stories dramatize how oppressed subjects are able to take action. 

Drawing on theories of space (Henri Lefebvre, Elizabeth Grosz, Kristinne Miranne and 

Alma H. Young), home (Catherine Wiley, Thomas Foster, Janet Zandy) and the fictional 

representation of poverty (Roxanne Rimstead), this thesis analyses home, the workplace, the 

body, and the shared space of solidarity as fragile, limited and conflicting sites. The four books 

dramatize the socio-spatial distress of characters that arise when precarious living conditions 

limit their opportunities for survival and subjecthood. I suggest, more particularly, that the 

negotiation of space is an important part of the process of identity formation through which the 
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characters find a sense of home between the material and the psychological, the public and the 

private, and individuality and solidarity. 

Keywords: Canadian Comparative literature, living space, poor and working-class women, body, 

solidarity. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Living Spaces and Lived Spatiality in Stories of Everyday Struggle 

Male and female literary theorists have explored the role of space in fiction in order to 

provide interpretations of the ways in which authors represent, use and organize spatial forms to 

position their characters and challenge fixed and essentialist notions of difference and identity. In 

fiction, public and private places, institutions, social practices, and intimate rituals often represent 

everyday struggle in the lives of marginalized subjects. Spatial representations of the street, the 

workplace, the home, and the body, "become synecdoches pointing to particular orientations and 

evaluations" of daily life (Highmore 15). 

The fields of gender and feminist studies have demonstrated that the production of space 

reflects a gender bias not only in lived space but also in the "construction of theory and in the 

avoidance of research that directly addresses women's lived experience" (Miranne & Young 1). 

Feminist geographers and philosophers have expanded this discussion by examining micro- and 

macro-level issues at the intersections of gender, experience, class, and space, to better 

understand Western culture's construction of womanhood. These power forces inscribe the daily 

living spaces, which in turn delineate the everyday lives of the fictionalized subjects and limit 

their agency. Thus by looking at space as a social construction that is not static but dynamic, we 

can more easily understand and analyze how female characters' identities are "constructed, fixed, 

and contested" through spaces and places (66). 

This thesis proposes to analyse fictional representations of everyday struggles and living 

spaces to better understand lived spatiality1 and related survival strategies. To understand how 

1 Living spaces refer to the spaces in which characters live, move and experience their struggles, such as die home, 
workplace, street, gang, body and solidarity. Lived spatiality refers to the characters' experience of these living 
spaces and the strategic forging of new space to deal with the daily struggles. 
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daily living spaces and struggles appear in fiction, I will analyse three novels and a collection of 

short stories by Canadian and Quebecois women writers: Gabrielle Roy's Bonheur d'occasion 

(1945), Helen Potrebenko's Hey Waitress and Other Stories (1989), Isabel Vaillancourt's Les 

enfants Beaudet (2001), and Heather O'Neill's Lullabies for Little Criminals (2006). My corpus 

consists of fictional stories about women and children who experience economic, corporeal and 

sex-gendered crises in problematic living spaces. Each text dramatizes the hardships of social 

alienation, spatial exclusion and economic precariousness. Each text also presents a narrative 

structure, active female and child characters, and textual elements that serve to portray poor and 

working-class subjects' resistance and survival strategies in the context of struggle. 

Caught between a desire to get out of their difficult situation and a sense of home that is 

already grounded in some physical places, the characters negotiate their position and often 

transgress spatial limits. Indeed, the female and child characters express a desire to get out of 

their precarious situations by using survival strategies. One of my goals is to show how they 

create new space through solidarity; escape reality through drugs, alcohol, and fantasy; and use 

their bodies as shields or as objects of negotiation with dominant forces. The fictionalized 

subjects develop these different forms of resistance in order to create, preserve, or even displace 

an often blurry sense of home. By analysing how class and gender systems of oppression inscribe 

the poor female and child characters' living spaces, I am able to argue that, for them, home is a 

site in which identity is constructed, negotiated, and appropriated. To do so, I need to explore 

how the characters use the aforementioned strategies of resistance and/or complicity. These 

spatial strategies are the main and unifying thread to the four chapters. 

My concern with home in this study is primordial. By looking more closely at how the 

characters experience home, I will argue that their idealized home is not only, for the majority, an 

imagined place from within. The representations of living spaces are not simply either material or 
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symbolic, for, as Doreen Massey, a contemporary social geographer, stresses, "space is 

constituted through social relations and material social practices" (Massey 146). Spaces of home 

are, to put it another way, not simply internalized, poetic, individualized expressions of home. 

Rather, and this can be observed in the four selected narratives, those spaces represent "the 

production of strategies of self-definition or self-expression" by the poor to resist spatial 

exclusion from their respective living spaces (Zandy, Calling Home 1). 

Another of my research goals is thus to read home as a space and place of economic, 

material and personal struggle in order to argue that both public and private space matter in the 

construction of identity and that identity influences the construction and transformation of space 

(Lefebvre 137, Massey 146). The selected pieces of fiction reveal how the private and the public 

impinge on one another as the socio-economic stigma of poverty attributed to the subjects 

experiencing economic crisis penetrates the home and disturbs their sense of belonging and 

community. Hence class and gender are at the core of this analysis and will be read through the 

representations of space and place. By putting lived space in relation to class, gender and fictional 

experiences of struggle, I hope to deepen our understanding of how these literary texts dramatize 

lived experiences of struggle and challenge the essentialisation of female identities, social status, 

and mobility in Canadian and Quebecois society. 

i. Stories of Daily Struggle 

I begin this study with Roy's modern urban novel, which convincingly portrays struggling 

yet resourceful female subjects who refuse to give up their dreams, but instead take action. 

Gabrielle Roy's Bonheur d'occasion is traditionally known for being one of the first urban novels 

published in Quebec and for representing the poverty of French-Quebecois people living in urban 

spaces. Although Roy does not overtly denounce her female characters' precarious positions, her 
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narrative centers on the psychological and intimate observations of the Lacasse women, which 

make this realist narrative a lively and poignant defence of subjects from below. The narrative 

makes the readers aware of female subjects' difficulty to get out of poverty unless they "marry 

up" like Florentine. Many critics have already argued the sisterhood between Rose-Anna and 

Florentine is another source of escape and of comfort that helps them to better deal with their 

struggle. Drawing on the work of Patricia Smart and Roxanne Rimstead, my intentions are to 

discuss how this sisterhood is part of the text's spatilialization of struggle. The female 

protagonists, Rose-Anna and Florentine, respectively occupy the spaces of the domestic sphere 

and the workplace, and their bodies are portrayed as part of their struggle to move freely in the 

city of Montreal. 

By avoiding emphasizing the negativity of their living spaces and relationships and by 

focusing instead on their different survival strategies to surmount bodily, material, emotional and 

spatial crises, I believe it becomes possible to read this novel as an engaged representation of 

solidarity between the female characters. Roy's text portrays women whose lives are devoted to 

improving their living conditions through survival strategies that are more or less successful, but 

that also reveal a strong relationship of sisterhood between a mother and her daughter despite 

their conflict. As many critics have remarked, in Bonheur d 'occasion the fictionalized subjects' 

strategies dramatize the isolating aspect of poverty and of patriarchy for poor women, but more 

importantly they also reveal the empowering dimension of the Lacasse women's mutual 

relationship (Rimstead 80). Of the four works discussed, only Roy's novel has had substantial 

critical response. The three others have received little critical attention to date. 

The collection of short stories Hey Waitress and Other Stories written by Helen 

Potrebenko in 1989 did not attract much formal criticism and Potrebenko's fiction remains, for 

the most part, outside the traditional canon. Identifying her as a socialist realist writer of various 
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genres (short stories, novel, poems, plays), James Doyle remarks in Progressive Heritage: The 

Evolution of a Politically Radical Tradition in Canada how the political dimension of her writing 

stands out, since Potrebenko's work often concentrates on "the themes of solidarity against the 

social injustice, especially to women workers, perpetrated by male-dominated government and 

corporate power" (Doyle 289). Often through radical depictions, Potrebenko addresses issues of 

working-class struggle, sex-gendered injustices and sisterhood through the voices of "women 

attempting to survive in a male-dominated capitalist society that relegates [them] to economic 

and sexual inferiority" (288). The politically-engaged message that lies behind her characters' 

dialogues and inner thoughts is influenced by lived experience of working-class struggle and 

community, as Potrebenko foregrounds in the Preface when she thanks the women whom she 

interviewed to obtain "necessary information about specifics of work" (Potrebenko iv). 

Potrebenko's collection includes short stories about female subjects attempting to 

surmount economic distress, work-induced physical pain and relational stress at home and at 

work. A majority of characters overtly express their frustration with the precariousness of their 

jobs and the sexist oppression experienced in the work place. A close reading of what the female 

characters have to say about those experiences shows that the tensions lived at work and in public 

spaces are brought back home. Struggling to be comfortable in their living spaces, they find 

alternative ways and strategies to survive and to preserve their sense of home. The protagonists 

are not comfortable in the places given to them and they take action to stretch, transgress and 

sometimes break the boundaries of the male-dominated spaces, through excess space which they 

move. If some of the characters succeed, others are confronted with what seems to them 

insurmountable barriers: "You mean, the writer said, that to get promoted to furniture, a woman 

couldn't take a course or learn sales or get experience, she'd have to become something different 

- something more prosperous, like a man or middle-class woman" (77). 
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Isabel Vaillancourt is the author of two novels for adults and several novels for children in 

which she explores the process of children's self-formation, often through traumatic experiences. 

Her fictional work explores how the living conditions of families are jeopardized by poverty and 

its social stigma, and her novel Les enfants Beaudet precisely addresses the refusal of society to 

recognize youth subjects from below as other than "des pauvres qui mangent dans la main des 

autres" (Vaillancourt 43). Set in Rouyn, Abitibi, Les enfants Beaudet is a contemporary story 

about 1960s poverty told by nine-year-old Rose Beaudet, whose monologues give details about 

the Beaudet children's actions and reactions to being left on their own, penniless and hungry. 

Divided into sixteen short chapters, each representing a day spent in a juvenile detention centre, 

the book addresses Rose and her siblings' capacity to overcome spatial exclusion and 

confinement through solidarity and strategic secrecy, around which the entire story is structured. 

Resisting ostracism through acts of violence, the children justify their behaviour as a quest for 

citizenship, fighting for social recognition and dignity by imitating hollywood versions of Robin 

Hood and A1 Capone. Their struggle for a space of their own and to be reunited with their family 

causes them, paradoxically, to be even more excluded as they become detainees trying to make 

sense of the place in which they are confined: "Si tout ce qu'on a fait sur la rue Perreault etait 

pour l'honneur, comment se fait-il que papa ait disparu de notre vie, que maman en ait perdu la 

raison, et qu'on nous ait enfermes ici ?" (19). Through Rose's monologues and conversations, we 

come to better understand how embodied and public spaces shape this family and influence the 

problematic agency and solidarity of the children. 

Vaillancourt makes the readers participants by having us question what the real crime was 

and by making sense of the children's desperate experience in unprotected environments. By 

closely reading how the children move on the streets, at home, and among other bodies to 

become citizens, breaking the laws that regulate this same conception of city life, it becomes 
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possible to examine how the young subjects are being influenced by global and local powers. The 

absence of their parents and the rejection and contempt from the local inhabitants reinforce their 

commitment to keeping a very dark secret. This secret is key to understanding the Beaudet 

children's aggressiveness and hunger for vengeance. 

Lullabies for Little Criminals has received significant praise since its publication in 2006. 

Heather O'Neill's first novel, set in 1980s Montreal, is narrated by 12-year-old Baby, who tells 

the reader about being a young girl having to survive extreme poverty and spatial entrapment, 

about being vulnerable to men who lure her into prostitution and drug abuse. In desperate need of 

someone to take care of her because her father is often under the influence of drugs or in 

rehabilitation centers, Baby experiences different forms of spatial struggle at home and on the 

street. She also struggles to be treated as a subject since she is so often objectified. She directly 

addresses the reader, and the form of narration almost reads like a confession: "I will let you in 

on a little secret about being hit by a car" (O'Neill 56). Baby thus confesses, testifies to strangers, 

and tells us how she sought, more than anything else, to be comfortable with others instead of 

being comfortable in material places. The embodied space and the public spaces such as the 

street, hotels and living spaces such as her father's apartment, and the foster homes influence the 

formation of Baby's character. As readers, not only do we react to this lived experience and 

question the incapacity of those who intervene in her life to really make a difference, but also 

come to feel solidarity with this girl who addresses us directly and who is able to be an agent of 

change for herself. 

ii. Reading and Theorizing Borders: Finding Home 

In terms of my own methodological choices, I pay particular attention to the theories of 

Linda McDowell and Roxanne Rimstead, who argue against academic and institutionalized 
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comportments that naturalize subjects who experience economic and sex-gendered struggle as 

inferior (Rimstead, Remnants 6). I agree with these theorists who refuse an essentialisation of 

identities such as that of "the woman" and of "the poor," and disturb dominant discourses on 

space, gender, sexuality and class. As a result, I intend to look more closely at how the female 

characters try, in their own complex ways, to resist economic and sex-gendered oppression in 

order to have or to create a place of their own. The survival strategies of fictionalized female and 

child subjects against the patriarchal gender system will thus be read as problematic and 

relational instead of being polarized and fixed as either resistant or complicit with dominant 

forces. 

To analyse my coipus, I consider feminist and philosophical approaches to space that 

privilege economic, material, and corporeal relations. The work of Janet Zandy on working-class 

women's identity and their home spaces helps to decode, in Gabrielle Roy's and Helen 

Potrebenko's writings more particularly, the dramatized "working-class [women's] experience, 

its contradictions and commonalities" (Zandy, Calling Home 5). Zandy's observations about 

working-class women's writings allow an analysis of some of the works under study that might 

clarify the relationship between class, gender, space, place, and the female characters' survival 

strategies. The writings of Elizabeth Grosz and Iris Marion Young are also useful. They prove to 

be crucial assessments of embodied spatiality and seek to resituate the female body and female 

space in more inclusive theorizations of embodied spatiality. Conceptualizations and 

theorizations of home, of the body, and of the everyday are also valuable to my study on living 

spaces and lived spatiality because they offer alternative ways of examining and reading 

women's experience of space, whether bound, liminal, or material. Theorists such as Grosz, 

Young, Zandy, and Rimstead provide strategies for understanding the spatial knowledge found in 

the literary texts and in the representations of female and child subjects. 
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My reading strategies are also shaped and guided by the approach of feminist standpoint 

theorists. Drawing on Sandra Harding's argument that women's testimonies give place to a wider 

range of lived experiences, I argue that the fictionalized subjects found in the texts are sources of 

knowledge about female experiences of everyday life. I adapt feminist standpoint theories to my 

thesis by considering that the female characters experience poverty, sexism and economic 

distress differently. They are, to borrow Harding's words, "multiple ... and contradictory or 

incoherent, not unitary, homogenous, and coherent" (Harding 65). The feminist standpoint 

approach is useful to my thesis because it focuses on resisting the historical tendency of 

misrepresenting and silencing women and children by using "dominant knowledge canons" in 

which these subjects are often excluded and essentialised (Brooks 56). By applying these ideas to 

my corpus, I wish to demonstrate that the female and child characters are not merely represented 

as victims and as passive individuals. They are representations of subjects who experience 

situations of oppression and who try to take control of their lives and of their living spaces. The 

texts offer counter-discourse and symbolic resistance to hegemonic ideas of space and identity 

construction. They share knowledge of everyday struggle, sexual oppression, socioeconomic 

crisis, lived spatiality, sisterhood, and solidarity. The texts show a determination and a 

frustration, a state of crisis, in the struggle to change everyday living spaces. 

Other theorists such as Kristinne Miranne and Alma H. Young, and Thomas Foster 

challenge essentialist views of space, which allows me to better understand the distinct dynamics 

of the fictionalized subjects' spatial struggles. Although they do not always discuss literary works 

and address the concepts of space, gender and class sociologically and philosophically, they 

nonetheless provide meaningful alternatives to traditional and essentialist interpretations of living 

spaces. They allow a better understanding of the different dynamics of the fictionalized subjects' 

spatial and daily struggles. For instance, the home, the workplace, the street, and the body are 



places that have been traditionally "characterized by the distinction of public and private 

domains" (Foster 6). Thomas Foster suggests in Transformations of Domesticity in Modern 

Women's Writing that this binary opposition "may have never been entirely valid," and yet 

remarks that "it is still necessary to account for the power that the private/public distinction held 

in the literary imagination, even after the impossibility of a strict demarcation between these 

gendered spaces began to become apparent" (6). I also consider it more meaningful to move 

away from traditional oppositions and to apply such rethinking or reopening of the domestic and 

feminine identity model. Such a paradigm shift allows the revisiting of the representations of 

female experiences of struggle and lived space. For instance, in the different stories, living spaces 

such as the home and the street are represented as porous and open to transgression and 

transformation. Such characteristics raise questions about keeping the private and public as 

polarities and encourage a redefinition of the dichotomy as a webbed and dynamic socio-spatial 

process. 

Although focused on American modern fiction and poetry, Foster's book is relevant to 

this study because it argues for the recognition of women's many positions and experiences. In 

favour of letting go of essentialist and fixed boundaries between public and private, as well as 

boundaries between women themselves, he borrows Emily Dickinson's verse "homelessness at 

home" to explore the possible meanings of women's experience of home/lessness (Foster 10). He 

uses the trope of homelessness at home to "imagine the possibility of connecting [women's] 

specific experiences with those of other women, without assimilating those other experiences to a 

white middle-class model in the way that the ideology of separate spheres [private/public] 

universalized a specific kind of feminine experience to cover all women" (11). Foster's insistence 

on "unlearning the construction of home as a separate space secure in its internal homogeneity" is 

an idea that I wish to take into account when examining the four works in my corpus (12). 
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As I have already remarked, public and private spaces are relational and shifting within 

each literary text, and this contact is conflicted and difficult. The imposed, sometimes materially 

inadequate and unsanitary living spaces and the ones qualified by the characters as "home" merge 

and impinge on one another. This pushes the characters to develop strategies of community 

building both in resistance to and in complicity with the imposed living spaces. More precisely, 

the female characters' search for a home and their desire to keep their home is expressed by 

survival strategies that lead them to transform and at times redefine what home is. Longing for 

economic, bodily, and psychological comfort, the fictionalized female subjects express a desire 

for community and solidarity that displaces and reconfigures what home means and where it is. 

Such displacement, as certain female characters end up living on the street, prostitute themselves, 

use drugs, or risk being evicted from their house, requires a close reading of how the public and 

the private appear in the texts and inscribe the daily struggles of the characters. 

Architecture from the Outside: Essays on Virtual and Real Space, by Grosz, is a 

philosophical and radical analysis of embodied space that offers interesting avenues for exploring 

the female characters' corporeal experiences of spatial precariousness. It explains why the body 

is the "primary sociocultural product" and how space and time are thus strongly anchored in 

corporeality: "they are a priori corporeal categories, whose precise features and idiosyncrasies 

parallel the cultural and historical specificities of bodies" (Grosz 32). Grosz suggests that a 

system of forces defines the precarious conditions of female bodies and limits the availability of 

spaces (33). Consequently, female subjects take action in order to, potentially, transgress physical 

and social boundaries (33). When applied to my thesis, Grosz's theorization of bodily space and 

lived spatiality serves to better understand the representations of the gender bias in the production 

of space. It proves to be valuable to relate issues of space and body to materiality and female 

subjectivity. 
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Kristinne Miranne and Alma H. Young's collection of essays Gendering the City: 

Women, Boundaries and Visions of Urban Life focuses more on urban development and on how 

women can transform and create spaces that can challenge the dominant patriarchal system. An 

ideological and political desire to question the values promoted by the economic system motivate 

their research. One idea about the need for a new space paradigm more focused on women's 

experience of economic and gender struggle appears in both books. Grosz best expresses it: 

We need quite different terms by which to understand space and spatiality, if 

we are to be able to more successfully rethink the relation between women 

and space. We would also have to consider very carefully the boundaries of 

what constitutes the occupation of space and occupying it 'as a woman.' 

(Grosz, Architecture 25) 

Grosz reminds us that questions relative to space and gender need to give place to a new, non-

essentialist spatial paradigm inclusive of women's identities. The two books allow us to look 

more critically at the reasons for women's capacity to be resistant agents of change in oppressive 

spatial environments: "Because of the separation of different roles and functions within the city, 

and because women often find themselves within separate and less powerful space, women resist, 

(re)configure, and (re)construct the boundaries they encounter" (Miranne & Young 2). 

In the context of my corpus, Miranne and Young's concept of boundary gives meaning to 

the different spatial representations of living spaces inhabited by female and child characters and 

helps structuring my discussion of the characters' experience of spatial struggles. Their 

conceptualization not only delineates the different public and private living spaces but also 

creates a space to recognize the capacity for women to take action in an environment governed by 

forces beyond them: it "provides interpretations of the ways in which urban spaces are generated 

by social relations, and, in turn, of how social relations result in distinct spatial forms within the 



city" (Miranne & Young 1). These authors enrich the comparative approach undertaken in this 

thesis and they help to highlight the similarities and disparities among each narrative's 

representations of living spaces and female characters. They help me situate the daily struggle 

and survival strategies at the intersection of spatial, sex-gendered and economic power structures. 

Accordingly, they allow me to better observe how the economic and patriarchal gender systems 

govern and design the characters' living spaces. 

My hypothesis that female and child characters redefine and make their living spaces 

more complex is grounded in Foster's concept of homelessness at home and Donna Haraway's 

idea, similar to Foster's, that the private and the public should not be conceptualized as polarities 

but rather as parts of a webbed system: "[I]t is now a totally misleading ideology, even to show 

how both terms [private and public domains] of these dichotomies construct each other in theory 

and practice. I prefer a network ideological image, suggesting the profusion of spaces and 

identities and the permeability of boundaries in the personal body and in the body politic" 

(Haraway 170). Caren Kaplan maintains a similar argument in Questions of Travel: Postmodern 

Discourses of Displacement, theories of location in which the home occupies a predominant 

place "do not set up binary oppositions between global and local" (18). Kaplan does not address 

the public/private polarization directly; she questions the broader dichotomy of 

location/displacement to open related conceptualizations that are also relevant to my analysis of 

the selected stories. Indeed, she argues that new theorization of socio-spatial processes reinforces 

a destabilization of the location/displacement dichotomy that encompasses and disturbs the 

concepts of movement, homelessness, liminality, private, public, identity and self. Kaplan also 

remarks how most attempts at such destabilization of master narratives and traditional 

dichotomies of difference have not spent enough time looking more critically at how subjects 

who experience master narratives of poverty, racism and sexism continue to live with such power 
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inequities on many different psychosocial levels (Kaplan 21). 

These theories foster a better understanding of how the characters under study deal with 

these power forces on a daily basis and in private and public places. I observe that the 

fictionalized subjects are able to develop survival strategies that help them to negotiate, as they 

are not always able to transgress, those webbed socio-spatial boundaries that limit their 

movements and opportunities. For example, Phyllis, in Potrebenko's short story "Co-Alcoholic," 

rides elevators in office buildings. She cannot avoid her alienating workspace nor can she leave 

her husband and home because of the latter's alcoholism. Instead of transgressing boundaries, 

Phyllis negotiates her living spaces by appropriating the elevators she must take daily. Again, I 

claim that such negotiation and transgression disturb the traditional concepts of the public and the 

private. Indeed, my analysis of the four works will demonstrate how subjects in crisis bring 

elements from work or from the street into the private sphere and then try to find a sense of home 

in a new space. 

I suggest that one way in which the characters can resist the limits of socially constructed 

space is to create new forms of social community in the form of sisterhood or solidarity. For 

instance, Baby develops public and private solidarity to recreate daughter/father bonding in 

Lullabies for Little Criminals. Rose-Anna and Florentine, in Bonheur d'occasion, find a certain 

comfort in their mother/daughter relationship, and the children in Les enfants Beaudet develop a 

gang-like community to achieve their goals. The relation between space and these new forms of 

community is an identifiable strategy of surviving spatialized conflict and oppression. Because 

the definitions of solidarity and sisterhood are similar,2 I have decided to use the terms as 

2 The Canadian Oxford Dictionary defines solidarity as "unity or agreement of feeling or action, especially among 
individuals with a common interest," and as "mutual support or cohesiveness." It defines sisterhood as a "community 
of feeling and mutual support between women." The idea of mutual support stands out from both definitions and 
connects them, whereas the concept of community addresses a larger group of people and does not always imply 



synonyms when discussing communities or supportive relations among women. When 

discussing child characters, however, the term solidarity is more appropriate, as sisterhood 

specifically concerns female subjects. Indeed, as in the relationship between Baby and Jules in 

Lullabies for Little Criminals, solidarity in Les enfants Beaudet crosses gender lines. 

It is primordial to distinguish between private and public solidarity and sisterhood. The 

representations of mutual support are often private, represented by the relationship between 

family members, such as Rose-Anna and Florentine in Bonheur d'occasion, Stella and Ginny in 

Potrebenko's short story "Hey Waitress," and the group of young siblings in Vaillancourt's Les 

enfants Beaudet. Mutual support among characters also takes place at work and on the street. 

When used as survival strategy by colleagues at work, by a protagonist and another character on 

the street, or in public places such as a community center, school, and juvenile detention center, it 

impacts the daily lives of the characters as a concrete, public, and material form of resistance. 

Public solidarity or more private forms of sisterhood create a space of mutual support, of 

temporary togetherness between characters who need one another, such as the interviewer and 

interviewee in Potrebenko's "The Interview," or the objectified articling employees Carole and 

Magda in Potrebenko's "RSVP" and the children in Les enfants Beaudet. The latter use their 

strong sense of solidarity to create a space for themselves on the streets of Rouyn, disturbing and 

resisting exclusion from the community and finding solutions to their hunger both for food and 

revenge. The capacity of characters to appropriate public and private spaces, to use strategies of 

mutual support, of escape and of embodied space to constitute a place of their own exposes how 

these new spaces created by the characters experiencing economic, sex-gendered and material 

crises are produced as alternatives to their living spaces, which are also limited by economic, 

support. I have also decided not to use the term coalition as it refers to official "alliance for combined action between 
larger bodies of people. 
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patriarchal and political forces. It is not my intention to idealize the power of female characters to 

create new spaces of resistance in their everyday lives and thus escape oppression, but rather to 

reassess what constitutes resistance in terms of everyday struggle and home space. 

Elizabeth Grosz has commented in Architecture from the Outside: Essays on Virtual and 

Real Space that space is never closed nor fixed, and that it is both a place for the dominant and 

for the dominated to exist. Discussing the oppression of homosexuals and women, she argues: 

"women, or gays, or other minorities, aren't 'imprisoned' in or by space, because space (unless 

we are talking about a literal prison) is never fixed or contained, and thus is always open to 

various uses ... because space is open to how people live it. Space is the ongoing possibility of a 

different inhabitation" (Grosz, Architecture 9). When applied to the fictional representations of 

lived space and of spatial negotiation, her argument on the possibility of renewing space by 

occupying it differently explains to a great extent how characters in crisis are able to invent, alter 

or negotiate a space for themselves in places that often seem to be fixed and predetermined. 

The female and child characters in my corpus are able to be agents of change in space as 

they move in, out of, and around private and public places. When possible, they use mutual 

support to create an in-between place and to negotiate existing living places by disturbing and 

transgressing boundaries. Erin Manning in Ephemeral Territories: Representing Nation, Home, 

and Identity in Canada has argued that the home has often been theorized as a space of solidarity 

with protected boundaries, but also as an extension of the nation with discourses of racial 

difference and multicultural identity construction. Boundaries are, as Grosz suggests, "perennial 

sites of negotiation" and must be addressed "in more nuanced and complex ways" than 

outside/inside, public/private dichotomies that render impossible the existence of this new lived 

space (Architecture 32). This study will thus demonstrate that boundaries around lived spaces and 

experiences of struggle are not clear-cut. Grosz defines the in-between as a place where 



transformation and resistance is possible: "the space of subversion and fraying, the edges of any 

identity's limits. In short, it is the space of the bounding and undoing of the identities which 

constitute it.... This in-between is the very site for contestation" (93). Struggling to find a place of 

their own and to move in the different living spaces, the characters under study resist by creating 

new space in which they experience a certain comfort and belonging. Longing for a material and 

symbolic home, the characters under study use embodied space (their body and other bodies), 

private and public boundaries and places (living on the street, occupying elevators, bringing work 

home, etc.), and different kinds of mutual support and relationships (solidarity, sisterhood, the 

interview, the gang, etc.). 

iii. Class, Poverty and Sex-gendered Boundaries of Space 

Drawing on Roxanne Rimstead's discussion of homecoming and homeplace in relation to 

poor and working-class women in fiction, I explore the interrelations of class, gender and space 

that influence the construction and preservation of a sense of home. In Remnants of Nation: On 

Poverty Narratives by Women she examines, among many others texts, the works in my corpus 

by Gabrielle Roy and Helen Potrebenko, in terms of their ideologies and autobiographical and 

everyday experiences of economic and gendered struggle. Although my thesis focuses more 

intently on representations and theorizations of space than on her category of analysis called 

"poverty narratives,"3 Rimstead's study serves to deepen my understanding of female subjects' 

experiences of poverty, of daily spaces and of sex-gendered struggle. More particularly, by 

3 Rimstead defines her category of "poverty narratives" as "a category which includes stories both by and about the 
poor" and as "cultural sites where identities are constructed and negotiated rather than merely reflected, cultural sites 
of struggle between hegemonic and counter-cultural discourses, yet sites where more than discourse is at stake" (4). 
Although the works in my corpus can be read as poverty narratives, my focus is not on poverty as such but rather on 
the female and child characters' negotiation of living and work space and search for a sense of solidarity or 
sisterhood within a context of poverty. 



noticing how the selected texts inscribe poor female and child bodies in urban, class, and gender 

systems of oppression, it becomes possible to argue that home is a site in which identity can be 

constructed, negotiated, and appropriated through resistance to and/or complicity with these 

systems. A theoretical framework constituted of theories on space and discourses on gender, 

subjectivity and corporeality thus helps me to describe and analyze the literary representations of 

the daily living spaces and allows me, at least tentatively, to "re-connect the symbolic to the 

political" (Eagleton 123). 

My corpus allows me to explore, as Anthony Purdy remarked in his discussion of 

Bonheur d'occasion, how housing can be perverted by discourses of political and economic 

forces: "The bitter economy of abundance and excess which found its wealth in the exclusion of a 

whole segment of society is brought home" (Purdy 49). Accordingly, Christine Delphy's Close to 

Home: A Materialist Analysis of Women's Oppression, is useful. It denounces the naturalization 

of women's unpaid domestic labour and confirms her hypothesis that "the domestic relations of 

production constitute one ... class relationship" in which men dominate and women are 

dominated (Delphy 26). Delphy argues how "the concept of class additionally puts social 

domination at the heart of the explanation of [sex-gendered] hierarchy" (26). This concept works 

to identify gender blindness in systemic economic relations and helps explain some of the many 

variables that make "home" a place in the selected literary texts in which it is hard to live and 

thrive. The texts indeed represent women and children whose everyday lives and crises are 

governed and designed by an economic and patriarchal gender system that tends to objectify 

them. In reaction to these forces, the characters show a capacity to take charge of their confining 

and problematic living spaces. 

Drawing on theories of space and sex/gender helps to better understand the problematic 

meanings of terms such as home, private and public spheres, and living spaces, and to provide 



evidence for one of my arguments: that literary texts produce knowledge about the spatialization 

of struggle and spatiality of daily life. Accordingly, as Henri Lefebvre, David Harvey, and 

Massey argue, the spatial is political in how it is, for example, controlled by those who do not 

produce it, but who use it to make profit and to have power over less powerful subjects, implying 

that "[l]'espace reel est celui de la pratique sociale," and that only those in "control" of society, of 

its hegemonic choices of development, can influence the construction and distribution of space 

(Lefebvre 31). Since the 1960s onward, literary and cultural theorists, drawing on the work of 

spatial experts such as cultural geographers Lefebvre, Harvey and Massey, have been concerned 

with the production of space in different contexts of economic and social struggles. Based on 

different fields of research, these interdisciplinary analyses of space and of its cultural resonances 

in capitalist, urban societies have demonstrated, to borrow the words of Harvey, the power of 

"permanences" on the common forms of modern and contemporary geography, such as the city, 

the country, and richer and poorer neighborhoods. Those "permanences," as he remarks, function 

as a fixity of social constructions of space and of its production, which assures the position of 

those in power and keeps those who experience poverty struggling both materially and culturally: 

"A particular way of representing (as opposed to using) spaces ... guides social practices in ways 

which secure the social order" (Harvey, Justice 212). Although Harvey recommends resistance in 

some cases, the socially constructed urban geography (including the home, workspace, streets, 

neighbourhood) is, more often than not, unquestioned, as if it were impossible to posit new 

dimensions and seek for alternative meanings in those fixed architectural designs and symbols. 

Despite a popular consensus on the meaning of urban geography, it remains difficult for theorists 

to agree on the definition of space. 

Influenced by Lefebvre's argument in La Production de J'espace, Massey comments that 

"[precisely because the use of spatial terminology is so frequently unexamined, the use of the 
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term is not always immediately evident" ("Politics and Space/Time" 142). She remarks that, 

around 1970, 

the previously hegemonic positivist 'spatial science' was increasingly 

challenged [...] The argument turned intellectually on how the relation 

between space and society should be conceptualized. [...] The aphorism of 

the 1970s was [that] ... space is constituted through social relations and 

material social practices." (Massey 145) 

Massey adds that by the 1980s it was well accepted that space was inseparable from the social. A 

majority of social researchers and human geographers agreed that the spatial was altered by 

social politics. They also admitted that the social was transformed and influenced by the spatial. 

Massey emphasizes how notions of space and place are key concepts for many social sciences 

and not just for geography, a field that has opened to other fields of research since the 1970s 

(141). She makes theoretical links between important contemporary philosophers such as Michel 

Foucault, Fredric Jameson, Ernesto Laclau and Homi Bhabha, to make her point that "the anxiety 

of our era has to do fundamentally with space" and that "in other contexts the importance of the 

spatial, and of other associated concepts, is more metaphorical. In debates around identity the 

terminology of space, location, positionality and place figures prominently" (141). 

Michael Keith and Steve Pile remark that "how the individual is understood to be placed -

located - in society" has rendered visible that political matters of shared social relations or 

fundamental oppressions now tend to look for answers in "the spatial - whether real space, 

imaginary spaces, or symbolic spaces" (Keith & Pile 35). Their explanation is similar to 

Lefebvre's theorization of the term as "un ensemble de relations et de formes" (Lefebvre 137). 

The latter's Marxist theory on the production of space focuses on analysing the internal and 

external relationships that operate in the formation and spatialization of the industrialized world. 



In the context of my thesis, Lefebvre's ideas serve to differentiate relations between governing 

forces and subjugated subjects. As Lefebvre remarks, such subjects are the ones who perceive, 

use, manipulate, and exist in often problematic places (110). He argues that space and the people 

using space influence each other, and that it is crucial to look critically at how the subjects use 

and construct their living spaces. Space is not merely a container, and subjects are not simply 

users: "L'espace? Ce n'est pour le 'vecu' ni un simple 'cadre,' comparable au cadre d'un tableau, 

ni une forme ou contenant presque indifferents, destines seulement a recevoir ce qu'on y met. 

L'espace, c'est la morphologie sociale ; c'est done au 'vecu' ce qu'est a l'organisme vivant sa 

forme elle-meme, intimement liee aux fonctions et aux structures" (Lefebvre 112). Lefebvre's 

argument has deeply influenced my reading and analysis of the different literary representations 

of living spaces. 

Gender also characterizes space, adding another layer of complexity to the boundaries 

that sets limit to female living spaces. Linda McDowell in "Doing Gender: Feminism, Feminists 

and Research Methods in Human Geography" remarks: "geographic scholarship has been that of 

the public world of state, the firm or the city ... [and] here too phallocentric notions succeed in 

relegating women to the sidelines" (McDowell 410). In her discussion of gender bias in human 

geography, she explains why the research field of human geography is not fully representative of 

society and thus why it is necessary to revisit and disturb certain male-oriented research 

concepts. The goal is to achieve a shift in the methodology so that women can strategically 

occupy space. 

As Sophie Watson remarks in "City A/Genders," in more recent feminist theories that 

draw mostly on "post-structuralist and postmodern theories of identity and meaning, the earlier 

discourse on space has come under scrutiny for constructions of space which were too objective," 

all-encompassing and not considerate enough of subjects living on the margins (239). In fact, 



Watson remarks in her discussion of Susan Thompson's work on the migrant women's 

construction of home, how a majority of studies on space often reproduced stereotypical social 

constructions, whereas much recent research work focuses on alternative models of spatial 

treatment (239). The objective, for these new feminist human geographers, philosophers and 

critics is to concentrate their analysis on dominant forms of economic and gendered spatialization 

and on "show[ing] how the home ... represents a site of power, or atonement for loss or a sign of 

success" (Watson 240). 

In other words, and although issues of sex-gender inequality still need to be addressed, the 

methodological and theoretical shifts in human geography, as well as in philosophy (Grosz) and 

literature (Zandy, Rimstead, Foster), propose "exciting possibilities for rethinking and reshaping 

space" (239). Accordingly, through an analysis of the home, the workplace, the street and the 

body represented in the corpus, it becomes possible to see how space is, indeed, "un ensemble de 

relations et de formes" and how it is possible to change it (Lefebvre 137). When applied to my 

four literary texts, these critical readings of space, gender, class, and poverty help me argue that 

my corpus presents female and child characters who are capable of challenging the limits of 

imposed space and of creating new spaces, especially of solidarity. 



CHAPTER 1 

"Plus d'extase, plus d'abimes, rien qu'une route plane:" 

Negotiating Daily Living Spaces in Bonheur d'occasion 

Gabrielle Roy dramatizes everyday living conditions by making private and public spaces 

meet. As previously discussed, space is central to her female characters' struggle. Florentine and 

Rose-Anna occupy the domestic sphere and the workplace and have difficulty to move freely in 

the city and in their daily living spaces. By representing her fictional subjects' experiences of 

poverty and their in/capacity to transform their everyday living conditions, Roy also depicts 

living spaces that offer little comfort to the female characters. Hence a reading of the novel 

focused on the spatial struggle of the female characters reinforces Roy's depictions of the impact 

of the urban space of Montreal on women. A reading of living spaces in the novel also makes 

Roy's strong, radical, female characterization stand out. As Patricia Smart remarks, Roy offers 

representations of women in crisis, women who experience extreme situations of oppression: 

"Radical dans le sens litteral du mot, cette vision de femme remonte jusqu'aux sources du 'mal 

profond' qui ronge l'univers" (Smart 208). This vision of the women invites readers to explore 

and question public spaces such as the restaurant Le Quinze Cents and the street, and private 

spaces such as the home and the body. In addition to what the characters do and say, different 

textual elements such as tropes of space, discourse on gender, space, and poverty, and setting 

inscribe space in the text. 

Drawing on the theories on the concept of boundary by Miranne and Young, and theories 

on space and the body by Elisabeth Grosz and Iris Marion Young, I read the female characters' 

experience of economic and emotional distress as a constant negotiation of those boundaries in 

different living spaces. My goal is to make visible and explore the interconnections between the 

traditional public and private dichotomy and the more recent ideas of boundary and networking 



sustained by feminist theorists like Miranne and Young, Grosz, and Marion Young in order to 

question the validity of the public/private binary structure. This concept of boundary, when 

theorized as an outside/inside combination through which something is both gained and lost 

allows to better critically observe the female subject's position in her living spaces and in 

relation to other subjects with whom she shares experiences and builds or sustains a sense of 

community and belonging (Grosz, Architecture xi). 

Published for the first time in 1945, Bonheur d'occasion is the story of the Lacasse 

family whose economic burden limits their movements in the city. Yet, because they have to find 

a new rental house almost every year with lesser means, their critical financial situation forces 

them to constantly change their location within the poor urban area of Saint-Henri. Caught 

between railroad tracks and smoking industries, their different houses, despite their inadequate 

size and rental cost, are still referred to as "home." This sense of belonging to a place resides 

partly in belonging to a community, and it is the Lacasse family that symbolizes a community 

onto itself. The lack of a sense of belonging in public spaces also reinforces, especially for Rose-

Anna, this attachment to having a home and being at home. Rose-Anna does not fit in the public 

places and experiences shame in the street and in the hospital. Roy depicts the power of and need 

for solidarity when the Lacasse women must make choices to cope with the alienation caused by 

their economic status, traditional roles, and living spaces. In addition to the sense of entrapment 

caused by financial crisis, sex-gendered, and spatial limitations, a sense of liberation sometimes 

operates in moments of solidarity and economic relief. For instance, Rose-Anna is relieved when 

her oldest son Eugene gives her his pay, or when Azarius tells her he has found a new place to 

live. Although they are risking their lives and, for some, pursuing a heroic future, the men escape 

domestic responsibility and poverty by enlisting in the army while Rose-Anna and her oldest 

daughter Florentine struggle, both individually and together, to survive in and out of the home, 
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coping with emotional and economic distress. 

The two women's interactions in public and private places as well as their individual 

movements in and out of the home show how their bodies are partly dominated by spaces 

defined and controlled by men. Florentine, for instance, goes to work everyday to serve mainly 

male customers. She goes to the movies with girl friends, wearing new outfits, in the hope of 

seducing Jean Levesque. She is often bored, waiting for a man to notice her in the different 

public places where she spends time: "Chaque couple qui passait avait retenu son regard, 

augmente son ressentiment. La ville etait pour le couple, non pour quatre ou cinq jeunes filles se 

tenant stupidement par la taille" (Roy 19). Rose-Anna barely leaves the house, and tries instead 

to cope with extreme poverty through incessant work and dreams: "La roue de la machine se 

reprit a tourner; elle tournait insensible a l'ennui de Florentine et a la reverie de Rose-Anna, elle 

tournait comme les annees avaient tourne ... Ainsi la maison semblait prise dans ce mouvement 

inlassable de la roue" (Roy 175). The circular movement symbolizes a deterministic point of 

view on behalf of both female characters, as well as it represents a system of forces that appears 

impossible to change. 

i. Outside and Inside the Home 

Miranne and Young begin their collection of essays Gendering the City: Women, 

Boundaries, and Visions of Urban Life by defining the boundary as "a physical place/space that is 

negative (as in keeping people out)" (6). They go on to remark that: "[h]owever, we are reminded 

... that boundaries can also be positive (for maintaining relations within). They can form a social 

space that delineates who belongs and who does not. Boundary can also have a psychological 

sense, suggesting what is safe and what is not" (7). Similar to what Grosz suggests, Miranne and 

Young argue that the inside and the outside are inseparable. When Rose-Anna is searching for a 



new home, the outdoors serve to confirm her opinion that most available places in the 

neighbourhood are either unacceptable or unaffordable: "Le mauvais etat des logements la 

rebutait ou bien la maison semblait propre, bien tenue, et elle se disait: 'C'est pas la peine de 

demander le prix; ?a sera trop cher pour nous' " (Roy 98). Rose-Anna pushes her tired body and 

heavy feet to walk the streets of St-Henri, facing the trouble and shame of having to go through 

another relocation. Out of place on the streets, she struggles to have access to houses, struck by 

the high prices despite the crowded conditions: "Elle en sortit, etourdie, vacillante. L'odeur des 

linges de bebes sechant au-dessus du poele et la vue du cabinet de toilette sans fenetre... l'avaient 

degoutee.... 'Et ils demandent seize piasses par mois pour 9a !'" (99). She is forced to opt for a 

place that is always worse than the previous one: "plus la famille avait ete nombreuse, plus leur 

logement etait devenu etroit et sombre" (96). But while she decides to leave her house and visit 

new ones, she also refuses to enter some of them, differentiating between what she can afford and 

what she considers unacceptable for her family. 

Florentine walks the streets of Montreal, but, contrary to her mother, she is not looking 

for a place to live, but for someone to live with. In addition to going back and forth from her 

house to the Quinze Cents, she spends nights out on the town in the hope of meeting a man who 

will take her out of her misery: "le soir, ..., elle allait danser un tour ou deux ... refugiee des 

heures durant dans une cabine, a epier les gar?ons qui entraient" (14). In private, she also changes 

the appearance of the interior spaces by hiding objects and clothes. Her strategy is to play with 

private and public boundaries in order to marry. Florentine works hard at the Quinze cents both 

to help her family and to buy fancy clothing that, she believes, will help her find a husband. She 

also uses the public places strategically, with her friends or with both Jean and Emmanuel, to 

eventually get married and live a happier life in a decent home. Florentine searches for a home 

through her relationships with Emmanuel and Jean, the latter of whom she remarks: "II pouvait 



bien, ce gar^on, n'etre qu'un mecanicien en ce moment, mais deja elle ne doutait pas plus de sa 

reussite dans l'avenir, dans un avenir tres rapproche meme, que de la justesse de 1'instinct qui lui 

conseillait de s'en faire un allie" (20). She is between places, as she is still living in her parents' 

house while she waits for a marriage proposal that would take her out of Saint-Henri: "c'est qu'il 

fallait jouer maintenant, immediatement, tout ce qu'elle etait encore, tout son charme physique 

dans un terrible enjeu pour le bonheur" (Roy 18). 

In order to find peace and safety, Rose-Anna and Florentine are able, at times, to choose 

one place over another. They are agents of change in their experiences of gendered, embodied, 

and urban alienation. The boundaries between the inside and the outside are disturbed as the 

characters try to make meaning out of their different physical, bodily and identity crises as 

workers (homemaker for Rose-Anna and waitress for Florentine), combined with spatial distress 

in the workplace, on the street, at home and with each other. Boundaries are a connection 

between the inside and the outside and a porous frontier. These boundaries mark an in-between, a 

place where the female characters are never fully at home. The porosity and malleability of the 

boundaries allow the women to, at least, negotiate comfort and find alternative ways in which 

they can find a home, as Rose-Anna walks the streets of the neighbourhood to find a new house: 

"Elle avan?ait maintenant avec difficulty dans la neige molle. Parfois, elle s'arretait pour souffler 

en s'appuyant a un mur ou a une barriere" (95). 

Florentine and Rose-Anna make their way through their respective daily lives by seeking 

spaces of minimal comfort and, more importantly, financial security. In the last pages of the 

novel Florentine expresses this reality by comparing her life married to Emmanuel to a quiet, flat 

path. Although she has worked extremely hard to get married to the young man, she refuses to 

make this relationship her true home: "rien qu'une route plane, tranquille, ou, s'y voyant sauvee, 

elle ne s'etonnait plus de se trouver engagee" (356). In terms of space, then, this image of the 



path means that spatial boundaries can provide a sense of safety and satisfaction while remaining 

a source of limitation: "Sa voie etait nette, claire. Elle s'en allait vers l'avenir, sans grande joie, 

mais sans detresse" (403). By getting married to Emmanuel, Florentine accepts that there will be 

no passion or intensity in her life, and that there will also be no more suffering or struggling: "II 

n'y aurait plus d'extase, plus d'abimes dans sa vie" (Roy 356). With this union she obtains 

financial security and avoids social disgrace. The limitations that make this route "plane, 

tranquille," place Florentine in a confining relationship to which she adapts to survive, but also 

provide her with a sense of ease and security that satisfies her. 

As a poor woman and a housewife, Rose-Anna does not feel at home in public space, but 

often expresses contradictory emotions toward these spaces. The househunting in public spaces 

leads her to fantasize about a more secure home. It also causes nostalgic longing. Rose-Anna 

describes her situation with despair and resignation, and yet she is able to escape the street, for 

short moments, in memories of the past: "Autrefois, quand elle se mettait en route pour chercher 

un logement, elle en avait une idee claire, nette. Elle voulait une veranda, une cour pour les 

enfants, un salon. ... Ses demarches se limitaient depuis longtemps deja a trouver un logis, 

n'importe quel... elle ne cherchait qu'un abri" (98). Liminal spaces such as "une veranda" and 

"une cour pour les enfants" enable a safe incursion into the public and on the outside. She also 

fantasizes about trivial ideas that would solve her financial problems and prevent, among other 

difficulties, her tiring walk on the streets: "Et voici que de cette prison de soucis, de tourments, 

de chiffres, Rose-Anna, restee imaginative, malgre tout, s'evadait. ... Elle imaginait un oncle 

riche qu'elle n'aurait jamais connu et qui, en mourant, lui cederait une grande fortune" (98-9). 

The only alternatives she thinks about are ones that could be realized with money found by 

accident or donated by an unknown family member. These fantasies express her high level of 

despair and her persistent capacity to find the smallest amount of hope in moments of great 
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darkness: "Et cependant, elle ne perdait pas pied. Pas encore. Elle ne renon^ait jamais si vite" 

(295). Rose-Anna's range of feelings places her in an in-between position, in a grey zone that 

forces her to push the limits of her social role even further because she is never in a place of her 

own. Rose-Anna is limited to domestic spaces, domestic tasks and domestic concerns. More 

precisely, this alienation makes Rose-Anna vulnerable in public places. She is confronted with 

the dirt of Saint-Henri, looking at houses with "le regard d'un comptable distrait qui erre un 

instant" in the hopes of finding a simple place to shelter the family (Roy 99). Fantasies about 

money and memories of easier times are examples of strategies that Rose-Anna uses to cope with 

her burden. 

Following the search for a new house, Rose-Anna enters the Quinze Cents, the diner 

where Florentine is working. As she sits down, she feels immediately out of place. Not only is 

Rose-Anna unable to afford a meal or to buy a gift for her children, but she also very rarely 

leaves the house, making her presence in the public place an unusual and disturbing event both 

for her and for Florentine: "'Sa mere !' s'ecria-t-elle. '£a c'est de la grande visite !"' (121). 

Rose-Anna does not belong, and her discomfort at distracting Florentine with the family's 

financial problems aggravates the situation: "Elle continua, baissant cependant la voix, comme 

honteuse d'avoir a causer de ces choses dans un milieu etranger" (123). Florentine is surprised to 

see her mother and this gives the young woman the opportunity to feel proud at work instead of 

feeling like a servant: 

Dieu qu'elle etait fatiguee de cette vie ! Servir des hommes mal eleves qui 

l'offensaient de leurs avances, .... Servir, toujours servir ! Et ne pas 

manquer de sourire. Avoir toujours le sourire quand ses pieds brulaient 

comme s'ils eussent ete poses sur des lits de braise ! Sourire quand la rage 

lui montait a la gorge en une boule lourde et dure ! Sourire aussi quand ses 
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membres endoloris pliaient de fatigue ! (17) 

The conversation that takes place from both sides of the restaurant counter dramatizes the 

boundary that is erected between the two women. The exchange of politeness is not dishonest, 

but each woman's hidden thoughts reveal a discomfort, a frustration at not being able to fully 

meet the expectations of the other. Florentine feels a sudden joy to be serving her mother and she 

is able to enjoy her workplace for a short instant. Rose-Anna, surrounded by objects and food 

she cannot afford, sees how well her daughter is doing on her own. In that scene together, they 

change the space in which they are having a problematic interaction, in veiled terms, due to their 

respective alienation from the roles they have been given to play and from the public place itself. 

Florentine insists on buying her mother a meal, and she must force herself to hide her bitterness 

at her mother for constantly reminding her of their financial problems: 

Derriere cet effroi de sa mere a depenser, elle entrevoyait soudain un geste 

de Jean quand il lui avait donne un pourboire.... Tandis qu'eux [Florentine 

and Rose-Anna], ils y attachaient leur regard, ils suivaient 1'argent une fois 

donnee, par la pensee, .... II arrivait a Rose-Anna de rabacher sans raison 

apparente, quand elle etait fort lasse, l'emploi peu judicieux qu'elle avait 

fait autrefois de telle ou telle petite somme. Florentine redressa la tete, 

piquee au vif par ces souvenirs. (Roy 123-4) 

Florentine is surprised to see Rose-Anna outside of the house and feels the urge to be generous 

with her mother, who resists the food at first and then accepts it: '"Eh ben !' dit-elle, entrainee 

par la fatigue a une moins severe conduite, 'une petite pointe de tarte, si tu veux Florentine'" 

(123). Florentine is happy to see that Rose-Anna can put her duties aside for a short moment, but 

she does not know that her mother must also make an effort to sound and look happier than she 

really is: "Confusement, elle sentait meme toute l'imprudence qu'il y avait a harceler sans cesse 



Florentine de leur tracas... et elle prit soudainement, assez gauchement, le parti de lui montrer un 

visage plus heureux" (124). But as she compares her life to Rose-Anna's, she is empowered by 

her conviction that her daughter's will be different: "Et, soudain, elle comprit pourquoi ce desir 

inaccoutume, ce desir a vrai dire inconnu lui gonflait le coeur; c'est qu'elle apercevait la vie de 

sa mere comme un long voyage gris, terne, que jamais, elle, Florentine, n'accomplirait; et c'etait 

comme si, aujourd'hui, elles eussent en quelque sorte a se faire des adieux" (Roy 122). When 

Rose-Anna leaves, Florentine expresses contradictory feelings. She suddenly becomes bitter and 

angry with her mother. She would have preferred not to be confronted with her mother's honesty 

and vulnerability when the latter was offered the extra two dollars. She should have kept the 

money and focused on her own escape from this difficult life: "S'echapper, elle seule, de leur 

vie, c'etait deja beaucoup, c'&ait deja tres difficile" (Roy 127). 

The strategies used to move in and out their living spaces are strategies of resistance and 

of complicity that allow female characters to accept the boundaries or to envision alternatives 

(Miranne & Young 7). It is the female characters' need to keep their family going and to 

improve their economic condition that makes them negotiate relationships and opportunities both 

inside and outside the home. The negotiation happens in public spaces such as on the street and 

in the restaurant Le Quinze Cents, then also at home, and in scenes where the female body 

struggles. Rose-Anna and Florentine's sense of mobility, their capacity to move in and out of 

public and privates places in spite of severe limitations show how boundaries are thus open to 

adaptation and transformation. If Rose-Anna and Florentine did not spend time in public spaces 

to find a new home, to meet people who can potentially help them to improve their living 

conditions, their sense of home would be defined strictly by what the city has to offer people 

living in poverty: "un logis, n'importe lequel. Des murs, un plafond, un plancher" (Roy 96). 

They each use survival tactics, even if they are not always fully successful, to find a safe balance 



between interior and exterior living spaces. They try to cope with a fragile sense of home, to find 

an escape from their difficult everyday lives, and to preserve a sense of belonging. Florentine 

and Rose-Anna push some of the boundaries that enclose, on a personal level, their female 

subjectivity. On a broader scale, they are also able to transgress and disturb the economic and 

spatial dimensions of their everyday struggle in St-Henri. 

ii. Solidarity 

Similarities and differences between Rose-Anna and Florentine reveal interconnectedness 

and fractures that, beyond revealing the difficult struggle of their daily lives, show how these 

female subjects have the capacity to negotiate their way in unwelcoming spaces (Miranne & 

Young 2). They work with one another, share feelings and hide others, adapting to what the other 

wants to see or hear. These transgressions and concessions give them the ability to find comfort 

in a new space that they create together. 

Other than being a place where Florentine feels like a servant and Rose-Anna like a 

burden, the Quinze Cents can also be read as a place of togetherness in which both women find 

comfort and support in each other. Indeed, for the analysis of such a space to be meaningful, 

their respective experiences cannot be isolated from the other's. Their thoughts and feelings are 

caused by or consequences of each other's input. Rose-Anna and Florentine's conflicts inside 

and outside the home also reveal a desire for inclusion and mutual support. This desire is 

expressed often simultaneously by their fear of each other and their difficulty to surmount their 

expectations towards one another. Their relation, defined by spatial, psychosocial and economic 

boundaries, is thus ambivalent and inscribed by solidarity rather than being solely defined by 

patriarchy: "Paradoxalement, c'est en faisant face a l'irremediabilite de sa condition de femme 

qu'elle [Rose-Anna] se decouvrira pour la premiere fois sujet, femme liee aux autres femmes" 
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(Smart 216). 

The diner, as a space in which Florentine works and in which Rose-Anna consumes and 

desires things such as the tin flute for Daniel is not represented as a space produced by either of 

them. Yet the narrator expresses how their perception of the place is changing when they are in 

each other's presence: "ces petites attentions qu'elle marquait a des etrangers jour apres jour sans 

y trouver la moindre joie mais qui, aujourd'hui, la remplissaient d'une veritable allegresse" (Roy 

124). Roy's representations of female spatial experience and of sisterhood resonate in Miranne 

and Young's argument: 

As women adjust their use of space and time, they create new 

environments and reconfigure existing ones. Thus, we see that bounded 

places and spatialized identities are not static. Investigating the processes 

and power relations that produce bounded areas enables us to better 

comprehend how urban women are contained and enact their identities 

within these spaces. Furthermore, it helps us understand how women's 

alternative visions of urban space help them to stretch and, sometimes, 

break the bounds that contain them. (5) 

In their anthology of essays, Miranne and Young do not seek to emphasize a common 

denominator in women's lives, but rather to question the relations between them, as they often 

have to move in spaces defined and controlled by patriarchal and economic powers that limit 

opportunities and possibilities. Roy indeed fictionalizes female subjects whose main difficulties 

reside in finding solutions to cope with their economic struggle, which they do by appropriating 

living spaces. Miranne and Young have edited a collection of essays that focus on questioning 

the power of such strategy to cope with financial, sex-gendered, and emotional crises and that 

seek to "remind us how women find ways to challenge the boundaries that constrain them while 
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creating new boundaries to encompass who they are and the lives that they want to lead" (15). 

In Bonheur d'occasion the home is a site of both constraint and comfort, shaped by the 

outside environment and its inhabitants' crises. Florentine is uncomfortable at home and even 

appears to be ashamed of it when she receives Jean Levesque. However, when in distress she 

looks at the light coming out the window, from the street, and is drawn to the little house in 

which she knows she can find a form of safety: "De loin, elle vit la lumiere de la salle a manger 

qui brillait entre les rideaux ecartes. Et cette humble lumiere eclaira soudain en elle plus qu'une 

bonte calculee... ; elle fit jaillir, insoupfonnee, une amitie infinie poignante, pour leur existence 

qu'elle ne jugea plus etroite et bousculee, mais embellie... La maison allait la reprendre, la 

guerir" (Roy 268). Those contradictory reactions about home indicate how this living space is 

highly problematic and multifaceted, for it is invaded by social inequality, by the dirty 

environment and neglected development of the neighborhood, by the lack of working 

opportunities, and by Florentine's dissatisfaction while still being a refuge. 

These apparent contradictions indicate a systemic, malleable and dynamic spatial urban 

environment that influences and is influenced by the subjects' agency. More precisely, Rose-

Anna and Florentine's different relationships in and with the private and the public show how the 

reading of space must be done in conjunction with specific subjectivities and specific 

expressions of lived, daily struggles. In other words, a reading of space should take into 

consideration the "knowledges that are explicit about [the subjects'] positioning, sensitive to the 

structures of power that construct these multiple positions and committed to making visible the 

claims of the less powerful" (McDowell 413). The problematic living spaces that organize Roy's 

narrative imply the different in-between journeys of the female characters and, more importantly, 

they make us realize that this family's daily struggle to find housing is one of constant 

movement: "II [le chez nous] s'apparentait a la migration annuelle. II avait la couleur des 



saisons" (Roy 289). 

The reading strategy of addressing the spaces in which the characters move is useful for 

tracing how "women do manipulate the constraints placed before them by reconfiguring and 

resisting the boundaries" (Miranne & Young 13). Reading their different attempts at taking 

possession of an environment that overburdens them with economic difficulties and impedes on 

their access to physical spaces uncovers more than simply the liminality of the dwelling places in 

which they evolve. 

Smart remarks that the interactions between Florentine and Rose-Anna are the sources of 

hope in the novel despite the exasperation caused by one another and the "horreurs progressives" 

(Roy 214) that emerge through both women's refusal to give up: "Contre toute cette negativite, il 

y a en contrepoids 1'amour de Rose-Anna et sa tenacite - un refus de desesperer qui, avec celui 

de sa fille Florentine, est litteralement l'energie qui porte le roman en avant" (214). How these 

women interact in, deal with and respond to their living spaces and the in-between, reads as an 

ambivalence towards their sense of home: these female subjects are strongly attached to their 

home, but experience contradictory desires to flee from it to escape the poverty while accepting 

that "certaines maisons predispos[ent] au bonheur et que d'autres, par un enchainement fatidique, 

sont destinees a n'abriter que des etres eprouves" (250). 

The Lacasse house is first mentioned in Chapter Five, once the restaurant where 

Florentine works, the Deux Records where the men have a drink, and the streets of Montreal and 

more particularly of Saint-Henri, have been described to the reader. This narrative structure 

could signify that the home - often referred to as "la maison" when talking about the physical 

place and "chez nous" when speaking of the feeling of belonging, of feeling at home - does not 

stand on its own and is, as mentioned above, connected with other parts of the impoverished 

neighbourhood and challenges the traditional conceptualization of private and public spheres. 



Although the interior kitchen and furniture are first described, as if to situate Rose-Anna and her 

struggle in a very delineated and purposefully designed space, the focus rapidly shifts to the 

mother's concerns about what is happening outside the home: "Et c'etait alors, non pas aux petits 

qui sommeillaient sous sa garde dans la maison qu'elle songeait, mais a ceux qui ne rentraient 

pas" (69). It does not take long for the reader to understand the central role of Rose-Anna in the 

survival of her family. She is in the house most of the time, and her different chores, her worries, 

her search for a new home and her many instructions to her unemployed husband Azarius and 

oldest son Eugene draw out the intersection between class, gender and material struggle. These 

everyday concerns strongly impact on how the private sphere is experienced both as home and as 

embodied space. 

Rose-Anna keeps the house as clean as possible, keeps her children inside when they do 

not have the appropriate clothes and protection, and she is the one who searches for a place to 

live when they are about to be evicted for non-payment. If Azarius ends up finding a new house, 

Rose-Anna decides to move in the middle of the night. She makes that decision not only because 

she is ashamed of moving again and seeks to avoid the gaze of the neighbours, but also because 

she cannot wait to be at home: "On s'en va chez nous, repetait-elle" (Roy 287). While the 

inadequate living conditions undeniably affect the characters' interactions and psyche, feeling at 

home resides in sharing an intimacy as a family, in having a space of their own, and not 

necessarily in the physicality of the place itself. Although the memory of previous homes is 

accompanied by a sense of renewal, Rose-Anna experiences and expresses mixed feelings of 

hope and resignation when she wakes the children: "Mais comme, apres les avoir fait rever, 

Rose-Anna savait tout de suite les defendre contre l'illusion! 'Allons pas s'imaginer qu'on va 

rentrer dans un appartement de millionnaires, par exemple,' dit-elle attendrie" (289). Rose-Anna 

expresses her definition of home, of "chez nous:" 
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II venait sur les levres inconsciemment, a toutes les heures du jour. II avait 

servi tant, tant de fois.... Chez nous, c'etait un mot elastique et, a certaines 

heures, incomprehensible, parce qu'il evoquait non pas un seul lieu, mais 

une vingtaine d'abris eparpilles dans le faubourg. II contenait des regrets, 

des nostalgies et, toujours, une parcelle d'incertitude.... II sonnait au coeur 

comme une fuite, comme un depart imprevu ; et quand on l'entendait, on 

croyait entendre aussi, au fond de la memoire, le cri aigu des oiseaux 

voyageurs. (Roy 289) 

Rose-Anna's definition evidences a malleable, multiple and complex network of places and 

feelings. Roy's dramatization of home, as an expression of everyday experience, is similar to the 

theorizations of the concept of home or of "homecoming" suggested by Janet Zandy in Calling 

Home: Working Class Women's Writing and by Roxanne Rimstead in Remnants of Nation: On 

Poverty Narratives by Women. 

Zandy has provided an interesting definition of home that reinforces the necessity of 

having one, of feeling at home despite the fact that "acquiring an actual, livable home is such a 

struggle" (Zandy 1). To better explore the place situated at the intersection of female subjects' 

lived experiences and imagined ones, Zandy has gathered literary texts to expose what women 

writers have to say about their living spaces and how they express, in contexts of working-class 

struggle, their situation in literature and their different representations of gendered and economic 

oppression: "This anthology is not about upward mobility or 'success' in a career, nor is it about 

romanticizing working-class life. There is nothing romantic about not having enough money. It 

is about struggle and possibility and the diversity and contradictions of working-class life" (6-7). 

Her anthology is particularly useful in understanding the commonalities and differences among 

female subjects living in the same spaces. As Rimstead suggests, Zandy's claim that a political 



coalition emerges from the lived experiences of the working-class and the working-poor women 

applies to authors who make those experiences available through empathy, political commitment 

and, like Gabrielle Roy, through depictions of "poverty as home and a place from within which 

to speak, albeit one towards which she as survivor and some of her characters feel great 

ambivalence and guilt" (Rimstead, Remnants 82-3). 

This idea of the coalition is particularly interesting when reading the representations of 

lived and bodily struggle in Bonheur d'occasion. In terms of coalition building and homecoming, 

the bodies of Rose-Anna and Florentine are markers of union and not of separation between their 

selves, their community and their living spaces. The female body can be analysed as another site 

of spatial crisis, for it is another location that undergoes changes due to gender, sexual and 

economic oppression. It is thus important to address the female characters' physical being and 

their embodied relation to their living spaces to demonstrate that the fictionalized body is another 

representation of the women's spatial struggle. 

iii. Body and Space 

As Iris Marion Young argues in "Throwing Like a Girl: A Phenomenology of Feminine 

Body Comportment, Motility, and Spatiality," the woman's unfree status is not entirely 

determined by her "anatomy and physiology as such" (29). Drawing on de Beauvoir's pioneer 

work on the historical, social and educational conditions of the feminine identity and on de 

Beauvoir's demonstration that there is no "eternal feminine essence," (29) Marion Young goes 

further in her analysis of bodily experience by making strong connections between the body and 

the space in which it moves. She claims that such connections give greater significance to 

"certain observable and rather ordinary ways in which women in our society typically comport 

themselves" (30). Accordingly, I suggest that the representations of the lived experience of 
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spatial struggle are also expressed through the fictionalized bodies. 

Women's difficult relationships with other bodies and other spaces in the dramatized 

social circumstances also reveal how the physicality of space influences the movements and 

disturbs ownership of their bodies. Both Rose-Anna and Florentine are daily victims of a form of 

aggression by economic, sexual, and gendered forces that push them to negotiate their body 

space. Florentine, for example, lets herself be taken by Jean, as if she was merely a witness to 

her own life, letting him move and displace her body in her parents' living room in the hope that 

he will eventually marry her: "Elle tomba, a la renverse, les genous replies et un pied battant 

l'air.... Un instant, elle chercha a se soulever.... Puis elle glissa de tout son long a l'endroit deja 

creuse" (Roy 214). Rose-Anna's exhausted body represents the struggle for physical survival, 

with her hands working and moving constantly, and her feet slowly walking the streets of St-

Henri as she is looking for a new place to live. The strong connections between the body and 

home expose how both sites are social constructions inscribed by a dynamic network of power 

formed by gender, class and space (Massey 48. See Miranne & Young 3 and Rimstead 203). 

Embodied space is an important aspect of Roy's novel, for Rose-Anna and Florentine 

struggle to express their pain in the quotidian and tend to take the family's suffering on their 

shoulders in order to hide it from the men or the children (Rimstead 81). On one hand, the 

descriptions of Rose-Anna's body express her tiredness from being a homemaker and pregnant 

again, while the physical, often objectified descriptions of Florentine's femininity are often given 

through the voices of Jean Levesque and Emmanuel Letourneau. On the other, both female 

bodies are sites through which these female subjects can take control of their living spaces, either 

by using their body to clean the house in order for it to become a home: "Et vers six heures du 

matin, alors qu'un pale rayon de soleil filtrait dans la maison par les vitres crasseuses, elle 

travaillait depuis longtemps deja, a genoux sur le plancher, des meches humides plaquees au 
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front et, devant elle, un grand baquet d'eau salie" (Roy 296); or by bejeweling and numbing the 

body, as Florentine finds ways to cope with the guilt of bearing a child out of wedlock and taking 

advantage of Emmanuel: 

et la fumee de la cigarette qu'elle retirait a peine de ses levres lui 

procurait une agreable sensation d'etourdissement. Elle passa en revue 

tous les colifichets qu'elle avait desires et, s'en voyant paree, elle decida 

d'acheter celui-ci, de rejeter celui-la. Elle s'evertuait tellement a mettre 

sa vie dans toutes les apparences du bonheur, que le bonheur y viendrait 

faire sa place. (Roy 267) 

Rose-Anna's description of "chez nous," despite its apparent negativity and the 

uncertainty and meaninglessness it carries, is related to the idea of "tous ensemble," to being all 

together, an expression repeated five times in the four pages that follow the definition and in 

which she recollects memories of the past and analyzes her family's plight. The family makes 

their home by packing their belongings together, by hoping for a better place, by fighting against 

the loss of their living spaces through the idea of a new beginning. The bodies and the 

belongings make the house a home, as Rose-Anna and the other family members are getting 

ready to move: 

L'atmosphere familiale se desagregeait. Elle ne tenait plus qu'a l'horloge 

ancienne sur sa corniche... L'atmosphere familiale etait morte, mais leurs 

yeux n'en montraient point de regret. C'etait comme si elle ressuscitait 

deja dans leurs prunelles eblouies, et combien meilleure! ... lis s'y mirent 

tous ensemble pour transporter les effets dans la camionnette. (291) 

The family atmosphere is dead, "morte," because they do not inhabit the space anymore, because 

their belongings are packed and do not occupy the rooms. Despite symbolizing the death of the 



familial atmosphere, the empty home is also a space of memory for Rose-Anna and a symbol of 

the family's success in finding another place to live. Being able to move into another house and 

to work together to gather their things are in contrast with the dead atmosphere and dead space 

that the narrator describes. 

In Space, Time, and Perversion Elizabeth Grosz argues that the relations between 

subjects and space is transformed by the materiality of that space and by the affective component 

of one's attachment to objects: "A space empty of objects has no representable or perceivable 

features, and the spatiality of a space containing objects reflects the spatial characteristics of 

those objects, but not the space of their containment" (92). The Lacasse home, once emptied of 

the family's objects, no longer represents those to whom the objects belong. This representation 

of the interconnections between space, objects and subjects draws out how space and body 

activate each other. As Grosz remarks, "the structure and particularity of... the family is more 

directly and visibly influential" than other social institutions and, again, it is activated by space 

as space activates all social circumstances (Grosz, Space 108). 

Grosz's theorization of bodily existence is not, contrary to Young, entirely gender-

specific. However, her arguments are useful to my analysis of Roy's representation of female 

body space because she has noted and demonstrated that the relation between space and the 

subject is active and dynamic, and that the urban location "is one particular ingredient in the 

social construction of the body" (108). Drawing heavily on Bergson and Merleau-Ponty's 

research on the phenomenology of lived space, and more particularly on the latter's idea that 

"the subject's relation to its own body provides it with basic spatial concepts by which it can 

reflect on its position," Grosz argues that a person's identity and perceptions of identity shape 

one's location (92-3). Similar to Young, she implies that "space does not become 

comprehensible to the subject by its being the space of movement; rather, it becomes space 
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through movement, and as such, it acquires specific properties from the subject's constitutive 

functioning in it" (92). This emphasis on mobility and movement does not negate the impact of 

imprisonment and fixity as spatial experiences of constriction, such as the Beaudet children's 

detention or Baby's confinement in a closet. It rather suggests that the experience of space is a 

complex process of landscaping that works on physical and psychological levels. 

In the context of the novel, once the Lacasse family has moved into the new house, Rose-

Anna realizes that, although there would always be imperfections, what matters is that they are, 

at least, together, reiterating the idea of "tous ensemble": 

Alors elle avait compris et, avec cette bonne volonte courageuse qui la 

soutenait, elle s'etait du meme coup resignee. II fallait bien qu'il y eut un 

inconvenient. II y avait toujours un inconvenient. ... La maison, tout a 

l'heure, dans un tremblement sourd, dans l'agitation de ses vitres 

disjointes, dans l'ebranlement de ses fondations, lui avait revele son triste 

sort.... 'On est encore ensemble Azarius.' (Roy 295) 

According to Grosz's argument, the way Rose-Anna lives her home space derives from her 

perceptions of her family's plight of always having to deal with des inconvenients, of having to 

hide furniture and other worn out belongings in the darkness of the night, of being haunted by 

her memories of other homes in which there was always "un triste sort." Grosz is right, then, 

when she writes that the "perceptual relations... are not conceptual impositions on space, but our 

ways of living as bodies in space. They derive from the particular relations the subject has to 

objects and events; for example, its perception of sounds" (93). For instance, at one point Rose-

Anna is barely capable of reaching out to Azarius when he is in another room because of the 

railroad alarm sound. Sitting up straight in bed, she thinks someone is calling for her when in 

fact she was wakened up by the strident, alarming sound from the railroad tracks: 
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Les feux rouges des signaux du chemin de fer brillaient dans la vitre. La 

sonnerie d'alarme resonnait, grele, soutenue, et Rose-Anna crut entendre 

un appel desespere qui la tirait du sommeil. Quelqu'un avait besoin 

d'elle... Quelqu'un l'appelait Elle se souleva et, brusquement ramenee a la 

realite, elle lan9a le nom de son mari Azarius. ... Elle appela son mari de 

nouveau, y mettant toutes ses forces, comme si la voix devait aller loin, 

tres loin maintenant pour rejoindre Azarius. (Roy 387) 

This scene is particularly telling of the impact of the outside environment on the inside, on the 

quality of boundaries in a poor home, and on the perceptions of the subjects. The railroad tracks 

not only delineate the Lacasse's living spaces and daily lives, but also alter the Lacasse's senses. 

Those nearby tracks and the loud sounds produced by the train wagons, as well as the red 

lights that come inside the home, add tension to the family's daily life. As they have moved 

closer to them, the tracks almost serve as a triggering element for the scene between Rose-Anna 

and Azarius. She is not sure if she has heard a sound or not during her sleep, but she knows that 

someone has opened the curtains: "On avait ecarte les rideaux devant les fenetres pour laisser 

passer l'air" (Roy 387). The text suggests that Azarius came in and opened the curtains so that 

Rose-Anna would wake up to the sounds and lights of the railroad tracks. She first thinks that 

someone is calling her, before remarking: "Azarius... ou pouvait-il etre, la demandant ainsi?" 

(387, my emphasis). This is how we know Azarius was probably in the room to open the 

curtains, anxious to tell Rose-Anna that he enlisted in the army. 

The red lights and the alarm sounds woke her up, provoking a sense of emergency. In this 

scene the sounds transform and characterize the space and thus characterize how the body 

responds to its environment. Accordingly, assuming that Azarius opened the curtains, he has 

used the environment to initiate contact with Rose-Anna. In this scene the railroad tracks play a 



significant role and can hardly be ignored. In the novel, they define and alter, on a daily basis 

and in ways that are observable and yet ordinary, the movements of bodies. Similar to what 

Grosz has noted, the ways of living as bodies in space reveal a situatedness of body movement 

and experience: a "correlation with tactile and visual sensations [which] forms the basic ideas of 

localization and orientation; place and position are defined with reference to the apparent 

immediacy of a lived here-and-now" (Grosz, Space 93). 

The female characters' body movements in their different living places also express the 

interconnectedness between space and everyday struggle. The ways female bodies move and use 

their respective environments reveal how these fictionalized subjects are social constructions that, 

based on perceptions and social conditions, express a tension between being a subject and a 

object. Florentine struggles as an individual because she must hide her pregnancy and save her 

reputation by getting married. She cannot rely on herself; she needs a man to get her out of this 

alarming situation. 

The scene in which Emmanuel and Florentine slowly open to one another and hope, 

although for different purposes, to get engaged, confirms Grosz's idea that "[i]t is our positioning 

within space, both as the point of perspectival access to space, and also as an object for others in 

space, that gives the subject a coherent identity and an ability to manipulate things, including its 

own body parts, in space" (Grosz, Space 92). The relation between the two young adults is rooted 

in expectations and perceptions, on movements made by one or the other that could provoke 

passion and allow Emmanuel to declare his intentions toward Florentine: 

Cette joumee ne repondait a rien de ce qu'avait imagine le jeune homme. 

Elle lui plaisait pourtant par ce caractere d'imprevu et de suspense. Sans 

cesse, il s'imaginait qu'une parole allait etre prononcee entre eux, un geste 

ebauche, qui, soudainement, changerait le cours de leurs vies sans qu'il 



leur fut possible d'intervenir, et il glissait de bon gre dans cette espece 

d' acquiescement a leur destin. (Roy 340) 

Emmanuel is waiting for a sign in those imaginary interactions, just as he searches Florentine's 

eyes for a revelation of her affection, while she is standing there, avoiding his scrutiny, incapable 

of moving: "Elle avait dit : 'C'est pas long', d'une voix si etrange, si meditative, qu'il s'etait 

penche avidement vers elle pour chercher une explication dans le regard plus que dans les mots. 

Mais elle, detournant les yeux, s'etait mise a secouer son sac au bout du bras et a pietiner 

nerveusement" (341). The description of body movement indicates a discomfort, an eagerness 

upon which Florentine is incapable of acting. She is stuck, shows signs of impatience, 

compulsively playing with her purse or powdering her face. Florentine is, physically and 

spatially, caught in an in-between. She has no place of her own, and is always in the position of 

waiting for a man to put an end to her redundant, limited daily life. More particularly, she is 

strategically waiting for Emmanuel to take action. She asks strategic questions that give 

Emmanuel the opportunity he seeks: " 'Tu jonglais a que'que chose, je gage ben. A quoi c'est 

que tu jonglais ?' 'A toi, dit-il, sans espieglerie, sans manierisme, tout simplement.' Elle eut un 

sourire satisfait, degagea ses doigts qu'il serrait trop fortement" (Roy 342). 

Florentine is ambivalent, letting her body move without going anywhere. The motions of 

her body express how she is letting Emmanuel decide, how she is letting go in order for him to be 

confident enough to propose: " 'Dansons, dit-il.' ... Elle fit quelques tours avec lui sans voir ou 

elle allait, les yeux fixes, ne comprenant pas ce qu'elle faisait" (342-3). Marion Young, in her 

theorization of feminine comportment, has named this behavior "inhibited intentionality" (Young 

35). She attributes it to the tensions lived by the female body between subject and object, 

between what the female body wants to do and can do and repressive patriarchal social 

conditions. She notes how, "in contemporary advanced industrial, urban, and commercial 



society," feminine behaviors and attitudes stem "from the woman's experience of her body as a 

thing at the same time that she experiences it as a capacity" (30, 35). Florentine waits for 

Emmanuel to express his feelings, letting him take her dancing and watch her put on makeup. 

She believes that by letting him have control over their relationship she will more easily obtain 

what she wants. 

In Bonheur d'occasion, the dramatizations of alternatives attest to the female characters' 

capacity for transforming, constructing, and participating in the spatiality of their lives. Rose-

Anna's making of a home is strongly connected to both space and gender, as her difficulty with 

preserving and maintaining her home limits her capacity to easily move in and out of the private 

sphere. She also embodies space in such a way that brings both her daughter and husband back 

home, in an effort to consolidate this "chez nous," which allow her to find moments of solidarity 

and to sometimes feel at home. However, as Marion Young argues, female homemakers who are 

confined in the home often serve to "reflect [the man's] identity to him. The price she [the 

woman] pays for supporting his subjectivity, however, in dereliction, having no self of her own" 

(Young 124). Although Rose-Anna is responsible for managing the money, finding a new house, 

and for preserving her family's home, she does not have one of her own. To make sure that 

everyone in the family is fed and clothed, she is dependent on Azarius, Eugene and Florentine, 

who give her the money necessary to survive in the city. She is the last one to eat; she constantly 

cooks, sows, washes, having no place for her individual desires. Rose-Anna's role as a mother is 

"the last collective resource for survival" (Rimstead, Remnants 81). Her role is to nurture her 

family, and her occupation of the home concentrates on supporting men and children. She cannot 

afford any other activity, nor does she have the time. She realizes her individuality through daily 

work for others. Florentine, on the other hand, is rarely home. Uncomfortable, she keeps coming 

in and out. When she has to be at home, she tries to transform it, to make it look nicer, cleaner, 



as when she receives Jean: "Pour recevoir Jean, la jeune fille avait brosse, cire, epoussete: et elle 

avait fait disparaitre tous ces petits vetements, ces pauvres jouets defences, ces petites choses 

d'enfants qui rappelaient leur vie etroite et bousculee" (Roy 207). Florentine is in between living 

spaces, for she is staying at her parents' house and is waiting to get married to move into her 

own place, which is about to happen at the end of the novel: "Et puis, etourdie d'orgueil, d'envie, 

elle revit une maison, boulevard La Salle, presque aussi belle que celle des Letourneau. ... 

'Pourquoi pas ? se dit-elle A c'te heure, on a de l'argent. On s'est pu pour vivre dans Saint-

Henri'" (404). 

Roy's female characters' lived experiences of home, the work place and corporeality are 

sites where an ambivalent sense of solidarity emerges and where Rose-Anna and Florentine also 

silently express their resentment against one another. Despite their private and public conflicts, 

they can, at some moments, find comfort in sisterhood. Their coalition dramatizes an unchanging 

and persistent desire to be, somehow and somewhere, at home: 

Florentine et Rose-Anna sont rendues ennemies par leur commune 

condition feminine. Dans chaque scene du roman ou on les voit ensemble, 

c'est dans une situation de communication avortee; mais que le discours de 

la narration, en assumant les pensees et les emotions qui n'arrivent pas a se 

formuler en paroles, revele en meme temps comme des tentatives de 

rapprochement. C'est entre les mots que parlent les corps de femmes ; 

dans leurs silences, leurs gestes, leurs regards et leurs hesitations que se 

dessine l'ecart qui separe les femmes d'elles-memes et entre elles. (Smart 

217) 

Indeed, Rose-Anna and Florentine, never fully capable of nourishing and sustaining their mother-

daughter relationship, try to map themselves in those different places and develop struggling 



relationships with each other as well as with the men who share their environments. 

The point of view used by Roy, this omniscient voice that keeps the reader at a distance, 

also emphasizes the isolation of the Lacasse women and underlines a sentiment of confinement 

and hopelessness that is a result of their poverty. While Rose-Anna is a nurturing figure who 

tries to adapt to the harsh urban sphere that places the poor on its peripheries, Florentine is 

constructed as the symbol for the new individualist, consumerist generation. She enjoys the city 

and its commercial, entertaining, superficial dimensions because it allows her to dream and to 

contemplate what her life could be. Her marriage to Emmanuel is another proof of women's ill-

fated, limited existence, but also of the difficult survival strategies they can use, by choice, to 

cope with the social imperatives that constrain their possibilities. 

Their respective everyday struggle in the public and in the private realms, as well as their 

moments of solidarity in preserving the very little they have, show that the strength of Roy's 

characters resides in their capacity to express, through different survival strategies, an undying 

desire for community and support. Although space is a complex process of social construction 

and deconstruction, the effects of socio-economic forces and institutions that work to maintain 

rigid frontiers and that have an impact on the mobility of these characters are undeniable. 

Nevertheless, by attempting to transform their living spaces and to find comfort in places that are 

not designed to offer any, these fictional subjects show that public and private spheres are open 

to change. 



CHAPTER TWO 

"It was like I lived there, sore feet and all": 

Spaces of Work vs. Spaces of Home in Hey Waitress and Other Stories 

Helen Potrebenko's fiction in Hey Waitress and Other Stories portrays female characters 

who struggle to be comfortable physically, economically and psychologically in their respective 

living spaces. Potrebenko's collection of eleven stories represents the hardships of being a 

woman in the workplace and dramatizes the strength and resourcefulness of those who 

experience sexism and financial precariousness. The stories depict female bodies in living and 

working environments such as houses, restaurants, meeting rooms, elevators, senior citizens' 

homes, and offices, in which they seek a sense of home and of belonging through strategies that 

involve a negotiation of the public and the private and a redefinition of embodied spatiality. 

Drawing on theories on space, the body and working-class identity, I argue that Potrebenko's use 

of space in "Hey Waitress," "The Interview," "Co-Alcoholic," "Diary of a Temp," "RSVP," and 

"The Lonesome, Lost Rebellion of Mom's Cafe," is key to the analysis of her representations of 

women and female solidarity. What is striking about her fiction is not only how she focuses on 

writing class-conscious short stories that do not romanticize the everyday plight of working-class 

women, but also how she uses the space of the text as a strategy to bring voices of women 

together. 

It is important to note that not all stories from the collection dramatize the power of 

female solidarity in the process of homecoming, which is why the stories mentioned earlier are 

discussed more at length than the others. However, each short story dramatizes a lived experience 

of poverty and of work-related alienation. "Three Days in Kiev," "Passion," and "A Different 

Story" respectively focus on issues of immigration, Ukrainian history, national identity, and 

generational poverty. The two last stories of the collection, "The Bird" and "The Lonesome, Lost 



Rebellion of Mom's Cafe," use magic realism (a talking bird that only the protagonist can see) 

and dystopia (mothers and children confined to shopping centers by military forces on threat of 

violence if they come out) to dramatize female isolation in contexts of economic precariousness 

and sexist, capitalist politics. The latter two stories focus less on issues of home and daily spatial 

struggle and more on the subjugating, exclusionary dimensions of financial dependency. 

Potrebenko's fiction can thus be seen as a form of protest and as an attempt to show how 

knowledge about class, gender, and financial precariousness can be found in the representations 

of poor, elderly, single, working-class women and their daily living spaces. 

Potrebenko uses the narrative strategies of setting (house, workplace, elevator, senior 

citizen's home) and point of view (third-person omniscient and first-person narrator for the story 

written as a diary), and a mostly realist mode of writing, to unravel the characters' experiences of 

working-class and spatial struggle. Potrebenko also uses textual strategies that underline female 

solidarity and the diversity of female voices. To adjust the little attention that working-class 

women and their struggle have drawn, she takes the time to thank, in the acknowledgements, the 

women whom she interviewed "for necessary information about the specifics of work" 

(Potrebenko iv). She also does away with the use of quotation marks to identify the character's 

dialogues in the stories, making the expression of their experiences hardly distinguishable one 

from the other. Potrebenko resists the exclusion of working-class women's voices by highlighting 

working-class issues, which include work-induced pain; low wages; sexist treatment by 

employers, colleagues, and customers; psychosocial and spatial alienation; lack of opportunities 

for salary increase and promotion; and inadequate pension plans. Private and public spaces are 

sometimes blurred. Place is both location and community; work is often brought home either 

because colleagues visit or because the body hurts, and at times memories from the past serve as 

spaces of home. 



What the female protagonists refer to as "home" is both material and symbolic, a site 

where they do what they can to avoid eviction, to keep the unwanted on the outside and their 

family members on the inside, and to develop and preserve supportive relationships with other 

female characters. Home is localized in a new space and its illustrations in the short stories vary 

both in form and in nature. The geographical disposition of the house, its design or the absence of 

it, what it includes and necessarily excludes, both define and challenge the meaning of this space 

as "the desired place that is fought for and established as the exclusive domain of a few" and as 

"a place to escape to and a place to escape from" (George 9). It is the longing and searching for a 

sense of home that pushes the female characters to negotiate their living places, their identities 

and their bodily experiences in their attempts to develop a community and feel like they belong. 

Janet Zandy suggests that "finding a place in the world where one can be at home is 

crucial" (Calling Home 3). One of the goals of her anthology of working-class women's writings 

is to emphasize how home is often unattainable in terms of material ownership, but can be found 

through memory, "collective sensibility" and dreaming. Discussing her idea of "collective 

sensibility," she claims that working-class women "have had to rely on each other, to form their 

own network, unions, and community organizations" (4). In the context of some of Potrebenko's 

fictionalized life stories, this notion of "collective sensibility" applies and characterizes how 

some of the protagonists cope with their respective spatial and bodily crises. It is often through 

the presence of coworkers, friends, or other female family members that coping is possible and 

that alternative spaces emerge. Besides being a material form of protection and comfort, home is 

found in the presence of other women who share, listen and respond to one another's struggle, 

who recognize their own lives in other women's difficulties and can offer support, advice and a 

shared space. The stories "The Interview," "RSVP," and "Hey Waitress," are convincing 

examples of this conception of home as shared space, as the respective protagonists in each story 



search for the presence of other women as support and offer some in return. One example is 

found in "Hey Waitress," where a relationship between two waitresses develops into friendship 

and mutual support: "Stella sobbed along with Myra, but she was crying for her hip as well as for 

Myra's neck" (Potrebenko 19). The female relationships are crucial, but never easy, as they are 

often a space to share burdens and to support each other in their respective crises. 

As Wiley and Barnes discuss in Homemaking: Women Writers and the Politics and 

Poetics of Home, the individual, psychological longing to be at home is linked to home as 

memory, but is also connected to home as solidarity, as "a form of coalition: between the 

individual and the family or community" (xv). These three social constructs indeed emphasize 

how home "is a fertile site of contradictions demanding constant renegotiation and 

reconstruction" (Wiley & Barnes, xv). Drawing on the writings of social geographer David 

Sibley and literary theorists Susan Bordo and Catherine Wiley and Fiona Barnes, I argue that the 

spaces of work dramatized in Potrebenko's stories impinge upon the spaces of home of the 

female characters through the tired body, memories of and worries about work, fantasies about 

better living spaces and relationships, and conflicts about work with other characters. Elizabeth 

Grosz's concepts of embodied and lived space also serve to better explain the difficulty of being 

comfortable in spaces in which the female subjects are objectified and forced to constantly 

negotiate their identity. Protagonists use strategies that allow them to transform, evade or 

sometimes create new spaces. These strategies are for surviving the financial and spatial crises, 

for preserving the spaces of home and of relationships, and for building a community. These 

tactics help Potrebenko's working-class women cope with the material and spatial difficulties and 

allow them to have a certain control over their everyday lives. 
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Corporeality 

The dramatized female bodies are constantly under tension, tired, inscribed by physical, 

gendered and psychosocial forms of exclusion both at work and at home. The short story "Hey 

Waitress" centers on Stella, a single mother and waitress who suffers from work-induced pain 

and who has difficulty convincing her daughter to go to university instead of following her 

mother's steps and becoming a waitress. At home, Stella tries to rest her face and relax her voice 

"after talking syrupy all day" at the restaurant. In "RSVP," the female lawyers and articling 

students struggle to have a place in the male circles during a meeting. They are greeted with 

sexist remarks and compared to prostitutes: "Carole, do you know why he walked over here and 

told you you were only a product to be bought and sold, not a person?" (Potrebenko 97). The 

corporeal crises expose the difficulty that the female subjects have finding comfort in the living 

and working spaces available to them. They struggle to have a safe working environment and a 

relaxing, comfortable home, and this often leads, as in "Hey Waitress" and "Co-Alcoholic," to 

work-induced pain and a displacement of the body. The protagonist in "Co-Alcoholic" decides to 

make herself at home in public elevators to escape her alcoholic husband and inconsiderate 

colleagues. 

The characters' bodies bear traces of the work experiences they are suffering, making 

them less capable of dealing with the private, everyday life that is often just as problematic and 

tiring as the job. The body has no or very little place to rest and home becomes, for many, an 

unattainable desire that is strongly connected to the dream of a relaxed, healthy, protected 

corporeality. The female characters have to deal with potential eviction, controlling landlords, 

abusive men, and estranged children who risk making the same mistakes as their parents, as 

Stella's daughter, Ginny, in "Hey Waitress," who has decided to become a waitress like her 

mother. Stella is unhappy about her daughter's decision and warns her about the different 



restaurants' policies: "Don't go applying there! Don't you dare! You have to wear high heels" 

(8). Stella knows, due to her long experience as waitress, that the body needs to be protected and 

that high heel shoes jeopardize the waitress's safety. 

For some characters the home is a comforting place where they can take a break from 

work, while for others home is in constant construction and asks for psychological and communal 

input in order to be satisfying. Stella fights with her daughter who wants to become a waitress, 

and she must lie to her landlady to keep her house. The protagonist in "The Interview," an elderly 

woman who has difficulty with mobility and feeling at home in her small room of a senior 

citizens' home, uses memories of different jobs, of her family and children to cope with her 

physical condition and financial precariousness. She uses the woman who is interviewing her to 

feel less lonely, to revisit those memories and to help her move about in order to find some 

moments of comfort in this place she does not like: "With the writer's assistance, she got to her 

feet and then made it out of her room and into the lounge ... then stared at the writer as if 

expecting a reaction" (Potrebenko 66). 

In need of money to support their family, female characters such as Stella and Phyllis 

cannot give up their jobs and cannot afford to focus primarily on physical and psychological 

safety. As Janet Zandy remarks in Hands, "If you use your body in a physical way year after 

year, the body speaks back not only in terms of sore muscles or swollen legs, but also of know-

how. The labouring body speaks the language of fatigue and frivolity, of sacrifice and shared 

experience" (Zandy, Hands 4). Stella, for instance, is capable of advising her daughter where to 

apply for a waitressing job. She knows what high heel shoes will do to her daughter's feet and 

back, what the customers will be like, or how the employer will treat her. 

In "Hey Waitress" links are clearly drawn between the spaces of work, home and the 

body: the work-induced pain prevents the female character from enjoying her time and space 



while at home. This limits the relationship between the protagonist, Stella, and her daughter, 

Ginny, and challenges Stella's friendship with Myra Semchuk, of whom she loses sight because 

the latter has to stop working due to injuries. Bodies and relationships are defined and shaped by 

work. The frontiers between living spaces and work places are blurred not only because of the 

suffering body, but because colleagues come home to discuss work-related issues. The need for 

money makes the female characters risk their health and suffer from work-induced pain while 

they are working and when they are at home. The body's safety and capacity to move freely are 

tightly connected to working conditions. 

In Unbearable Weight: Feminism, Western Culture and the Body, Susan Bordo remarks 

that "culture's grip on the body is a constant, intimate fact of everyday life" (19). She argues, as 

many other feminist theorists have, that the female body is an embodied form of knowledge 

about society and power dynamics. Looking at how women have been represented in Western 

philosophy and culture, she tries to re-establish their presence as subjects and as potential agents 

of change. Instead of categorizing women as victims, Bordo exposes how the female body has 

often been historically and spatially depicted as the negative side of the mind/body dichotomy. 

She addresses female disorders and corporeal illnesses that, although mostly treated from a 

medical or psychological point of view, also find their source in popular expectations of and 

patriarchal limitations placed upon female identity (35). Moving away from limiting traditional 

classifications of the female body, Bordo, in this book as well as in The Flight to Objectivity: 

Essays on Cartesianism and Culture, decodes female bodies as material entities and works to 

reinsert them in philosophical and cultural studies as located and "textualized" as "real" bodies 

interacting in spaces where agency is difficult (38). 

Although Bordo discusses concrete, lived bodies, and not literary representations, her 

theory on the body's agency and place in the world is useful to better situate and understand the 



fictionalized female characters whose bodies are often commodified and neglected. Potrebenko's 

textual representations of female bodies represent the female struggle for identity and 

subjectivity, and her stories, centered on several working-class issues, help make links between 

the female body's place in the world and the power forces that limit women's opportunities to 

move freely and safely. Potrebenko's short narratives dramatize, among other things, the daily 

lives of a waitress, an elderly retired shop worker, a saleswoman, a female manager and an 

articling student who experience different forms of sex-gendered alienation and working-class 

injustices. Similar to Potrebenko's texts that dramatize many experiences and various work-

related issues, Bordo's text avoids homogenizing representations of the female body and seeks to 

bring back the female self in all its cultural definitions and materialities (Bordo, Unbearable 21). 

She suggests that daily, local dominance is sustained not by decree or design "from above, but 

through multiple processes, of different origin and scattered locations, regulating the most 

intimate and minute elements of the construction of space, time, desire, and embodiment" (27). 

Potrebenko's literary representations of waitresses, clerical workers, secretaries, and retired 

women's bodies expose the limited mobility of exploited workers and show how working places 

and other public locations impinge on private spaces. 

The female subjects represented in "Hey Waitress" experience difficulty reclaiming their 

body in order to eradicate the physical pain. For instance, Stella complains to Myra about her 

work stress on her body, but does not see a doctor for treatment. She soaks her feet in a basin 

every night, but does not seem to be seeking any other form of relief. Stella also develops a 

personal strategy to cope with sexual harassment at work. She admits that she often "plays dumb" 

to please customers and get better tips: "They're always making snide remarks with double 

meanings. I just play stupid and pretend I don't notice there's another meaning" (Potrebenko 7). 

And she "plays dumb" because she cannot afford to lose her job. In this restaurant, the female 



waitresses cannot afford to fight against insults and it is only at night, at Stella's house, that they 

gather together to complain. They are thus able to find some relief as a group, but cannot stop the 

sexual discrimination from happening. Stella and Myra see the difference between being treated 

as an object at work and recovering their true identity once their work shift is finished. Home is 

associated with comfort, freedom, and recovery, while the workplace is associated with alienation 

and compliance. 

The body is also a site of memory. Stella, while soaking her feet in salty water, 

remembers her mother doing the same: "Ha! Stella went to get her basin and her Epsom Salts to 

soak her feet. My feet are really bad this spring, Stella said, soaking them in the basin. As she 

said it, she had a flash of her mother soaking her feet in a tub, saying: my feet are really bad this 

spring" (Potrebenko 2). The repeated rituals and her daughter's desire to be a waitress, dramatize 

how some women believe that their lives are predetermined and suggest that their limited 

opportunities in life determine how they occupy space: "I've only done waitressing, Stella said. 

My mother was a waitress too. Was she? In Toronto" (22). This mention of the generations of 

women who suffer stress on their bodies from waitressing indicates how Ginny, when she starts 

working, will most probably follow in her grandmother's and mother's footsteps and continue 

this ritual of soaking her tired feet in a basin. 

This short story also focuses on the struggle of a mother whose employment has forced 

her, over the years, to pay more attention to herself and her aging body. Although Stella is 

working to provide for Ginny, she is slowly detaching herself from her parental role to nourish 

and nurture her own body. After Ginny packed her bags and left the house following a dispute 

between them, Stella, to avoid brooding the confrontation, reminds herself that Ginny can take 

care of herself and decides to concentrate on the job: 

Stella grieved for herself but not for Ginny. Ginny had grown up as the 
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single child of a single parent, daughter of a waitress, child of a mother 

working shifts. She had learned early to look after herself, if her fibre 

was weak she would never have made it to twenty-one. In any case, 

Stella had her job. Personal problems were forgotten in the rush of work. 

There was a lot to remember and each day was different so of necessity, 

Stella always lost herself in the work. It was sorrow, it was pain, it was 

also sanity. (Potrebenko 19) 

Stella gets lost in her work, functioning like an automaton. Yet she also uses the working sphere 

to eradicate worry: what she does may be mechanical, but it leaves no time for personal 

problems. And so Stella is able to escape from ruminating over the private matters that have been 

caused by her and Ginny's constant arguments over the working conditions of waitresses and 

Ginny's decision to keep her baby. Stella tries to convince Ginny that she is too young to have a 

child and she questions the father's capacity to help Ginny raise the baby. The confrontation 

results in Ginny moving out of the house, insulted. It is, ironically, at work that Stella is able to 

forget the problems at home. She feels ambivalent about the job and about the working space. 

Stella finds relief at work, while there is a lot of tension at home, caused by financial and parental 

worries about Ginny's pregnancy and by Stella's difficult working conditions. 

The body is both what allows the women to work and a direct source of suffering. 

Struggling to find a balance, the older generation of waitresses, Stella and Myra, protect their 

bodies the best way they can, based on what they can afford and the time they have in their own 

spaces. Stella spends time at home, soaking her feet, placing her hopes in her daughter, and 

dreaming of going on a holiday: "Stella fantasized about sitting on a log overlooking the ocean 

with Harvey beside her..." (25). Myra is forced to ask for welfare support because the doctors, 

who have authority over her body, refuse to officially recognize that her job is responsible for her 



suffering: "they refused to write letters to the Workers' Compensation. Board stating 

unequivocally that Myra's pain was due to her job" (Potrebenko 19). It is a vicious circle: the 

waitressing causes injuries, but the doctors, seeing the female body as an object of study, will not 

help the waitress get compensation, which forces her to either continue to work and to suffer or to 

ask for welfare support. Myra is forced to go to the welfare office until she can waitress again, 

until her body is able to support the heavy trays and long shifts: "Myra had gone to chiropractors, 

practiced yoga, and took vitamins and so she had survived longer than others, but finally, she had 

to quite her job to survive" (Potrebenko 19). 

As Stella and Myra get older, they fear that a hip will break, that their backs will get hurt, 

and that they will consequently be forced to go to the welfare office, which Myra finally does: 

"They [the doctors] refused to say that waitressing damaged everyone's health and in particular, 

had now destroyed one Mary Semchuk, who was once a woman" (19). Unlike Stella, Myra "had 

to quit her job to survive" (19) and "no matter what [Stella and Myra] schemed and considered, 

the trap had been sprung and there was no escaping from it. Myra, the cool, went to the welfare 

office" (19). Since the governmental help is not enough, Myra must find other jobs to make ends 

meet and, consequently, has to lie to the welfare office and pretend that she is not working. Myra 

has reached the end of her "career," as Stella remarks that Myra would be dead if she had not lied 

to the welfare officer about her other job selling Avon products: '"I lied to welfare,' Myra said. 

'Of course.' 'What do you mean, of course?' 'Of course you lied to welfare, otherwise you'd be 

dead'" (21). Lying is thus a survival strategy used to cope with financial precarity and to keep her 

job. The porosity of work and living spaces indicates how being a waitress is more than just a 

job: it acts as a defining trait, as a limit to living in the other spaces that are not work-related. The 

spaces of work are transposed onto every other living space. The text suggests that it is 

impossible for these women to entirely get away from this identity, as Myra "who was once a 



woman" (19). The corporeal struggles of Stella, Ginny and Myra are representations of the 

embodied crisis created by such problematic spaces. 

Stella's response to being physically oppressed and hurt is often to imagine, through 

fantasy and/or memory, a better life for her and her daughter: "'Ginny, I wanted better for you.' 

'I didn't work like a dog all those years just so you would be a single parent too.' 'I thought you 

liked it. You've only bragged, never complained.' 'Of course, I like it. ... So here I am, a 

waitress forever, but I thought you would do better...'" (Potrebenko 16). What is particularly 

interesting in Potrebenko's choice of words is the emphasis on agency and choice. Ginny was 

given different options, but she chose to quit school and considers being a waitress. Myra is often 

described as having "no other choice" but to quit her job, or to go to the welfare office. And the 

short story ends with Ginny's baby, who "might choose to be a waitress and carry on the family 

tradition" (30). Although the ending might certainly be ironic and cynical, this notion of limited 

choice still gives the characters a sense of agency. How they live and interact both in and with the 

different spaces shows that Potrebenko does not idealize or merely reinscribe their victimization 

and commodification. She dramatizes localized crises that alter the female worker's body and the 

processes of identity formation, but also gives a place to their agency. 

ii. Longing for a Place 

Wiley and Barnes have argued, in Homemaking: Women Writers and the Politics and 

Poetics of Home, that many contemporary women writers use the material and the metaphorical 

to create their fictionalizations of home. Drawing on their arguments, I suggest that Potrebenko 

has a place among those women authors who "write in order to negotiate the tensions between 

definitions of home as a material space and home as an ideal place" (Wiley and Barnes xix). The 

two literary theorists also use Janet Zandy's anthology Calling Home to support their analysis of 



women authors' and characters' relationship with home: "Acknowledging and working with this 

tension provides the basis for creativity, as Zandy explains in her introduction of Calling Home. 

Zandy's attention to the home as a site of collection identity is significant: "the less than ideal 

space in which we live among others points to how we can learn, ideally, to be at home in our 

own skin" (Wiley & Barnes xx). Indeed, Zandy argues that the social, spatial and psychological 

spaces of home are constructed at the crossroads of gender, class and body so as to articulate a 

very intimate, and yet political, sense of home tainted by and defined by power dynamics: "A 

pattern is evident of overlapping public and private spheres, of interrelated work life and home 

life, and of conflicts between family life and individual aspirations" (4). In Potrebenko's 

collection of short stories, those "aspirations" are the results of single parenting, low-wage work, 

sexual harassment, and male-oriented social standards through which the female characters' are 

defined. What Zandy calls "the overlapping ... of interrelated work life and home life" can be 

found in Potrebenko's stories as a pollution or invasion of the private space by the workspace, 

which limits the individuality and agency of the female characters (Zandy 4). The overlapping 

also functions as escape for Phillys in "Co-Alcoholic" and for Mom in "The Lonesome, Lost 

Rebellion of Mom's Cafe," and as bodily struggle for Stella in "Hey Waitress." 

The short stories "Hey Waitress," "The Lonesome, Lost Rebellion of Mom's Cafe," and 

"Co-Alcoholic" dramatize female subjects who try to make, preserve and build a sense of home 

and of belonging in ill-defined living places. "Co-Alcoholic" illustrates how Potrebenko gives 

her struggling female characters a capacity to create alternatives in a setting that offers poor 

quality spaces both in the work place and at home. The opening of this story evokes escape when 

the protagonist, a saleswoman named Phyllis, rides elevators to escape: "Now Phyllis closed her 

eyes and dreamed of elevators. She rode up and up and never came down" (Potrebenko 58). 

Similar to "Hey Waitress," this short story opens on a question that sets the tone to the story: 



"How high is one storey?" (57). Trying to calculate how many miles she can ride in a day, Phyllis 

asks her husband Louie if he knows "how tall is one storey of a building" (57). By focusing on 

this issue she avoids focusing on his drinking: "He got up to pour himself another drink" 

(Potrebenko 57). 

In this short story, the work environment does not prevail over the physical home; both 

places are uncomfortable and alienate Phyllis. Her work environment as a saleswoman is not 

stimulating, and she suspects that employees from the stockroom slow down the delivery to her 

customers: "Of late, this had been happening with painful regularity while the stockroom boys 

whispered and giggled" (59). She also avoids the private place she shares with Louie, who is 

often drunk and bad-tempered: "Now she wouldn't even sit on the steps with Louie, preferring 

the too hot indoors to the fresh air, polluted with liquor, bloodshot eyes, the screaming that could 

begin any time, would begin any minute" (58). To cope with these difficult situations at work and 

at home, Phyllis has found a way to escape by isolating herself in the elevators of various 

buildings, places in which she is able to momentarily escape the reality between appointments: 

"This was the week of the Bentall buildings. They were tall and had many elevators. She did part 

of two of them before four o'clock even with stopping to call for messages" (59). Although she 

eventually has to return home and must work to pay the bills and to enable Louie's drinking, 

Phyllis has found a way to access a place that provides her with comfort outside of both work and 

home life. 

Isolated, quiet, and giving her the impression of escape from daily responsibilities, the 

elevators represent her only places of comfort, situated on the margin of her workspace, but 

accessible because of her job. The elevators symbolize her desire to leave her encaged life as well 

as the impossibility of going higher than the number of floors in the building, forcing her to adapt 

to public spaces and to limit her movements. This movement is constant, leaving home and 
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coming back, going up in the elevator and down again. Phyllis moves in bounded space, 

searching for moments of escape from what is keeping her in this destructive relationship with 

Louie: "Pity wrung her heart and she was unable to get rid of him" (Potrebenko 62). She is both 

resisting her condition by rising in the air, and is accepting of the oppressive system because she 

thinks she does not have the power to concretely change her situation: "How high, how high she 

would have ridden now if she never had to come down" (63). At home with Louie, she longs for 

her elevator rides. At work, she concentrates on visiting customers in tall buildings, barely 

listening during meetings because of her longing to be elsewhere: "Phyllis tried to listen, her 

notebook open to jot down anything important. But she was distracted by the sky, visible through 

double glass tinted windows" (62-3). Although she might not have the strength to get a divorce, 

or to find another job, she still finds a way to escape by creating a place of her own. 

In "Co-Alcoholic," the workplace and the home are represented as two sites of struggle 

and of alienation from which it at times seems impossible to escape, even when one seems to 

have the material and financial means. Frustrated by the health and justice systems, Phyllis is 

fully aware of her position and of the role attributed to her by the different institutions: 

There was no one - not a judge, a lawyer, a policeman, a passerby, a 

relative - who was not prepared to penalize Phyllis for Louie's 

drunkenness. It was Phyllis' job to pay for Louie's drunkenness, for his 

foul mouth, for his growing violence, his parasitism, his hatred. She 

would pay and pay and pay and even after Louie was dead, she would 

still be paying. She would pay in money, in work, in pain, in lost 

confidence, in anxiety and there would never be an end to paying. (61) 

Phyllis must pay for her husband's sickness instead of getting support and assistance. She is 

treated as a part of the problem. Phyllis is referred to as Louie's wife, Louie's enabler, caretaker 



and both "the cause and the cure for his problems" (61). Compared to male colleagues with better 

sales performance she is found lacking, and categorized as Louie's possession, Phyllis turns to 

places that are usually not associated with intimacy to find some comfort and peace. 

Phyllis longs for escape and pushes the limits of her boundaries, spending more and more 

time riding elevators when she is going through particularly tough situations: "She rode one 

eighth of a mile the day Louie lost his licence" (Potrebenko 59). The up and down movement is 

constant, repetitive. Her time spent in these places allows her to live an experience enclosed in 

locations that can be constantly replaced in order to offer a sense of renewal, for there are many 

elevators in the buildings she visits. Her capacity to move, her sense of mobility in the city is 

what saves her from being confined within the boundaries of home and work. Despite the 

different limits she must deal with, she avoids being contained and manipulates "the constraints 

placed before [her] by reconfiguring and resisting these boundaries (Miranne & Young 13). 

Miranne and Young suggest in Gendering the City: Women, Boundaries and Visions of 

Urban Life that spatial frontiers are not irrevocable and that, although women living in precarious 

economic, psychosocial conditions are still often marginalized, they can take, as their focus, the 

shaping and refraining of home and other living space configurations to gain a sense of control 

over their existence (202). In the context of "Co-Alcoholic," the character of Phyllis makes 

herself at home in the different elevators and is thus able to adapt to the different limitations, such 

as "no longer [being] able to have her briefcase and catalogues in the house or car because of 

Louie" (Potrebenko 58). We come to see how the urban space is indeed open to different uses 

and to alternatives. As suggested by Miranne and Young and by Elizabeth Grosz, women can use 

buildings and other material spaces to open up the spatial environment they might have 

considered closed (Miranne & Young 25. See also Grosz, Architecture 9). Longing for a place of 

comfort, Phyllis is able to set aside the conflicts that exclude her from her living spaces by 



finding an immediate, safe place of refuge and privacy. Her escapes in the form of elevator rides 

are an alternative to her more persistent, broader goal of leaving Louie and finding another job. 

iii. Solidarity as Shared Space 

In "The Interview," "Diary of a Temp," "RSVP," and "Hey Waitress," and "The 

Lonesome, Lost Rebellion of Mom's Cafe," creating solidarity as shared space and recalling the 

past through memories are other strategies used for coping with the isolation and the absence of a 

place of one's own. Solidarity is often dramatized as a shared space of struggle. The female 

characters in the aforementioned stories try to create, preserve or manipulate the relationships 

with other women in order to have a sense of comfort and of togetherness that will help them 

cope with their everyday crises and adapt to their living spaces. Despite not always being 

successful, the act of sharing memories is one of the ways through which relations of exchange 

are created and through which a space of comfort emerges. More particularly, the comfort zone 

can be defined by others who share, listen and respond to one's struggle, who recognize in one's 

difficulties a resemblance with their own life. 

In "The Interview," the elderly female protagonist suffers from being confined in an 

encaging senior citizen's home. She finds escape in memories from past working experiences 

while answering a young writer's questions who wants to write about the woman's life as an 

activist and a worker: "'I'm just a poor old woman, the resident protested. I have nothing anyone 

would want.' 'That's not the only reason for talking to people,' the writer said. 'Anyway you still 

have one thing of value - your life story'" (Potrebenko 64). The relationship created between the 

writer and her interviewee takes on the form of solidarity as they use one another for their own 

purposes, disturbing the boundaries of the room and of their relationship. The writer needs the 

elderly woman to tell about her past in detail, while the latter needs the writer to revisit her past 



and to feel less lonely in the senior citizen's home. 

The opening lines of the short story set the tone for the elderly character's challenging 

testimony, for the old woman resists the questions of the young educated interviewer, who is 

trying to write the resident's biography in a very academic, traditional manner, which is a style 

very different from her interviewee's way of talking about her life. Rimstead suggests, in 

"Mediated Lives: Oral Histories and Cultural Memory," that the elderly protagonist is 

"invert[ing] the model of solidarity into one of control" by her refusal to share every detail with 

the young writer and resisting a literary structure to her oral and fragmented narrative (142). 

Going back and forth between her life as worker and activist and her family life, the interviewee 

selects the elements to be shared with the interviewer and avoids answering the questions 

directly. 

Although their interactions show certain manipulative and controlling aspects (142), they 

also influence the use of space by both characters. For instance, how the two women look outside 

the window to momentarily escape and how they move in the room are examples of spatial 

tactics that define their relationship: "'Do you want to tell me about it?' 'No.' 'No.?' 'No.' 'Oh.' 

The writer got up and went to stare out the window" (Potrebenko 68). While the writer looks out 

the window in disappointment, searching for arguments, the interviewee uses the window as a 

form of escape and memory: "The resident stared out the window obviously looking at all the 

people she had ever known or heard of going by the window in an endless stream. But when the 

writer looked out the same window, she saw no one" (75-6). The writer rarely sits, preferring to 

pace around the room, while the interviewee has difficulty to stand, often claiming that she is "an 

old cripple" and trying to get the writer to stay longer out of sympathy for her situation 

(Potrebenko). This relationship is both conflictual and collaborative, defined by empathy, 

suspicion, and amusement: "After pausing to laugh some more, the resident suddenly ceased 



being amused. You know, she said, you people really make me mad" (87). Coming from two 

different worlds, they have problems communicating effectively and they keep playing with the 

boundaries of the space they share to encompass the goals they each want to reach via their 

relationship. 

Despite the manipulation and mind games played by both characters, the relationship 

between interviewer and interviewee, in terms of the negotiation and moments of solidarity that 

take place, is particularly interesting. Despite both characters having different opinions and 

objectives, they both expose a capacity to shape their self-narratives and take control of spaces 

that are hardly theirs; this is particularly the case of the elderly woman. Spaces such as the private 

room and the text written by the interviewer are imposed on the interviewee, while other spaces 

are shared and open to some transformations, like the relationship between the young writer and 

the elderly woman and the latter's life story. Despite the spatial and generational limitations, their 

tentative solidarity tends towards the opening up of a confining living space and creates a place 

for memories and opinions that the interviewee struggles to express. 

This relationship is thus not entirely based on manipulation and games of power, although 

the two female characters are, on the whole, using each other. On one hand, the writer wants her 

interviewee's life story, but her repeated looking out of the window and unrealistic questions 

show an obvious lack of care. She treats the elderly woman as an object of study rather than as a 

subject whose voice should be listened to and respected. She merely takes note and the elderly 

woman notices it: '"Where do you get all those pages when you hardly ever write anything while 

you're here?' 'I go away and make, notes later"' (Potrebenko 88). This quote suggests that the 

writer is interpreting and writing her own version of the elderly woman's stories, using the space 

of the text to write a life story that fits her academic standards. She merely listens to the 

interviewee's answers and, from memory, makes notes later on, which devalues the interviewee's 



testimony. On the other hand, the old woman also uses the writer to get those memories out and 

to be less lonely. Taking as her focus the protection of memories that keep her in a very intimate, 

private place, the protagonist is ambivalent towards the relationship that is developing between 

her and the interviewer. 

If both seem to use one another to get what they want, a sense of solidarity is, at times, 

expressed, in opposition to the power dynamics that structure their shared space. For instance, the 

writer at times tries to express, in written words, the teller's descriptions and reactions: "The 

writer attempted to incorporate this surprise assertion, failed, and turned to her notebook. 'Could 

you provide more details? she asked, notebook poised'" (90). Although she fails to narrate what 

is being told to her, the interviewer has shown a desire to at least make the effort. And then, the 

interviewee understands that the young writer is making a file about her, and so compares her 

work to that of "bosses, police, the government" who keep "files and files" on-everyone 

(Potrebenko 90): "The teller crosses an important line in their collaborative relationship by 

challenging the young writer's idealized view of herself as rescuer of the life story, even going so 

far as to imply a parallel between the flatness of the writer's notes and that of police files on 

political radicals" (Rimstead, "Mediated Lives" 140). 

Despite depicting a relationship that is primarily defined by mutual resistance and utility, 

this short story also presents moments - although very few and very short - of solidarity that help 

the elderly activist cope with her confining home place. That the interviewee accepts to share 

specific moments in her room, be they real or imagined, is another form of homecoming, for she 

is able to break free from the isolation she says she is living in to talk about several moments and 

places that made her who she is, a former political radical (140). Despite being resistant and 

manipulative, she opens up and wants to share with the writer. An interesting detail that can also 

qualify their relationship as one of solidarity is the answer to the first line of the story, when the 



resident of the senior citizen's home claims that she has "nothing anyone would want" 

(Potrebenko 64). The interviewer says the following: "'That's not the only reason for talking to 

people'" (64). If it does not necessarily imply the good intentions of the writer to comfort the 

older woman, it nonetheless begins the story on a collaborative note around a constant struggle to 

make contact, which, as Rimstead argues in an essay on the politics of collaboration in oral 

history, challenges the "young writer's idealized view of herself as rescuer of the life story" and 

"the ideologically problematic relation that develops between writer and oral narrator when the 

former comes from a more privileged cultural milieu" (Rimstead, "Mediated Lives" 142). The 

living spaces are inhabited through memories and fragments from the past linked to the present 

situation of the old activist. 

However, contrary to "Hey Waitress," where solidarity between mother and daughter, and 

friend and coworker is more easily preserved and negotiated, in "The Interview" the solidarity 

building fails to take shape and leaves both women in confining positions. The interview ends on 

an apparently polite note for both women, but the writer does not see the vulgar gesture the old 

woman makes behind her back: "I'm sorry you're not coming by any more, she gasped, I so 

enjoyed our visits. It's nice of you to say so, the writer said formally and left without looking 

back so she wouldn't see the fig" (Potrebenko 93). Unlike the loving and supportive attitudes of 

mother and daughter in "Hey Waitress," the female relationship in "The Interview" is not as 

easily characterised by female solidarity. Although there are a few exchanges of sharing, the 

female characters in "The Interview" do not fully collaborate but rather resist each other's 

expectations. 

Stories such as "RSVP" and "Diary of a Temp" dramatize the attempts of female 

characters to develop relationships of female solidarity. In both texts, the female protagonists are 

office workers who struggle to make contact with their colleagues and who experience isolation. 
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"Diary of a Temp" is a first-person narrative organized in monthly entries. In each entry, the 

protagonist, who works as a temp, describes her job, colleagues, and employer and compares the 

previous jobs she has had. The precarious conditions, the spaces of work, and the difficult 

relationships between employees are central topics and impact on the protagonist's experience of 

solidarity in the workplace and of the lack of it. Except for sporadic moments with "smoking 

buddies" and distant colleagues, the protagonist spends most of her time alone at work. In her 

diary entries, she comments on the irritability of her coworkers, putting a strong emphasis on 

their competitive and hierarchical attitude: "The other characteristic of office workers in these 

demoralized times is that 'we,' whoever that may be at any given time, find 'them' [officer 

workers in other departments] to be incredibly stupid" (Potrebenko 109). Although there is a 

certain notion of togetherness among certain strata of the office workers, the protagonist 

questions its meaning in the different diary entries. For instance, she often remarks upon her 

colleagues not knowing her name or treating each other differently depending on their status: 

"Nobody knows my name.... Office workers are a function, not a person" (113), or not asking her 

to join the group during coffee breaks: 

Georgia Malinowski has been typing policies for five and a half years. 

There is no way she can invite a temp for coffee; her own position is too 

precarious for such generosity. Only the secure can afford to be generous. 

If Georgia came into the coffee room and the big table was full, they 

would not shift around and make room for her,... no one would say: We'll 

make room for you.... (104) 

If solidarity among workers in "Hey Waitress," "RSVP," and "The Interview" present positive 

aspects and give the waitresses and office workers a chance to find spaces of comfort, the female 

relationships that are dramatized in "Diary of a Temp" do not offer significant opportunities for 



comfort and relief from the daily struggles lived in the work place. The precarity generates social 

insecurity, weakens solidarity and increases exclusion. 

Although the attempts at developing a collaborative relationship fail in "The Interview" 

and "Diary of a Temp," they succeed in "Hey Waitress," "RSVP," and "The Lonesome, Lost 

Rebellion of Mom's Cafe." The latter presents the dystopic world of a restaurant owner, Mom, 

who is going out of business because of extreme social measures that keep women and children 

inside shopping malls. Now a widow running out of business because public spaces are forbidden 

to families, Mom longs for what her cafe used to be: "They [her husband and her] were busy 

every day and on weekends, there were lineups around the block" (Potrebenko 161). Without 

customers, Mom's Cafe is transformed into a place where she spends her evenings, "brooding 

over coffee and doughnuts" (164). Mom is confined to her house, working in her restaurant on 

the first floor or staying at home upstairs. Alone in her cafe Mom longs for community. She 

longs for a sense of home, of togetherness that her restaurant used to give her. Having worked so 

many hours to save the place, Mom is unaware of the situation and wonders why people have 

stopped coming, until a female ex-employee, Merva, visits her and explains: "'Some women got 

caught once and the kids were stoned to death. Now the police patrols the parking lots'" (165). 

Mom, because of Merva's presence and pregnancy, gets the idea of bringing women outside the 

shopping malls. Together, she believes they can revive the place. 

When Merva remarks that two women living together would be too dangerous, Mom says 

they could start a small community of women and children in her house: "Well, then, we'll have 

to get more of those women from the shopping malls. See, we could have a garden here. We 

could close the restaurant, no, better to leave it open, then no one would suspect... Mom's Cafe 

has always been here. In the back yard, we build a better fence, and have a garden'" (167). Mom 

has the possibility to concretize her desire when, one evening, Merva, an ex-employee, visits her. 
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Mom wants to save the other women and children and use the restaurant as a front: "we'll have to 

get more of those women from the shopping mall. ... no once could suspect... Mom's cafe has 

always been here. ... Mom went upstairs to put on a coat and hurried back down. Come on, she 

said, pulling at Merva" (167). Seeing that women need her help just as she needs them, Mom 

wants to use her living space as shared space, to develop a community, and to renew her sense of 

belonging by developing female relationships: "Come on, she said, pulling at Merva, let's go and 

find some children" (167). The story ends with Mom pulling Merva out of the house to find 

women with whom they could build a new community and occupy the empty house. With this 

new space created in solidarity with Merva, Mom can use this ambivalent space of home and of 

work to build a community. More precisely, the garden, as a liminal space between the dangerous 

outside world and Mom's safe home, is in contrast with the dystopic vision of society described 

by Merva. The garden is, contrary to the shopping centers, a safe place for women and children 

and a utopic haven that will be used by the two women to resist the lived experience of being 

trapped. 

"RSVP" is a very short text about a gathering of lawyers, articling students and secretaries 

that convincingly dramatizes how women can help each other in context of overt sexist 

oppression. One scene dramatizes the emergence of a sense of solidarity, as two female 

characters, Carole and Magda, are dealing with an insistent colleague. After being asked if she 

needs company, Carole answers: 

'No thanks,' Carole said, startled. Jack took her arm. 'A pretty thing like 

you, working so hard, I thought you might want a little recreation.' 

'What about your wife?' 'Grow up,' Jack said irritably. 'This isn't the 

dark ages.' 'Isn't it?' Magda asked, having appeared beside them. 'Could 

hardly tell the difference from the way women are treated.' (Potrebenko 
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98) 

Magda came to Carole's defence not only to support her colleague who was being harassed the 

same way she was a few moments ago, but also to get help her get revenge on Jack, who is 

representative of the other men who made derogatory remarks: " 'Do you put out?' Peter Nelson 

crooned in her ear. 'Well,' Jim remarked, 'they [Carole's parents] either want to launch you 

properly or they don't'" (95). 

The secretaries stand at the bar while the female lawyers and employees of the firm 

struggle to be included in the male-dominated circles that are spread across the room. The male 

employees either reject the women to discuss business on their own or surround them to flirt: 

"They were immediately surrounded by young men eager to get them drinks" (95). The women 

either hover around groups of men or on the sides of the room, close to the bar, staying on the 

periphery while the men occupy the center of the room. This geography is not meaningless: the 

spaces are constructed and influenced by gendered and classed social relations of exclusion. 

These relations lead to solidarity among more than two of the female characters who are 

experiencing exclusion in the workplace. If the protagonist and the other women fit in or not at 

the event alters how they identify, cope, or try to transform their workspace relationships with 

other women. 

Shared spaces are thus created in solidarity, and are: sites where the fictionalized female 

subjects establish rapport, often in reaction to offensive male behaviour. Carole, an articling 

student, observes and experiences the disrespectful treatment of female coworkers and also 

witnesses the resistance of female lawyers and secretaries to male coworkers who do not value 

their intellectual capacity as much as their physical attributes. In the following excerpt, Carole 

receives support from a female employee, Magda, as a man whom Carole has just met is insulting 

her: 



'I'll bet they just get into law because they can't make it on the streets. Do 

you ever consider what you would charge?' he asked Carole. ... 'Do you 

know this man?' the Vernon woman asked Carole. "Because he is 

insulting you for some reason.' 'Is he?' ... 'I guess you get used to it. ... 

My name is Magda, by the way.' (Potrebenko 96) 

The friendly and supportive relationship that develops during and after this demeaning moment 

creates a space for these two women to defend themselves and to take their place. 

The female solidarity represented in this short story shows how personal relationships 

developed with other women can alter their "position ... in the stratification system" (Delphy 

38). Such shared space helps create another network amongst women for defining who the 

woman is. Instead of trying to fit into the male-dominated space, the female lawyers and articling 

students, by making new relations and by sharing experiences with other women, can eventually 

work toward the creation and modification of female spaces (38). The solidarity as strategy to 

cope with everyday alienation and sexism in the work place thus encourages them to shape and 

modify their daily living spaces by talking back to the men who make derogatory remarks. 

Magda does talk back in the scene mentioned above, and this is made possible by forming, 

preserving, or joining groups of women instead of trying, individually, to enter the circle of men. 

In the last pages of "RSVP," Carole tries to join a conversation between two male lawyers 

and gets the impression that she is not welcome. She feels out of place because of the partner's 

facial expression, and so she returns to a safer place where she knows she will be more easily 

accepted: "Carole went to join Chris Malcolm who was talking to one of the law firm partners.... 

The partner continued talking to Chris but seemed to find Carole's presence distasteful so she 

wandered back to the bar again. The secretaries were still clustered in the corner beside the bar" 

(Potrebenko 97). Although she moves in a space that is constructed according to patriarchal 



standards, she finds, in "the corner beside the bar" a place where she can express herself. A 

shared space of solidarity with other women and female coworkers who can help the female 

lawyers, secretarial workers, temps, and waitresses to break free from systemic gendered 

positions that relegate them to lower levels. They are thus able to move from being rather 

complicit with patriarchal power to becoming resistant to their oppressive and institutionalized 

commodification. Despite this agency and resistance, these characters still need to contend, on a 

daily basis, with the power forces that police their bodies and objectify their identities. 

The female characters under study share problematic daily living spaces that vary greatly 

based on the specificities of each woman's experiences of spatial struggle, and share a capacity to 

negotiate and manipulate their living spaces in order to find some level of comfort. Potrebenko 

dramatizes representations of the female body in crisis, such as Stella's work-induced pain in 

"Hey Waitress," Carole and Magda's commodification in "RSVP," Phyllis' spatial exclusion and 

and isolation in "Co-Alcoholic." While a story like "The Lonesome, Lost Rebellion of Mom's 

Cafe" portrays the possible extreme outcomes of capitalism and patriarchy in the confinement of 

women to public spaces of shopping, and although most stories depict negative consequences of 

working-class experiences and female marginalization, a majority of the stories represent 

women's capacity for survival. The protagonists from the selected stories are portrayed as active 

subjects who try to transform their living situation by transgressing, negotiating and disturbing 

private and public boundaries. Potrebenko's stories are proof of her dedication to capture the 

many dimensions of working-class women's experience of spatial struggle. 



CHAPTER 3 

"Que leur faut-il de plus, a ces citoyens ?" : 

Appropriating and Creating Space as Forms of Resistance in Les enfants Beaudet 

The 2001 novel Les enfants Beaudet is narrated by nine-year-old Rose Beaudet, the third 

child in a family of four children who are detained in a juvenile detention center but which they 

think is an orphanage. As described earlier, they are detained because they are under suspicion 

for starting a fire and for the disappearance of Lucie Mackoy, a young troublemaker living in the 

same neighborhood. Taken to an interrogation room, Rose reveals the series of events that led to 

her siblings' confinement and expresses her resentment for being treated like "des anes qui 

mangent dans la main des autres" (Vaillancourt 33). Through her confession we learn that the 

Beaudet children have been living in poverty and have been left on their own most of their 

childhood by absent parents. Rose, Adele, Edith and Olivier Beaudet have spent a lot of time on 

the streets looking for food and searching for social recognition, struggling to make sense of their 

identity since they have no place of their own. 

Their experiences of economic, material and psychosocial poverty lead them to struggle 

to regain control over their existence and to find comfort in and a balance between public and 

private spaces. Divided into three sections - mobilities, material places and solidarity - this 

chapter explores how the child characters make sense of their environment and try to change it 

together. By developing and preserving a sense of mobility, of materiality and of solidarity, the 

Beaudet children are able to make sense of their situation and then to better deal with the 

boundaries that limit their movements and their desire for a sense of home. 

Catherine Wiley and Fiona Barnes, in Homemaking: Women Writers and The Politics and 

Poetics of Home, write that "home is the site of a sometimes uneasy coalition between personal 

space and community life, between the normative restrictions of home and the individual's desire 



for independence" (Wiley & Barnes xvi). This uneasy coalition between the private and the 

public, between the comfort of home and the desire to be respected socially as individuals and as 

active subjects is at the centre of Les enfants Beaudet. Telling the fictionalized story of four 

siblings seeking dignity and social recognition in a small community, Vaillancourt interrogates, 

through Rose's fictional testimony and internalized experience, the children's capacity to find 

happiness and comfort in hostile spaces that at times exclude them and at other times confine 

them. I explore how the protagonists "have managed to make homes in a contested space that is 

paradoxically both private and public domain" (vxii), by drawing on Wiley and Barnes' concept 

of the difficult and constant negotiation between the private and the public, and theories of 

contested spaces by Miranne and Young, David Sibley, Henri Lefebvre, and Roxanne Rimstead. 

It becomes clear, by reading not only cultural geographers' work such as Henri Lefebvre's 

La production de I'espace, but also literary and sociological analyses such as Janet Zandy's 

Calling Home and Miranne and Young's anthology Gendering the City: Women, Boundaries and 

the Visions of Urban Life, that the combination of theories of space with theories that concentrate 

on the experience of poverty and of exclusion allow for a more thorough reading of the 

representations of the four Beaudet children's voices and movements. It is relevant to adapt these 

theories to Vaillancourt's work of fiction in order to examine more precisely how experiences of 

spatial exclusion exacerbate poverty. The focus of the novel on the children's negotiation of 

space recalls Miranne and Young's focus on the marginalized subject's vision and perception of 

spatial boundaries. 

The children are ambivalent towards their home spaces in Rouyn because they are trying 

to help their parents move to Florida and because they have developed their own alternate sense 

of home as a group. Before being detained, as Rose tells us via a conversation with an 

interrogator, the children's home was represented by their dream house in Florida and their sense 



of family. Once they are confined in the detention center, their idea of home is expressed by a 

desire to be returned to their mother. Influenced by other living spaces in the novel, home is 

presented as multifaceted and open to change depending on the spatial context. Although Janet 

Zandy's anthology Calling Home addresses working-class women's writing, I believe her 

analysis can be adapted to the child characters' lives in Les enfants Beaudet, particularly when 

she writes that it is important to give a place to the life experiences of those who "are not 

affirmed or valued in the dominant culture, or considered fitting subjects for literature" (1). To 

emphasize the interrelation of the material and the symbolic, she adds that we need to look "at the 

crossroads of lived experiences and imagined ones, those they might call home" (1). Indeed, if 

Vaillancourt sometimes represents home as a place of longing, it is also a physical and material 

site where the children return to be with their family. The absence of heat, of food, and the water 

in the basement of their house on Perreault street, does not bother them as much as it bothers the 

other inhabitants of Rouyn. This tells us that home, beyond its material inadequacy, is 

symbolized as memories from a happier past that they miss while being detained. The short 

descriptions of their different apartments, as well as of their neighbourhoods, their treatment by 

"citizens"4 and by their parents, reveal that the children must confront different levels of 

authority in order to get this sense of home back. 

In order to better understand the interconnections between the materiality of space and its 

symbolic representation and interpretation by space users, Henri Lefebvre's concept of "lived 

space" is enlightening. Lefebvre argues that "conceived space," space as planned by dominant 

4 The Oxford English Dictionary (OED) gives two definitions for the word citizen: "A habitant of a city or (often) of 
a town; especially one possessing civic rights and privileges" and "A member of a state, an enfranchised inhabitant 
of a country, as opposed to an alien". According to the OED, the term was first used in the 14th century and the 
second definition applies since the early 16th century. In the context of this study, the notions of citizen and 
citizenship are centered on a recognition of who can be given such designation and according to which criteria. My 
use of the words citizen and citizenship always refers to the Beaudet children's idealized conception, which fits the 
second definition by the OED. 



groups, and "perceived space", space as social practice, are spaces "directly lived" by users 

according to their understanding and perceptions (Lefebvre qtd. in Massey, "Politics and 

Space/Time" 48). Lefebvre has made clear how a dominant group limits the choices of 

interpretation of the constructed spaces, since they are the ones who create and build the living 

environment. Choices about how to interpret conceived and perceived space are also 

characterized by different social experiences and "come to perform a certain social order" which 

tends to fix what is permitted and what is not through law and everyday routines (49). 

Accordingly, space matters in the construction of identity in Les enfants Beaudet and identity 

influences the construction and transformation of space. 

In the first section of the novel's sixteen chapters, the frontiers between private and 

public spheres are blurred. The child characters, Rose, Adele, Edith, and Olivier, try to make 

sense of the different and oppressive economic, spatial, psychological, and linguistic boundaries 

that define their different public apd private environments. As they have to beg for food, 

negotiate with restaurant and shop owners for a public place in which to watch television, and 

walk the streets shamed by, yet defending, their reputation, they question their place and identity 

in the world. A poignant narration of children's experience of poverty5, this novel dramatizes 

how marginality involves the outside as well as the inside and raises the following questions: 

How are the poor children in this novel shown to adapt to spatial and psychosocial boundaries? 

What are their strategies to either resist or comply with these exclusionary practices? And 

finally, how is their sense of being home characterized by the spatial manifestations of 

economic, political and class power and represented by their highly problematic, gang-like 

togetherness? Indeed, their strategic plans and movements in the city are structured around the 

5 Although such discussion is beyond the scope of this study, it is important to acknowledge the significant body of 
literature on children. Theory on street, homeless, and criminal children dates back to the industrial age. 



extremely violent crime they committed (Rimstead, "Who Cares?" 2011). Kept taboo until the 

last pages of the novel, this crime organizes Rose's confession and characterizes the 

relationships between the siblings. As remarked recently by Roxanne Rimstead in an 

unpublished conference paper on the novel, this heavy burden structures the entire narrative and 

problematizes Rose's solidarity with her siblings. 

Despite promising her brother and sisters that she will never tell what they did on 

Perreault street, she wants to confess in order to be absolved from guilt, and begins to open up to 

the interrogator: "De temps a autre, le pretre faisait oui de la tete. Et: han, han ! £a me donnait 

envie de lui en dire beaucoup..." (Vaillancourt 16). Her confession, narrated in the day section of 

the chapters, is thus a recollection of the events that led to their detention, and culminates in the 

unfolding of the extremely violent crime the children committed. It is important to notice how the 

"jour," "soir" and "nuit" sections of the novel, which are respectively narrated in the past and in 

the present, contain many representations of material spaces and references to the children's 

material living conditions that highly impact on their psycho-social construction of spatiality. The 

'nuit' section is different from the other two in that it is more representative of the narrator 

Rose's psyche from which emerges her imagined, fantasized space of home as a form of escape 

from her homeless environment. Rose develops an ambivalence towards her role as bearer of the 

truth and as the possible savior of her family if she confesses: "J'ai peur de trop en dire, mais il 

faut bien que je nous confesse. Je ne comprends pas ce qui nous arrive.... C'etait pourtant pour la 

bonne cause ce qu'on a fait sur la rue Perreault" (Vaillancourt 39). She feels that she will betray 

her family if she reveals what they did. Yet her vulnerability and desire to free herself from the 

burden of their crimes influence her process of decision making: "£a me fait du bien de vous 

raconter tout ?a. J'en ai tellement gros, sur Fame, que je sens que je vais defaillir d'une crise 

cardiaque massive aigue, si je garde plus longtemps le silence" (67). In constant negotiation, it is 
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difficult for Rose to know what to do and how to stay safe in both environments with the 

interrogator and with her siblings. Her narration of what led to her siblings' detention is built 

around their crime and thus strategically describes the children's tactics of survival. She must 

protect the truth in order to go back home. Hence, the Beaudet children's problematic sense of 

solidarity emerges, and shows itself to be tightly connected to their problematic sense of home. 

Their sense of belonging to a group is fragile, both in terms of their family and in terms of 

citizenship. 

i. Mobilities 

Despite the difficulty of their experience of and movement in poor spaces, the children's 

agency and sense of solidarity and mobility allow them to participate in the creation of new 

living places. As Rose tells the interrogator, when the Beaudet children move into a new 

apartment with their parents, each time their father gets a new job, they share the conviction that, 

this time, it really is a new start. Escaping from their financial problem by running away before 

being evicted, the children's parents, who are unaware of what their three daughters and son 

have done to Lucie Mackoy, not only leave the house where the children committed their crime, 

but they give their children a taste of freedom that evacuates part of their guilt: 

C'etait la belle vie tranquille sur la rue Laliberte, Monsieur. ... L'affaire 

Lucie Mackoy, c'etait chose du passe. II nous etait meme defendu d'y 

penser. ... On est meme alles se promener en ville, main dans la main, en 

prenant toute la largeur du trottoir et en visant les citoyens droit dans les 

yeux, la tete haute... C'etait merveilleux cette sensation de liberty, 

Monsieur.... Dans la vie, Monsieur, il arrive qu'on souhaite autre chose de 

bien plus simple, mais de plus difficile a obtenir que la citoyennete. C'est 
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la liberte, bien sur. Pouvoir me promener parmi le monde.... C'est 9a, la 

vraie vie, Monsieur. (Vaillancourt 99) 

In the quote above, protagonist and narrator Rose recalls happier times during which the children 

felt like they finally belonged to the community and had a chance to start a new life. Different 

forms of subversive movement, such as taking the entire sidewalk after moving into their new 

apartment, are used by the children in response to exclusion from private and public spaces of 

living and in order to keep their secret well hidden. 

The children, at times, try to make a statement by appropriating their neighbourhood in 

which they are exposed to social rejection and insults. For instance, during confession, Rose 

recalls a game she used to play with her brother and sisters in which they walked the streets of 

Rouyn holding signs denouncing their silence: 

Avant, quand on avait pas de vrais problemes, c'etait un jeu. Je gagnais 

presque tout le temps. Je suis habituee a me taire. ... Mais comme une 

famille doit tout faire ensemble, j'ai du suivre Edith, Olivier et Adele qui 

se promenaient, en ville, en agitant des pancartes qu'on avait fabriquees et 

sur lesquelles on pouvait lire: Nous sommes condamnes au silence 

perpetuel. Les dons en argent sont acceptes. (Vaillancourt 149-51) 

This game represents both the spatial and psychological situation in which the children are 

caught. Walking the streets in silence, they use these signs for the inhabitants to notice them and 

recognize their presence instead of rejecting them for being bothersome poor children. The signs 

are a strategy to partially contest the exclusion and, as the story develops, we discover other 

strategies used by the children to deal with spatial exclusion and confinement: language, 

stealing, lying, and violence. Furthermore, their capacity to move in and out of their different 

apartments at will, due to their parents' absence and lack of care, gives the children different 



options for finding what they need in the city and for trying to assert their identity as citizens. 

As they walk the streets of Rouyn with their signs up high, the children pretend to accept 

their fate, and solicit the citizens' charity by asking for money, as if requesting compensation for 

being systematically silenced. The children seek maximum visibility and confront the citizens 

with their situation, implying that because they are living in poverty and are condemned to 

perpetual silence, they should receive compensation from those who have the right to speak and 

who participate in the silencing of children. More precisely, the children's quest for dignity and 

their gang-like attitude (Rimstead, "Who Cares?" 2011) are recurring themes and are possible 

explanations for their movements in the city and their resistance to alienation: "Adele m'a 

reluquee comme si c'etait a moi de repondre.... II fallait bien defendre l'honneur des Beaudet" 

(Vaillancourt 150). 

Moving in the public sphere, left alone in the outside world, they try to break down 

boundaries by appropriating public spaces such as the sidewalk, by getting their food at the 

hospital, by watching television from the sidewalk or inside stores and restaurants, where they 

eventually are refused access because they do not purchase anything. As readers we are 

confronted with the lack of caring by the majority of the people who share spaces with the group 

of children because the public spaces are organized not in terms of community and integration, 

but in terms of consumerism and profit. We begin to understand how the Beaudet children turned 

to violence and petty crime. Before they were imprisoned, as Rose reveals to the interrogator, the 

Beaudet's mobility was based on getting what they needed to survive: "Des secrets bien a nous, 

on en avait des tas, Monsieur. Tres tot le matin, des qu'elle quittait la maison pour son travail, 

que notre pere etait parti a la recherche d'un emploi ... , on se mettait aux actions criminelles, 

Monsieur. Par exemple, en douce, on recuperait les six pintes de lait" (Vaillancourt 74). As David 

Sibley explains in Geographies of Exclusion: Society and Difference in the West, studies show 
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that children living in precarious conditions manage to move rather successfully in restricted 

areas and are able to rationalize their illegal actions as a response to something they deserve that 

was taken from them or not duly given (Sibley 269). 

The capacity of the poor children, "although the built environment can be oppressive" 

(269), to fight for a place in those spaces of exclusion is what makes Vaillancourt's novel so 

interesting for a reading of the mobility of individuals as a strategy for shaping space. Sibley, 

although a geographer and thus working primarily with an anthropological approach rather than a 

literary one, claims that, "children are left out of most geographies" (269). He asks for a reading 

of children's use of space that would take their agency into consideration and remarks: "Beyond 

the theoretical context, there are more particular questions about the nature of childhood which 

must be addressed if we are to avoid mis-representing the child's experience of place. In 

particular, we have to avoid an essentialist view and identify the different meanings of childhood 

associated with age, gender, culture, place and time" (270). 

Sibley's arguments, when applied to Vaillancourt's novel, suggest the importance of 

reading the children's point of view as a valid source of information on how poverty shapes place 

and how place also influences the impact poverty has on the children. The Beaudet children 

refuse to let the exclusionary practices of the dominant group take control of their mobility. They 

adapt to the spatial and material crises by stealing, lying and, as we find out in the last pages, 

killing. As discussed by Rimstead, in the name of honour and vengeance, similar to what they 

saw on television about the methods of A1 Capone and Robin Hood, the Beaudet children never 

recognize that they had better options than the murder of Lucie Mackoy: 

II faut bien vivre, Rose, m'a dit ma soeur, une fois. Ce qu'on a fait sur la 

rue Perreault, c'etait pour une bonne cause. On le voit tous les jours a la 

tele. II y a des guerres, des pays a defendre, des families a secourir. Robin 



des bois faisait des tas de choses hors-la-loi, pour l'honneur. Tout est 

question d'honneur en ce monde. Tu saisis? (Vaillancourt 18) 

Honour, dignity, and recognition are what those poor children are told to fight for by the oldest of 

the sisters, Adele. What Rose tells the interrogator is a tale full of "Adele dit que...," one of the 

novel's recurrent phrases that suggests Rose's almost total submission to the oldest of the 

Beaudet children. The children's often blind obedience to Adele also reveals the dangers of 

leaving children alone to make meaning of the world that surrounds them (Rimstead, "Who 

Cares?" 2011). As vulnerable as the others, only angrier, Adele lives according to what she reads 

in an old encyclopedia and in the Bible, which play an important role in what gives her the 

authority over her siblings, who value knowledge as the ultimate source of authority: "La 

connaissance est la source du pouvoir, a retorque Adele. Le pouvoir de changer notre vie. C'EST 

ECRIT LA-DEDANS ! VOUS NE COMPRENEZ RIEN A RIEN !" (Vaillancourt 183). 

The generalized psychosocial violence that the children experience culminates in the 

murder of Lucie Mackoy and is revealed in the last pages of the book, after Rose, the only one 

testifying to the life of the Beaudet family, confesses their secret in the hope that they will be 

given back to their parents: "Faute avouee doit etre pardonnee et oubliee, Monsieur. Voila, je me 

suis soumise a vos regies. ... II est grand temps qu'on retourae tous chez tante Madeleine. ... 

Nous avons une famille a faire vivre, vous savez" (Vaillancourt 207). As discussed by Rimstead, 

Rose's last comments show that the focus of this novel is not on how these children have become 

monsters, or how they are incapable of seeing their fault, but rather on the interconnections 

between their experience of poverty and abandonment and the incapacity of the state to provide 

adequate support and care, which then results in a horrible act of vengeance ("Who Cares?" 

2011). Accordingly, their time spent on the streets and in different public places such as the 

restaurant, the hospital and the public pool show how their interactions with people from 



different classes influenced the development of their frustration and aggressivity. The children's 

sense of mobility is jeopardized by social boundaries that limit the agency of those who live in 

poverty, especially if they are children. 

In Les enfants Beaudet, as in other works in my corpus, spaces of home fulfill the feeling of 

being home even though they do not offer the best living conditions: "On a trouve un logement 

suffisamment grand pour nous six. Sur une cote et au troisieme etage, sur la rue Laliberte ... II 

offre toutes les commodites, comme une prise pour le telephone - il est temps d'y penser - et une 

baignoire dans les toilettes" (Vaillancourt 94). Outside the public areas in which they struggle to 

find food and social recognition, their idea of home is built around escaping from Perreault street 

They live daily with the risk of getting caught as they commit horrible crimes and petty theft in 

order to move up the social ladder, to be considered as citizens, to get out of poverty and to 

finally move to Florida: "On va repartir a neuf. ... On va mettre un point final a notre passe" 

(95). 

Having absent parents, being mocked by the citizens of Rouyn and having to beg for food 

at the local the Beaudet children young characters struggle to find an identity that is not 

antagonistic to that of the average citizen and the new apartment on Laliberte street gave them a 

reason to believe that their actions were not in vain: "N'importe quoi pouvait arriver. Mais 9a 

aurait ete bien dommage de finir en prison quand on allait bientot avoir droit a la citoyennete de 

premiere classe, vous serez d'accord avec moi, Monsieur" (95). However, instead of going South 

to Florida, they are driven North to the small rural town of Barraute. Their father has failed to 

keep his job and to make enough money to keep his promise to move South. His new plan is thus 

to work in a mine, which explains why the family moved North. Although they were promised 

"des maisons colorees, coquettes, avec de beaux rideaux aux fenetres derriere lesquelles il devait 

faire bon vivre," they end up living in their aunt's garage (143). The family is now in an in-



between space, waiting for the father to make enough money to buy a house. 

Vaillancourt's use of the words "citoyen" and "citoyennete" inscribes the children's social 

mobility in the public sphere. Being citizens is a space that the children strive to attain and their 

movements on the streets are governed by that goal. The two terms stand out as literary devices 

used by the author to emphasize the children's crisis at being recognized by society. The city's 

inhabitants are constantly referred to, by the children, as "citoyens" or "citoyens de premiere 

classe" and such a hierarchy of urban status informs on their marginality and sense of being 

outside the social system. Again, we realize that the children become part of that system only 

when they are incarcerated, and not when they try to appropriate the public space by walking the 

streets of Rouyn. Instead of getting them closer to their idea of citizenship, the incarceration rips 

even more social rights, privileges, and a sense of social mobility from them. In the context of 

this study, the use of the word "citizen" refers to the children's comprehension of the notion in 

terms of inhabitants having social power and social recognition, having the means to buy food 

and not steal it, being considered a valuable part of community. Although their use of the word is 

out of place, anachronistic, and exposes their self-made conceptualization of citizenship, the 

importance of the word in the novel is undeniable for it emphasizes one of the main themes 

behind Vaillancourt's fiction: that marginality, as a subject's position in society, challenges social 

integration, social mobility, and agency. 

ii. Material Places 

Television, food, and books play significant roles in the Beaudet children's process of 

identity formation. The children's misconceptions and strange associations based on their reading 

of the Bible and an old encyclopedia show their capacity to make sense of their world and to 

overcome their social isolation by imitating adults through objects and material places. For 
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instance, the two books provide the children with a language they associate with higher social 

classes and they force themselves to reproduce it in their everyday conversations. Adele is 

strongly attached to her two books, Rose pays particular attention to food, and Olivier mirrors the 

habits of an uncle he admires. For instance, Olivier associates his uncle's impressive knowledge 

with his smoking habit, and so the object, which is destructive and expensive, becomes a symbol 

for respect as well as leading Olivier to confirm his low opinion of his father: "Olivier revait de 

devenir le deuxieme Ti-Jos-connaissant de notre ville. ... Olivier a dit qu'il se mettrait au metier 

quand il pourrait fumer des Matinee, et non les Export A de notre pere qui, a part lui faire cracher 

ses poumons tous les matins, ne lui donnaient pas les reponses aux questions que lui posait sa 

femme" (Vaillancourt 94). 

The connection between Olivier's identity and the acquisition of cigarettes represents his 

exaggerated reaction to situations that would not ordinarily mean much; but the scene also 

highlights the capacity for these children to create meaning, to make connections between the 

material world and problematic situations so that their world makes more sense and is less 

external to that of the citizens of Rouyn. Another example of this is when Rose comments on 

their treatment by the authorities when their brother is hit by a car in the middle of the street: 

Les ambulanciers nous ont dit : Faites de la place ! ... lis ont embarque 

Jaco dans leur vehicule, sans nous laisser le temps de leur dire qu'on 

n'avait pas les moyens de payer son transport a l'hopital. Mais on ne nous 

a pas demande notre avis. On ne demande jamais ce qu'en pensent les 

enfants Beaudet. Si on paradait avec de beaux bijoux, ou avec des 

bicyclettes aux rayons charges de jolies perles en plastique, ce serait 

different, Monsieur. (34-5) 

They are able to create alternative spaces that include them in the social realm, as they perceive 
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it. Instead of losing their motivation and of giving up, they push certain boundaries of their reality 

and find comfort in material details that, for them, symbolize success and recognition in the 

social sphere. 

The elevated language they try to use to be respected, the stealing of food from the better-

off families and their belief that their desire to rise to the level of citizenship is enough to explain 

their bad deeds are different strategies used to cope with the socio-spatial exclusion. Like 

Capone, the Beaudet children think they are invincible because they believe their cause is noble. 

Nonetheless, their presence is rarely acknowledged, and they are more often than not refused 

access to public places. Employees of a restaurant refuse them access to its television, and at 

another time Rose, who was supposed to give Adele a summary of the episode on A1 Capone, is 

prevented from hearing the sound from the television because the city is under construction: 

Ce jour-la, comme pour mal faire, un travailleur forait la rue avec son 

marteau-pilon. A l'ecran passaient des scenes de la vie de Capone. Mais le 

commentateur avait beau articuler - comme s'il le faisait specialement 

pour moi je ne pouvais pas dechiffrer sur ses levres. Done je suis entree 

dans le commerce demander au marchand la permission d'ecouter sa tele. 

II m'a repondu, avec un sourire: Fous le camp! Je suis retournee sur le 

trottoir...." (Vaillancourt 42) 

They try to occupy a space that is not made for children who are not accompanied by parents. 

Rather than simply accepting this exclusion, they push the limits, play with the boundaries and 

try to take control. They disrupt the orderly streets by asking to occupy a space not suited for 

them and by doing unusual activities in public places such as watching television in a furniture 

store or at the Roy Marketteria grocery store. In the latter, the cashier and the cook reject and 

mock Rose by comparing Capone, and thus the children, to "un autre client qui mange sur le dos 



des autres" (43). Rose is sent back on the sidewalk after desperately asking for permission to 

watch the A1 Capone episode. 

Having to face Adele to whom she had promised the details of the show, she remembers 

the origins of their pact and fears her older sister's reaction: "j'ai promis a Adele que la prochaine 

fois qu'il serait question d'AI, a la tele,... je lui allongerais tous les commerces qui en parleraient 

en ville" (Vaillancourt 43). But this time the employees of the places she goes to do not tolerate 

her presence and force her to go back home and face Adele's anger. In addition to being, once 

again, compared to an animal, Rose must deal with her sister's way of keeping control over her 

siblings. 

The fact that their presence makes the citizens uncomfortable gives the children power 

and confidence as much as it fhistrates them. Being able to stand up for themselves by insulting 

others and stealing food and clothes gives them hope that one day they will be considered 

something other than poor beggars. When Lucie Mackoy walks by their side and harasses them 

by yelling that they are "des anes qui mangent dans la main des autres," the children nonetheless 

refuse to hide (33). They keep on walking, carrying stones to throw in self-defence, knowing that 

they are not one, but five people sticking together: "II a poursuivi Lucie pendant qu'elle 

continuait a nous narger. Jaco lui a lancer le caillou en plein front. Qui s 'y frotte s 'y pique, salope 

! a crie ma soeur ainee a Lucie. ... C'est a ce moment la que mon grand frere s'est retrouve au 

beau milieu de la rue" (33). Although Lucie's words are obviously a form of verbal aggression, 

the children's response is also extreme and their language is just as offensive. The streets of 

Rouyn are dangerous for these children, and they seem to have adopted, as a response, similar 

patterns of verbal violence to get more space and to reclaim control. Material places influence the 

Beaudet children's movements in and outside of the home, and their time spent on the streets 

looking for food and items to steal shows the dynamic process occurring between mobilities and 
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materialities. If the citizens of Rouyn do not defend the children while Lucie Mackoy harasses 

them, it is probably because the Beaudet children present violent attitudes and seem like a 

menacing group. The population's inaction is not solely responsible for Jaco's death; the 

children, as mobile agents, also share part of the responsibility for what happens. 

Dangers and threats accompany the children's daily wanderings, but they manage to react 

strongly to the bad treatment. The contemptuous words of Lucie Mackoy, the refusals of store 

owners to let them watch television for free, such as in the grocery store because their parents 

owe too much, and the crimes they commit to both imitate A1 Capone and gain citizenship 

through the back door are examples of alienating and disturbing conflicts that jeopardize the 

Beaudet's quest for dignity and a home: 

on s'est rendu chez Roy Marketteria. On s'est barques devant la radio, tout 

pres d'une caissiere qui, en nous apercevant, a tenu a nous faire savoir que 

notre credit etant rendu au plafond et que si on avait les moyens de se 

nourrir, il faudrait bien les avoir aussi, pour payer la nourriture qu'on 

ingurgitait aux depens de l'epicier, toujours trop genereux pour les gens 

comme nous... (Vaillancourt 43) 

Nonetheless, instead of feeling sorry for themselves and looking down when they walk the 

streets, the Beaudet children, in the different scenes in which mobilities and materialities impact 

on their spatial struggle, show that they have a strong capacity to stand up for themselves, and to 

use the environment to their own advantage. They hide to steal creamy milk from the Patoine 

family and they take a lot of space in the streets on their way to the hospital where the cook will 

fill their cans with warm food. 

The daily material spaces in which the crises are lived are not simply containers of the 

children's daily activities. The Beaudet children use them as part of their strategies to surmount 



the different crises they experience. These places are part of an interconnected set of elements 

that define the social realm. Lefebvre suggests, in his theorization of the rapport between lived 

space and society, that space is a fundamental category that structures human experience. He 

describes "lived space" as a representation of cultural and social symbols that influence the 

experience of the inhabitants. According to his conceptualization, other than the street and public 

places, the inside living spaces such as the juvenile detention center, the interrogation room, and 

the garage the children end up living in, can be analyzed in terms of this notion of "lived space," 

which Lefebvre defines as: "un espace de representation: c'est a dire l'espace vecu a travers les 

images et symboles qui l'accompagnent, done espace des 'habitants,' des 'usagers,' ... de ceux 

qui decrivent et croient seulement decrire" (Lefebvre 48). Thus, Rose makes sense of the 

interrogation room as she does of the juvenile detention center, in general through associations of 

images, people, and objects such as the shower room from which no one returns, the false mirror, 

and the dogs held by guards in the yard. The interrogator, who also occupies the space, 

participates in her understanding of the interrogation process and of the whole detention situation. 

Thinking he is a priest, she speaks with more ease and associates him with absolution and 

salvation. Rose is manipulated into thinking that her siblings and she will be given back their cats 

and will see their mother once she confesses everything: '"Serait-ce trop vous demander de nous 

rendre nos chats, Monsieur?' ... 'On verra ?a a la fin de ma confession?'Quand je vais dire 9a 

aux miens...' 'Oui, je poursuis'" (Vaillancourt 195). Rose thus feels more comfortable in the 

interrogation room and with the interrogator, whereas her siblings never stop being suspicious 

and afraid of the detention center, such as when Olivier gets really sick and Adele refuses to ask 

for help: "'En as-tu parle a quelqu'un ?' 'Non, Rose. Un plan pour qu'on nous l'enleve ! Ne le 

dis surtout pas a l'enseignant. T'as compris ? On tentera de s'enfuir avant la fin de semaine'" 



In La production de I 'espace, Lefebvre develops three different dimensions of space that 

are useful for understanding Western socio-spatial organization: 'Tespace de representation," "la 

pratique spatiale," and "les representations de 1'espace" (Lefebvre 48). The latter is a synonym 

for "1'espace con9u" or the "space conceived" by dominant groups. This conceived space is 

where the decision to locate the poor in one neighbourhood is taken, or where a committee 

initially conceptualizes "a cleaning up of slums and a collecting of the poor units that are 

centralized in the city, but nonetheless peripheral to it" (Razack 77). As Sherene Razack explains 

Lefebvre's theory in "When Place Becomes Race," the "pratique spatiale," also called "espace 

perfu" or "perceived space," is the site of social practices, "everyday routines and experiences 

that install specific social spaces" (77). Space thus comes to influence the social order, as it is not 

the container, but the decoding area of interactions that are "permitting certain actions and 

prohibiting others" (77). Accordingly, Rose is interpreting the interrogation room with the 

different codes that are forced on her as an individual living in poverty; she obeys the 

interrogator, the "citoyen de premiere classe" who is in control of this space and to whom she is 

subjugated (Vaillancourt 54). 

Paraphrasing Foucault, Razack explains how "discipline 'makes individuals' but also how 

this making requires a 'mechanism that coerces by means of observation" (79). In her essay, 

Razack remarks that the production of space, in a context of law and order (such as in Les enfants 

Beaudet), functions with and because of the production of spatially inscribed subjects (76). These 

fictionalized subjects are, because of their geographical situation and socio-spatial inscription, 

identified as poor, stereotyped as prone to commit crimes, and therefore less respectable and less 

deserving. The Beaudet children's detention is a way of integrating them in society instead of 

helping them to better deal with their actions. Vaillancourt dramatizes the daily, material places 

of children whose lives are in constant battle and whose strategies for dealing with these 



oppressive and constraining places push them to break the law and thus to lock them up instead 

of liberating them. 

iii. Solidarity 

Besides using their sense of mobility and the material places strategically, the children find 

great strength and support in a shared spaced of solidarity6: "Mes soeurs et Olivier sont toujours 

la, c'est vrai" (Vaillancourt 22). They are four tightly connected, loyal, and devoted siblings 

whose support for one another help them cope with the socio-spatial sources of oppression. Rose 

uses "nous" as often as she uses "I" and always thinks of her siblings before making a decision. 

Although the solidarity leads to gang-like violence and murder, Rose's confession shows how the 

living spaces represented in this novel bring the children together, push them as a group to 

elaborate tactics that enable them to survive and continue their quest for dignity. 

Rose also describes how her siblings are well disciplined: they obey their oldest sister 

Adele and follow her lead when moving in and out of the different places. Illustrating a resistance 

to authority and a desire to prove that the Beaudet family belongs to a higher social class, Adele, 

during an evening conversation, tries to convince Rose that although they have committed a 

crime and are imprisoned, they have to keep their heads up and remember who they are and what 

they have done: '"les Beaudet ont fait des choses au nom de la dignite, 9a fait vingt fois que je te 

le repete, des choses qui n'ont pas plus aux citoyens. Peut-etre veulent-ils nous garder ici jusqu'a 

ce qu'on se plie a leurs regies.' 'Quelles regies?' 'lis ne feront pas de nous des soumis, 

6 Again, while a Marxist definition of solidarity would imply not just universal moral support but also political 
action as well as material practices, I use solidarity in a broader context and refer to the definition of the Canadian 
Oxford Dictionary: "a unity or agreement of feeling or action, especially among individuals with a common interest; 
mutual support or cohesiveness." The Encyclopedia of Marxism defines solidarity as "giving support to a stranger on 
their own terms" and as "the fundamental ethic of the workers' movement, obliging workers to support the struggles 
of all other oppressed people." 



t'entends?'" (71). By acting as a group, the children feel less isolated and have a greater sense of 

purpose, although Adele is at times forcing her brother and sisters to obey. Adele constantly 

emphasizes that what they are doing and have done is "pour la bonne cause," (39) and makes sure 

that they each participate in the different tasks that they do to survive. 

Besides the gang-like attitude that was alluded to previously, a much more sombre aspect 

of their solidarity is revealed when they each hit Lucie with the bat when they kill her in their 

basement. Beside solidarity, support and unconditional love, they have violence, murder and 

torture inscribed on their family: "C'est Adele qui a donne le premier coup de batte. Edith, le 

deuxieme. Dans les genoux. Olivier donne le troisieme aux reins de Lucie et il a ri. Moi, c'est a 

peine si je lui ai touche. Adele m'a traitee de pissouze. Alors j'ai remis 9a" (Vaillancourt 205). 

As well as against Lucie, the children form a shared space of solidarity against the citizens. 

Although they are at times scared and intimidated, they use their family as a space of solidarity 

that helps them cope with the social isolation, exclusion and mockery. Rose expresses her 

gratitude for having her siblings when she looks at a picture of the five brothers and sisters, taken 

before Jaco's death: "Ma photo preferee, justement, ou nous nous accrochions les uns aux autres. 

Une famille, 9a se tient pres les uns des autres" (Vaillancourt 199). She gives details about how 

they walk together on the streets, taking the full sidewalk, allowing them to take more space and 

thus to be more visible. She describes how they support each other during good and bad times, 

such as when they attend their brother's funerals. Rose describes the scene in which Adele, as 

leader of the group, brings her siblings together and reminds them that they should always look 

the citizens in the eye and never look down. Seeing that Rose is not entirely convinced, she 

changes her strategy to cheer them up and makes them hold hands all together "'Je sais,' m'a dit 

Adele. C'est plus facile a dire qu'a faire. Donne-moi la main et prends celle d'Olivier.' Edith 

demeurait dans son coin, notre soeur Edith, comme si elle n'appartenait plus a personne. 'Tu 
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t'amenes?' lui a demande Adele. Pour une fois, Edith s'est empressee de prendre l'autre main 

d'Adele" (49). 

As much as she loves her sister and needs her when she is out of answers and sad, Rose 

develops her own conscience and, as she is isolated from the group by the interrogator, she forges 

her own opinions and decides to break the pact to absolve her sins: "Je sais qu'Adele veille sur 

nous. Elle n'a toujour fait. ... Mais je ne crois pas pouvoir tenir ma langue bien longtemps. Le 

pretre pose sur moi un regard de si bon papa... Un papa pret a tout entendre" (18). Indeed, once 

taken outside the group, Rose is less vulnerable to the influence of the dominant Adele; she is a 

little bit more able to discriminate between the objective of her confession with the interrogator 

and Adele's aggressive and strategic control of her speech. Although she desperately wants to 

confess everything, Rose is constantly reminded of her promise to her siblings: "A vrai dire, je 

n'en peux plus de mentir, de commettre de mauvaises actions et de me coucher, le soir, avec 

l'ame pesante de tout ce qu'on a fait dans la journee. ... Adele dit que j'ai une curieuse maniere 

de voir les choses et que je finirai comme maman, a l'asile, a force de remettre nos agissements 

en question" (Vaillancourt 18). We then find out her motivation for lying to her siblings: 

Je veux avoir l'ame immaculee, moi, au cas ou, un matin, saint Pierre 

m'attendrait a mon reveil. ... Une belle ame qui aurait la purete du drap 

que j'ai vu claquer au vent, dans la cour de l'orphelinat, ce matin. ... Une 

telle blancheur, sans trous ni pieces... Parfois mes peches y prennent 

tellement de place qu'ils pressent contre ma poitrine et que je manque 

d'air, comme si j'etais au bord de la noyade. (19) 

Rose, singled out, is now vulnerable to the moral inquisition of the interrogator,. to what she 

imagines when she looks at him: "II a sourit... Je me suis sentie rougir, mais il etait si invitant, 

son sourire. On en aurait dit un de bon papa" (15). The children's solidarity is challenged by 



Rose's individual perceptions. This jeopardizes their group strategies and takes them further 

away from home, as Rose slowly reveals their actions and focuses on her moral integrity instead 

of obeying Adele's rules of conduct. Out of their comfort zone, the children try to make sense of 

this place that could either be, in their opinion, a prison, an orphanage, or even a concentration 

camp, as Rose suggests: "Pourquoi est-elle si sure qu'il n'y en a pas du meme genre que celles 

des camps, ici, avec ce qu'on a fait, nous?" (130). 

If the second and third parts of each chapter focus on Rose's difficulty with being caught 

between the interrogator and her siblings, the first part reveals the Beaudet family's daily 

difficulties and routines as well as the children's dedication to keeping their secret from the 

interrogator, which is central to their solidarity. To make sure that Rose keeps her promise and 

does not betray the family, Adele questions her after every period of interrogation: "'Tu ne lui as 

pas raconte nos secrets, n'est-ce pas?' 'Tu penses bien que non, Adele.' '... rappelle-toi qu'il ne 

faut rien dire d'important, pas meme en confession. Compris? ... Les Beaudet ne se vendent pas 

aux citoyens. Compris?"' (Vaillancourt, 17). This opposition between them and the citizens is at 

the core of their decision-making process. According to Rose's confession, the children seem to 

be fighting this class they want to belong to. They seek to reach the status of citizen and, at the 

same time, they need to strategically lure the citizens they deal with (interrogator, grocery store 

employees, customers) away from their crimes with false information to avoid raising suspicions 

and to cope with poverty and hunger. Rose's confession also serves to show the problematic 

relationship between children who clearly love one another and who behave like a well-organized 

gang (Rimstead, "Who Cares?" 2011). Their everyday fight against citizens and hunger, and their 

desire to get revenge for Jaco's death inscribe their struggle in a broader political problematizing 

of children living in poverty. 

As much as the first section is rich with descriptions of the children's desire to be citizens 



as they move in and out of their different living and social spaces, the evening and night sections 

reveal how the confinement brings out the worst in them as well as it emphasizes their 

unconditional love for one another. Moving back and forth between courage, sadness, revolt, and 

desperation, the children discuss the possible escape solutions as well as the outcomes of Rose's 

well-rehearsed conversation. Because Adele, Edith and Olivier do not know that Rose is 

confessing the real events to the interrogator, they find comfort in her lies and are confident that 

they will finally be freed: '"Demande a l'enseignant quand est-ce qu'il m'interviewera, sinon...' 

'II m'a dit qu'on n'en avait plus pour longtemps. lis nous laissera voir maman quand Olivier sera 

guerit de son scorbut. £a s'attrape, qu'il a dit'" (Vaillancourt 61). 

As I argued earlier regarding Lefebvre's theory on "lived space" and "perceived space," 

the physical environments as perceived and experienced by the children influence their spatial 

experience and their process of identity formation. The bars on the high windows, the new 

comfortable pillows and bed sheets, the absence of other children do influence the children's 

perceptions of why they are detained. However, it is Rose who gives the most meaning to their 

detention when she returns from the interrogation room. She is responsible for the others' 

confidence and trust that they will get out. Despite her choice to lie to her family, she is able to 

give them hope: "'Rose, mais t'as raison : nous devons croire qu'il viendra nous sortir d'ici.' ... 

'II m'a dit qu'on n'en avait plus pour longtemps' (Vaillancourt 61). Rose is responsible for her 

siblings' hope and capacity to believe in freedom. She does not lie to them only to protect her, 

but also out of love and belonging. 

The Beaudet children are on a quest to prove that they have what it takes to be "citoyens 

de premiere classe" (54). They reach out to the public sphere to find what is not given to them in 

the private: they must get the food at the local hospital, watch television in a restaurant and 

grocery store, and steal their neighbour's milk. Samira Kawash's analysis of the production and 



commodification of the homeless black body is helpful in reading those exclusionary social 

practices that emerge from the Beaudet's everyday life. In "The Homeless Body," she suggests 

that the production of "illegitimate ... body makes it clear that the production of space is also the 

production of excluded and included bodies" (qtd in Razack, 77). Similar to Jaap Lintvelt's 

literary argument that the space of the text is used to represent the connections between 

characters' social identity and social space, Kawash explains the sociological idea that individual 

identity and private place, as well as national space and cultural identity, are tightly connected 

and tend to define marginalized groups' experience of space (Lintvelt 179, Kawash qtd in Razack 

79). As Rose's confession reveals, the Beaudet children's cultural identity is characterized by 

them not being citizens, of their being children living in poverty, who occupy the streets and try 

to prove to society that they are not "des anes qui mangent dans la main des autres" (Vaillancourt 

33). Despite the Beaudet children's extreme violence, Vaillancourt's dramatization of their 

desperate actions make it safe to suggest that the children's negotiation of the imposed living 

spaces through strategies of mobility, materiality and solidarity "leads to a new 'geography of 

opportunity' - the poor, through politics of identity and politics of space, can formulate strategies 

to create new spaces and possibilities" (Miranne & Young 12). 

These strategies and possibilities are represented by the children's movement in and out 

of their different homes, their search for food and social recognition, and their expression of 

solidarity with one another. Those survival tactics indicate how space is not merely a container of 

lived experiences but a constructed, negotiated set of daily interactions represented in their 

material and social forms. While the policing of these children by the power forces is undeniable 

and while the children must deal daily with material limitations and sociospatial strictures on 

their everyday lives, the support and solidarity that emerge from the children's coalition against 

the power forces show that these fictionalized subjects are agents of change and take action. 
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Seeking to take control of their lives, the Beaudet children, as a group, use the resources 

available, such as televised representations of A1 Capone, neighbours' food, and old books, to 

make sense of their world and to talk back to those who would prefer not to be confronted by 

their presence and their plight 



CHAPTER 4 

"All these wild escape routes": 

Mobility and Embodied Spatiality in Lullabies for Little Criminals 

Lullabies for Little Criminals, published in 2006, dramatizes the experiences of a pre-

teenager, Baby, living in extreme poverty and dependency in Montreal. In and out of foster care, 

a drug addict and a prostitute, she seeks a sense of home through fantasy and a sense of 

community with other individuals from the red-light district as she makes her way on the city 

streets. As previously described, space is central to Baby's experiences of emotional, physical 

and economic distress. Baby is vulnerable to stronger male personalities who, for the most part, 

abuse her and make it more difficult for her to find a place of her own. As a response to these 

crises, her body, her living spaces and her different relationships are sites where Baby develops 

negotiating skills and uses survival strategies that allow her to find comfort. She is caught 

between emotional longing for love and support, and physical and material distress that force her 

to adapt to her environment and make risky choices. Despite jeopardizing her safety and 

"hanging out with the wrong crowd," she is able to find moments of solidarity and spaces of 

comfort. 

Drawing on the theorization of the concept of boundary by Miranne and Young, theories 

on the body by Grosz and Bordo, and other theoretical discourses on gender and poverty, I intend 

to look at the different representations of living spaces in this novel to better understand Baby's 

search for a sense of home. It is my intention to explore how her living spaces provide her with 

glimpses of physical and psychological comfort, independently of how destructive that comfort 

can be. Places such as apartments, hotel rooms, foster homes, and the street represent forms of 

spatial and economic distress, but nonetheless comprise Baby's only experience of home. Indeed, 

O'Neill dramatizes well how space, as remarked by Lefebvre in La Production de I'espace, 
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functions as "un ensemble de relations et de formes" (Lefebvre 137). The diverse living spaces 

represented thus perform different functions and have varying impact on Baby, depending on 

who inhabits them and who possesses them. Her ambivalent feelings towards her living places 

and the bodily representations of her daily socio-spatial struggle, allow me to better examine how 

this fictionalized subject in distress finds the strength to deal with a drug-addicted father, an 

abusive and manipulative procurer, precarious urban places, and daily experiences of alienation. 

i. Ambivalent Living Places 

The novel opens with Baby and Jules moving into a new apartment in a cheap hotel on St. 

Laurent Street. Revisiting those events, Baby directly addresses the reader to describe the place, 

describing how she had a small room at the back of the apartment and how it was similar to the 

previous place they had lived in: "The apartment was small, with a living room and a tiny 

bedroom for me in the back. Like all the apartments in the hotels on that street, it came furnished. 

... It had the same smell of wet clothes and pot that our last apartment had" (O'Neill 2). 

Although Baby feels at times homeless and clueless as to what to do and where to go, she uses 

the word "home" and "going home" to refer to the dirty apartments shared with her father Jules, 

and later to refer to different foster homes, and to cheap hotel rooms in which her procurer and 

boyfriend Alphonse take her. Longing for an idealized home shared with her father, who has 

abandoned her to drugs, she tries to find a sense of homecoming and cherishes being taken care 

of instead of focusing on the physicality of these places. 

Baby experiences confinement and exclusion in her different living spaces. She is often 

locked out of her apartment by Jules, or left alone in it when he leaves to get drugs. When she 

becomes a procurer's girlfriend, she also experiences spatial alienation. At the most critical point 

in the story, when she is emotionally and physically abused by Alphonse and forced into 
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her stay in a juvenile detention center and her experience of "backup": "you had to sit in a tiny 

white room for up to two days ... I tried to explain ... but nonetheless I had to spend twenty-four 

hours in there" (O'Neill 275). She remembers this alienating experience in a detention center 

after Alphonse put her in the small closet for "acting crazy": "Now, here I was on the outside, 

locked up again. The injustice of my lot in life hit me hard all of a sudden. 'I don't know what the 

hell to do,' I whispered to myself. 'I don't even have a home'" (275). Locked up in the dark, 

Baby realizes that she is homeless and hopeless. She understands that she is, at this point, unable 

to escape the situation through her imagination, a strategy she sometimes uses to cope with 

spatial and emotional distress: "The closet was different than backup because there was no light 

in there. It was completely dark. I didn't want to imagine anything because I would confuse it 

with reality" (276). This moment illustrates the hardships experienced by Baby and confirms, just 

like the small bedrooms she gets in various apartments with her father or in foster homes, that she 

is excluded from living places, kept on the outside, and also confined in places that are not 

designed for humans but for objects. 

Despite being manipulated and abused by Alphonse the neighbourhood pimp, Baby is 

drawn to him because her father has abandoned her to drugs and because the foster families do 

not offer adequate help and support. Often overwhelmed by the adult's authority, Baby develops 

a relationship defined by dependency and drug addiction in which Alphonse has control over her 

body and psyche. When she finds out, a few weeks later, that Jules is living at the Mission 

Shelter and is searching for her in the neighborhood, she feels guilty for having created 

relationships with other people such as Alphonse and for having found new living spaces: "It 

made me sick to my stomach with guilt to think about Jules. I missed him, but I was too afraid to 

go and see him.... That day, I hadn't thought about him for a straight eight or nine hours" (296). 
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Baby is confronted with the idea of a home, now possible again with Jules. Her sense of home is 

defined by Jules' presence, not by the place in which they will live together. It is her father's 

presence that makes the difference, and not the materiality of the place: "Each day made me feel 

a little worse because it was another day that I had gone without seeing him. It seemed more and 

more impossible to ever go home" (O'Neill 296). The living spaces shared with her father are 

places in which she can be herself, and yet they are places so precarious, so difficult to live in that 

she runs away, moves in with someone else, and eventually decides to use drugs to eliminate her 

guilt and longing for Jules: "I decided at that moment that I wanted to get high" (297). Baby 

experiences ambivalence towards the places in which she can find refuge and towards the people 

who pretend to love her. Because the places in which she moves always disappoint her, and 

because the people whom she lives with abandon her and use her, her search for and sense of 

home are constantly disturbed and unstable: "For years, I'd known that I was from an unstable 

home" (301). 

Lynn Pearce in Devolving Identities: Feminist Readings in Home and Belonging, 

questions what "being home" means, taking into consideration that "when trying to define home 

the space/place deemed one's home is not a matter of choice or voluntary relocation (as brought 

about by moving jobs, for example), but a non-negotiable and material 'given'" (Pearce 23). 

Pearce suggests that besides our desire to define the concept of home in all its dimensions, "it is 

important too that in our efforts to problematize the notion of 'home' as a 'point of origin,' we do 

not overlook its significance (and reconceptualizing potential) as 'a point of arrival'" (29-30). 

That is to say that Baby should not be seen as homeless, but rather as displaced. Her "point of 

origin" is relatively important if we consider home in terms of a territory, of a place in which one 

is re/located and to which one be/longs. If we consider that her sense of home is not only rooted 

in located places with Jules, but also rooted in the longing for and memory of her mother, it 
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becomes possible to argue that another dimension of Baby's point of origin is symbolized by her 

absent mother and the little knowledge she has about her death. In terms of being at home with 

others instead of in places, it is worth noting that another "point of arrival" may be into the arms 

of a female family member: "Then Janine stepped over me and squeezed me hard. I could feel 

my heart beating when she hugged me against her, but now it felt fine" (O'Neill 330). The "point 

of arrival" could thus be the final step of Baby's search for a home, where she finally feels that 

she belongs. Pearce's conceptualization is similar to what Janet Zandy describes, in her analysis 

of the notion of home, as "something just out of one's grasp," "where the ache to belong finally 

quits" (Zandy, Calling 1). 

Pearce's theoretical concept and Zandy's literary analysis of home in a working-class, 

female context operate a shift in the way home is conceptualized. Similar to Caren Kaplan's 

argument, they suggest thinking outside the binaiy opposition of home and homeless, global and 

local, in and out (Kaplan 18). Drawing on this idea, I suggest that Baby's displaced body disturbs 

the traditional differentiation of public and private space. As she has no place of her own in both 

spheres, she uses strategies to find comfort no matter where she is, thus challenging the idea that 

home necessarily corresponds to a private place. For example, Baby is evicted from her private 

sphere when she is placed in foster care, away from her family life and from Jules' apartment. 

She is also excluded from the public when she is locked up in the closet by Alphonse, in the 

apartments by her father, and in the juvenile detention center by the social services. She also 

experiences intimacy in places that are not usually associated with the private, such as a park 

bench, streets of the red-light district where she interacts with prostitutes and cheap hotel rooms. 

No matter where Baby is in the city, she never feels like she belongs although she really 

wants to believe that she does, as when Jules is trying to convince her that their money problems 

are solved and that she will now live in a decent place and have decent clothes: "But I didn't buy 
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it. I knew that he was in no position to be calculating the heavens, much less our futures. 

Suddenly I realized that I wanted everything to be as it was when I was younger. When you're 

young enough, you don't know that you live in a cheap lousy apartment. A cracked chair is 

nothing other than a chair" (O'Neill 184). She experiences a certain sense of home with Jules, 

and trusts him more than anyone else, but she is aware of his limitations and protects herself by 

being pragmatic: "It never occurs to you when you are very young to need something other that 

what your parents have to offer you" (184). It seems that she feels both at home and homeless in 

the different living spaces she occupies, thus raising questions about what makes a place 

comfortable and what secures the feeling of belonging. Baby has no security, no guarantee that 

the people she lives with can be trusted. This explains her attempts at finding and creating new 

living spaces. The ambivalence felt toward her different spaces of home makes her constantly 

negotiate her place, and it also forces her to be in movement, never fixed somewhere. Her 

movements make the frontiers between inside and outside, between public and private less 

distinct and clear cut. 

If it can be argued that the city is an environment of oppression and abuse for Baby, and 

that the country is one of hope and rehabilitation, I prefer to see these two spheres as being gray 

zones in which the protagonist experiences a varied range of emotions. Baby is not completely 

unhappy in the city; she is able to find places of comfort and to see the fun one can get out of it: 

"It was the street of illusions for newcomers, filled with run-down cafes, bars, heroin dealers and 

street vendors. You could live la vie en rose there ... I hoped that we would stay there forever" 

(O'Neill 52). And although she knows that moving to the country is the only solution to saving 

her from dying, she knows it also implies being out of her comfort zone: "That's sort of how I 

suddenly felt, as if I was moving farther and farther away from my element, from everything that 

made me feel good" (323). Before she moves to the country, Baby lives a nomadic lifestyle, 
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moving in and out of desolate apartments of Montteal because she and her father were either 

evicted for not paying rent or forced to run away. Carrying only a "little vinyl suitcase" and "a 

plastic bag filled with dolls," Baby follows her father wherever he goes: "But having a young 

parent meant you had to pack up your stuff in an hour and run away from a twenty-two year old 

from Oshawa who was going to be mad at you for having sold his guitars" (5). She is always in 

between, forced to adapt to the ways the adults around her organize her life. 

In this novel both the country and the city offer positive and negative spatial environments 

and possibilities. Baby feels out of place when, at the end of the novel, she gets to Val des Loups 

in an ultimate attempt to have a better life. She gets scared as the bus she is in goes further away 

from the city: "The woods are right there, all around the city, like wolves at the edge of a 

campfire" (O'Neill 322). Nevertheless, the representations of country life are generally more 

associated with healing and serenity, which are difficult to obtain in the red light district 

However, these representations also accentuate Baby's vulnerability, underlining the long process 

of recovery she will need to go through, no matter where she is. Although she is now in a place 

known to be less dangerous and related to her family roots, she is also going through heroin 

withdrawal and is, once again, displaced: "My bag was knocked against my side when I stepped 

off the bus. The ground was cold and made the noise of broken glass as I stepped on it. I was 

feeling vulnerable as hell out here in the open" (328-9). Once Baby is in Val des Loups, she is 

surprised to quickly notice how her aunt, with whom she will be living, is "so comfortable in her 

own skin" whereas Jules and she, coming from the city, are "like figurines that had been broken, 

and although they'd been glued together with crazy glue, you still had to be very careful while 

playing with them" (330). 

Baby is thus in an in-between, having left the only space she has ever known and being 

forced to move to the country. Jules notices how she needs a change: '"Look at you, you look 
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like you're suffering from diphtheria, for Christ's sake. You need a change of scenery'" (314). 

But when Baby understands his plan of moving her to his cousin's house in the country, she 

clearly tells him what she wants: "But I want to stay in Montreal. I want to stay with you" (316). 

Yet, she is again ambivalent, knowing that he is making the right decision but terrified at the idea 

of being abandoned once again in an unknown place. Surprised by her own honesty, she says: "I 

didn't even know that I knew what I wanted so clearly.... Yet, at the same time, I didn't feel so 

bad about the idea of going. It was making a little bit more sense each second. It was as if I was 

climbing down a ladder" (316). 

An example of the inadequacy of her living spaces is given on page 51, when she moves 

into a new place with Jules, reunited with him after a three-month separation: "The cracked 

window in my new bedroom looked out directly onto the wail of the building across the alley. A 

twin-sized bed took up the whole room. It had been there when Jules had moved in.... We were 

both afraid to even sit on it, but after a few days we forgot that it wasn't always ours" (O'Neill 5). 

Although she cannot see much of the outside because the other building blocks the view, she is 

nonetheless able to appropriate the place and make it her own. This apartment is invested with a 

particular affective connotation; it is a place in which she is with her father, a place that is, for 

now, their home. It is one of the places in which Baby feels like she belongs, and to share an 

apartment with her father means that she is well taken care of: "There's something that moving 

around all the time is supposed to do to you morally, but I didn't feel it" (51). 

My use of the word "place" is here intended as different from space, as suggested by 

Domosh and Seager in Putting Women into Place: Feminist Geographers Make Sense of the 

World. Although some theorists do not make the distinction between both terms and use them 

interchangeably, others such as Domosh and Seager argue that the distinction is valuable: 

We use it [place] to refer to spaces that have been invested with meaning. 
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An appropriate illustration is found in the words house and home. 'House' 

is a drier term that refers to the physical structure - and perhaps to its 

relative location, its arrangement of rooms, and so on. A "house" becomes 

a "home" when we invest it with our personal meanings and associations. 

So we might say that 'spaces' become 'places'... We don't mean to 

suggest here that there is a clear and certain difference between the terms 

spaces and places, only to point out that each term tends to represent 

different aspects of geographical curiosity. (Domosh and Seager xxii) 

Secluded in a cheap apartment in a hotel, confined in tiny bedroom and incapable of 

seeing anything else than another wall when she peeks outside, the young girl describes her 

environment with both disappointment and acceptance, never being fully at home but 

experiencing a certain attachment to the places in which she is with Jules. In accordance with the 

quotation above, it can be argued that Baby is standing between space and place, never feeling 

entirely at home. Used to moving in and out of dirty and cheap houses, Baby is able to settle in a 

place filled with the presence of previous inhabitants. Despite the obvious effects of alienation 

produced by such inadequate places and the distress that comes with such spatial crisis, Baby is 

able to appropriate the uncanny space: "It was strange that someone had lived here just hours 

before, and now it was all ours" (O'Neill 5). And on a larger scale Baby knows the red-light 

district so well that she even deplores how she can never get lost, and yet she cannot occupy a 

place of her own: "I wished that I could get lost, just to know what it felt like. I wanted to be able 

to wake up in the morning and not know where I was, but no such luck. We'd just moved too 

many times for that to happen" (5-6). 

In order to deal with this ambivalence towards her different living spaces, Baby expresses 

how the capacity to dream saves her from the everyday chaos: "There was a way that you could 
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sleep properly when a house had been straightened up, ... and tomorrow's clothes were laid out 

neatly on a chair. But then again, when everything was left out all over the floor and the dishes 

were still in the sink, there was a way that you could dream" (51). Refusing to give up on her 

needs and desires, Baby finds solutions to cope with living spaces that offer very little physical 

and material comfort: 

Mary showed me where I was going to sleep, in a room that wasn't 

much bigger than a walk-in closet at the end of the hall.... There wasn't a 

window. It was like being buried alive when you shut the door. You 

couldn't really offer much proof of your existence while shut up inside that 

closet. (59) 

Despite being placed in a wardrobe and in small bedrooms, Baby remains hopeful and confident 

that she can manage her way out: "I was going to have to find other things to make me feel good 

and confident in life. I was just going to start being my own person" (87). In this work of fiction, 

the representations of daily spatial struggle are closely related to the in/capacity of the protagonist 

to feel at home in her problematic living spaces. 

ii. Mobility as Being with Others 

Searching for a replacement to her dead mother and to her absent father, Baby moves 

between private and public places, looking for the support of others but losing sight of what she 

really wants and needs. As a twelve-year-old teenager left on her own in the city, she is taken 

care of by adults, mostly men, who provide for her but who also use her for sexual favours and 

prostitution. As she revisits events from the past, she comments on the differences between 

children and adults' capacity to deal with imprisonment: 

Adults reflect on ugly things and come out of jails more brutal than they 
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went in. A child's mind is like a bird trapped in an attic, looking for any 

crack of light to fly out of. Children are given vivid imaginations as 

defense mechanisms, as they usually don't have much means for escape. 

The minute I heard them lock the door, I'd lean against the wall and start 

daydreaming. (O'Neill 276) 

As the places into which she moves are both welcoming and destructive, so are the relationships 

she develops with the men who pretend to be taking care of her. Vulnerable, naive and in 

desperate need for emotional and material support, Baby is pushed out of childhood and moves 

through the city, concerned with problems that children should not have to deal with: "I could no 

longer be afraid of the things that children were supposed to be afraid of' (212). 

In this novel social networks and relationships are developed to show how one's family, 

like any other social organization, to borrow Dorothy E. Smith words, "is shaped and determined 

by relations that extend beyond them" (Smith 32). In the dangerous, abject social environment in 

which Baby moves, she meets people on whom she can depend and on whom she can rely instead 

of having to behave like the parent, as when she was living with Jules: "Alphonse, he had intense 

gravitational force. He was like Saturn because Saturn has so many moons. If I kicked my shoes 

up in the air, they would go into orbit around them. Girls were always talking to him and he sat 

there and listened and listened" (O'Neill 162). The relationships with Jules, Alphonse, and 

Xavier have a strong impact on Baby's decision-making in the story. Searching to re-enact her 

life with her father, she is vulnerable and gullible, searching first for a father figure and then for 

any kind of love: "I wanted desperately to belong to someone. It didn't really matter who" (207). 

In desperate need for love, attention and support, she works with the little she knows about 

relationships to make her way out of homelessness, hunger and emotional deprivation. 

It is important to notice that Baby is, however, in relationships with adult men who have 
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physical and emotional power over her. Except for the one with her friend Xavier, who is her age, 

the relationships she undertakes mostly fail to provide her with the sense of home she hopes to 

find. For example, Alphonse becomes very violent when he finds her with Xavier in his hotel 

room. As Baby's procurer, drug supplier, and lover, he acts as though Baby is his possession. 

Baby feels powerless as Alphonse is hitting Xavier, now aware of all the power he has over her: 

"There was nowhere to run and nothing I could do. Alphonse was insurmountable because he 

was an adult and we were just two kids. All that children can hope for is that the adults who were 

around them would be kind. All they can do is beg for mercy" (306). Yet, as much as Alphonse 

abuses her and as Jules neglects her, these relationships also give Baby a sense of belonging. She 

is able to create new relationships to survive after her father abandoned her, and, despite these 

relationships being difficult, abusive and characterized by sex-gendered alienation, Baby uses her 

environment and her body in an attempt to take control of her life. There are scenes in which she 

is happy with Alphonse, just as there are some moments of happiness with her father Jules. 

Therefore, instead of victimizing Baby, it is important to value those moments of love to better 

understand her capacity, as a subject and as an agent of change, to play with the boundaries that 

limit her daily life. 

The boundaries between what she needs and what she does not, between places in which 

she is welcomed as a subject and those in which she is used, traded for money and objectified, are 

thin but solid, porous but not totally unsafe. Discussing the importance of the boundary in the 

conceptualization of identity and space, Miranne and Young suggest that: 

The role of place-based networks in women's survival strategies 

demonstrates that women are agents in the production of geographical 

boundaries ... Understanding how women participate in the creation of 

boundaries as well as challenge them, and how such boundaries may be 
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enabling as well as constraining, is an important part of constructing a 

feminist politics based on coalitions and affinities that acknowledges the 

diversity of women's experience. (82-3) 

The spatial boundaries, influenced by emotional crises and economic distress, underline 

problematic socio-spatial processes of oppression. Baby's strategies to fulfill her desire for 

community dramatize the incapacity of women living in poverty to move freely and, as 

importantly, their capacity to disturb the limits surrounding their sense of mobility, of 

networking and of agency. Her impression that she is creating a space of solidarity with adult 

males, strangers met on the street, and other children underlines how she is manipulated by 

others and how her agency does not negate the power forces that cause her exploitation (70). 

This dramatization of gender and class struggles is presented in the novel in Baby's daily life, in 

her highly intimate strategies that are the result of several spatially constituted everyday 

experiences of material and emotional poverty. For instance, her nomadic lifestyle illustrates the 

difficult rootedness of her identity and the precariousness of everyday life. This in/capacity to be 

fixed, as well as her "place-based networks" in the red light district show the complexity of the 

role of spatiality in understanding Baby's survival strategy of developing a sense of mobility in 

relationships with others (Miranne & Young 71). 

Baby develops one healthy relationship. Xavier, a boy her age, makes her feel like the 

twelve-year-old girl she is and like a proper individual: "When I hung out with Xavier, I didn't 

want anything to do with Alphonse. I didn't need him. ... I was happy and didn't even mind 

being motherless. I didn't mind being a child. And like any child, I preferred the company of 

another child" (O'Neill 253-4). Xavier and Baby's relationship happens in safer places: at school, 

in Xavier's cozy house, and even in Baby's apartment, whereas her relationship with Jules is 

nomadic and fractured. Jules and Baby have been living together on and off, separated by her 
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stays in foster care or his, in detoxification centers. Xavier and Baby's relationship is based on 

affection, a genuine interest in the other's personality and take on the world, which is very 

different than the other forms of exchange Baby has. She compares her relationship with Xavier 

to the relationships with her clients when she prostitutes herself: "Fooling around with Xavier 

was so much different from being with tricks. Xavier and I climbed all over each other like we 

were on monkey bars.... It was quicker too, and I liked that, how it never seemed long enough.... 

We were always laughing" (272). 

Baby's relationship with Alphonse is very destructive: he leads her to prostitution and 

introduces her to drugs. Although he represents the dangerous, edgy and risky sides of the red 

light district, he can also give her material comfort and protection, but at a very high price. As a 

procurer, he possesses her body, uses it for money, and treats it as a commodity. Once she 

recognizes that she had been risking her life while pretending to be someone else, she runs away 

from Alphonse's hotel room and says: "the part of me that had been with Alphonse was fake" 

(O'Neill 279). Although she eventually comes back to him to survive, Baby first decides to run 

away from him and chooses Xavier, whom she considers to be her "only friend in the world" 

(279). Unfortunately for her, things go wrong because of Xavier's parents' suspicion that Baby is 

nothing but trouble. She is prevented from seeing him and is forced to go back to her procurer: "I 

headed back to St. Louis square. I still had chosen Xavier, even if I might not be allowed to ever 

see him again. I chose Xavier, but I still had to go back to Alphonse's so that I could have 

somewhere to stay that night. ... I wasn't paying attention to anything as I walked along. I was 

trying to have very little to do with reality" (282). Highly traumatized after being rejected by the 

only person who was unconditionally loving, she is forced to go back to Alphonse to get shelter: 

"I had been determined to never see him again, but still the only person I could think of going to 

right then was Alphonse. So much for my resolution, only a few hours earlier, to be free of him. 
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Unfortunately, he was the most dependable person in my life" (273). 

She is relieved that Alphonse was able to take care of her, unlike Xavier, whose parents 

had humiliated her: "I knew that Alphonse could pick me up and rock me like a baby. All of a 

sudden the idea of being with a grown-up man seemed appealing, not scary. In a way, I was a 

little bit glad that I was going to be unfaithful to Xavier tonight. It was a way to get back at the 

way his parents had looked at me" (284-5). Once again caught under Alphonse's spell, she sees 

positive aspects to the relationship such as being loved and being "saved." She finds comfort in 

it, as they enter the hotel where he has a room: "The doors of the lobby seemed like the most 

inviting doors in the world. Once we got inside, he bent over and picked me up. It was amazing 

how easily he carried me. It seemed as if he could change the rotation of the earth if he really 

wanted to" (284). Baby has then decided to give up Xavier. She decides not to risk his life and 

instead to put hers in danger. She refuses to impose on him the limits of her own existence. 

I argued earlier that boundaries locked Baby in as well as they locked her out. In this 

scene, however, Baby's location and boundedness to Alphonse's hotel room works as a place of 

safety, as a "possibility for the sharing of burdens" (Domosh & Seager 120). Although the 

relationship with Alphonse, just as the network he creates for her through the drug dealers and 

prostitution clients, are destructive, the "place-based personal network play[s] a crucial role in the 

survival strategy" of Baby (121). Knowing that Alphonse will take her back in reassures her, 

even though she knows how dangerous it is. Indeed, once inside his hotel room, he asks her if she 

has ever tried heroin: "The minute Alphonse said those words, my guardian angel started 

humming and circling around me" (O'Neill 285). Her sense of mobility is represented by Baby's 

capacity for movement and agency. She is able to decide where to go even though her choices are 

limited. She is making her decision according to survival needs. This is why she chooses 

Alphonse. She does not want to risk Xavier's life, and she needs to protect her own. Remaining 
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attached to Alphonse guarantees her shelter, drugs, and food. 

iii. Using the Body 

Another strategy that is often employed to cope with the problematic living spaces is to 

find refuge in and to use the body. Baby negotiates places of comfort by selling her body, 

neglecting her physical health and numbing her brain with drugs. Through fantasy and heroin, 

Baby momentarily escapes her physical world and finds safety in other kinds of spaces that 

provide her with short moments of well-being: 

I tried to think about white horses as he ran his hands up and down me. 

The more he touched me, the more beautiful the white horses started to 

seem in my mind.... I forgot all about Alphonse as I dreamed about white 

horses ... Then Alphonse exclaimed suddenly that I wasn't getting into the 

sex at all. So I had to get rid of the horses and think about dirty ugly things 

... I lay there as if I'd been shot" (O'Neill 213). 

The people (men, other children, women) and other social and material forces (prostitution and 

drugs) that have control over Baby's body are sources of both comfort and pain. 

According to Susan Bordo's theory on the gender bias behind the mind/body dualism, it 

appears that the sources of power function as a "dynamic network of non-centralized forces" that 

have an influence on the female body everywhere and all the time. Bordo suggests, in 

Unbearable Weight: Feminism, Western Culture and the Body, that the excluded female bodies 

"find themselves embedded and implicated in institutions and practices that they as individuals 

did not create and do not control—and that they frequently feel tyrannized by" (Bordo 2003, 28). 

Accordingly, Baby interiorizes such social relations and also suffers from her own implication in 

those spheres: "As usual, I felt guilty about having fantasized about that [being raped in an alley] 
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and I felt lousy for a few minutes" (O'Neill 213). Although a longer and closer reading of Baby's 

perception of her body would be interesting and would add an important spatial dimension, I 

have chosen to focus my reading on urban space and home rather than on the body per se. 

Therefore, a focus on the use of the body both as a site of dominance and as shield, as a 

"politically inscribed entity," (Bordo 24) allows a better understanding of Baby's in-between 

spatial position. Baby's body is a shared space, a commodity used by Alphonse and a shield used 

by Baby. Resistance to and complicity with the oppressive forces that objectify her identity 

inscribe her body. According to Bordo, "dominance ... is sustained not by decree or design 'from 

above,' but through multiple processes, of different origin and scattered location, regulating the 

most intimate and minute elements of the construction of space, time, desire, embodiment" (27). 

Baby's intimacy and self-governance are constantly disturbed and ruined, as she is forced to put 

her self in dangerous roles and places. She has practically nothing and nowhere to go, and no one 

on whom to count except for Alphonse who uses her body for money: "When you are vulnerable, 

the worst of society will fail you too" (O'Neill 309). If it has been argued that Baby simply lets 

her dreams take over and thus tends to be represented as a victim (Dixon 3), I believe it is more 

meaningful and informative to discuss her embodied spatiality and physical strategy as forms of 

agency in her struggle for spatial, material and psychological comfort. 

Elisabeth Grosz, in her chapter "Lived Spatiality (The Spaces of Corporeal Desire)" from 

Architecture from the Outside: Essays on Virtual and Real Space, argues that the mind/body 

dichotomy should be reinvested or questioned in order to better understand the body as "the 

primary sociocultural construct" (30). If she recognizes that it might be impossible to fully come 

to terms with such binary oppositions, she nonetheless remarks that although the governing 

intellectual paradigms "are derived from a vast history of dichotomous thinking," it is essential to 

problematize, displace, alter or realign those paradigms and schemas that have been so far used to 
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interesting to apply Grosz's idea of thinking "the subject... in terms of the rotation of impossible 

shapes in illegible spaces" to Baby's bodily experiences and emotional struggles. Grosz argues 

that the body is not a shell or a container of the inner self, but rather the result, or the combination 

of interactions and complexities between subjectivity and spatiality: "space and time themselves 

remain conceivable insofar as they become accessible for us corporeally" (31). 

Similar to her concept of bodily perceptions in Space, Time, and Perversion, Grosz 's 

theory on space and bodily spaces in Architecture from the Outside helps understand Baby's 

dis/placement in material places. Grosz suggests that the spaces become legible through "our 

positioning within space, both as the point of perspectival access to space, and also as an object 

for others in space, that gives the subject a coherent identity and an ability to manipulate things, 

including its own body part, in space" (Grosz, Space 92). Using psychoanalysis (Lacan, Kristeva) 

and phenomenology (Merleau-Ponty), Grosz explores the female subject's experience in terms of 

sexed, physical and tangible terms rather than focusing on reinstating the invalidity of the 

mind/body dualism, as Bordo does. The rootedness and boundedness of the body, as well as its 

mobility, are studied as spatial, daily patterns that open up the discussion on corporeality in urban 

settings and are crucial elements in her wider analysis based on "the productivity of bodies and 

cities in defining and establishing each other" (Grosz, Space 108). 

Grosz's work is particularly relevant for reading Baby's corporeal behavior, especially 

since it suggests that the city organizes bodies. Although my intention is not to discuss the 

primordial role of the city on the transformation and development of Baby's identity, I would like 

to point out that Grosz addresses the topics of urban settings, corporeality, geographical 

negotiation and material sustenance in relation to "the way the subject sees others" (108). This is 

to say that the city induces a series of effects on subjects that, when identified, stress the many 
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networks, the "fundamentally disunited series of systems, a series of disparate flows" that 

momentarily bring the body and the city together through rapport with other bodies (108). For the 

purposes of my analysis, I do not address her practical model for representing body/city politics 

but simply point out that her alternative theory, if it were to be applied more closely to different 

urban pieces of fiction, would shed light on the linkage of corporeality, cultural community and 

environment (109). The city as "the site for the body's cultural saturation" thus "leaves its traces 

on the subject's corporeality" (110). Discussing those interrelations between body and city, she 

writes: 

The city in its particular geographical, architectural, and municipal 

arrangements is one particular ingredient in the social constitution of the 

body. It is by no means the most significant (the structure and particularity 

of, say, the family is more directly and visibly influential); nonetheless, 

the form, structure, and norms of the city seep into and affect all the other 

elements that go into the constitution of corporeality. (108) 

Baby, aware of what her relationship with Alphonse means and implies, prefers to sell her 

body than be left alone. Even if the adults (Alphonse, clients, other prostitutes) who control those 

spaces put Baby in dangerous, risky positions and locations, she does not seem to be too 

preoccupied by the outcomes of the relationships. She prefers to take those risks than to be on her 

own. Trying to survive, she barely questions what the adults force her to do and instead focuses 

mostly on the practicality of those relationships: "I didn't know what on earth I was supposed to 

do without Alphonse. Even though I was making all the money, it seemed that since he was the 

adult, he was the only one who could get us a place to stay and food to eat" (O'Neill 309). 

Driven by her hunger for emotional comfort and her desire to be taken care of and loved, 

Baby becomes even more alienated as her body works in opposition to what she needs. She takes 
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the drugs not only to not go through withdrawal but also to escape from both the violence of her 

daily life and from the pain caused by the abandonment: 

He smacked me hard and I fell off the bed. I didn't even know where 

any of my limbs were until they smashed against the ground.... I didn't 

think I deserved to be hit... I gave up trying to exercise restraint and 

sat in a ball on the floor, crying and imagining alternatives to my life. 

... He handed me the syringe with what was left of the dope in it. There 

wasn't much, but it was enough to make all my anger dissipate.... I 

wasn't upset that Alphonse had slapped me ten minutes earlier" (291). 

In this scene, Baby was hit because she yelled at Alphonse for not coming back soon enough 

with the drugs. She cried because the hit hurt, but she endured the pain by using her imagination 

to escape: "As soon as I was high, I couldn't even remember what my escape plan had been" 

(291). Alphonse uses her as his employee, objectifying her body and drugging her to have more 

control. 

As Harvey explains in Spaces of Hope, one of the predominant features of the alienated 

body is that it gets reduced to what it can produce: "the gap between what the laborer as person 

might desire and what is demanded of the commodity labor power extracted from his or her body 

is the nexus of alienation" (Harvey, Spaces of Hope 106). In Lullabies for Little Criminals, the 

body is violated, bruised, starved, and drugged. Treated as an object, Baby gives up control of her 

body to be provided with shelter, care, and illusions of love. She sometimes feels like a child and 

seems to realize that she is spending her childhood pretending to be otherwise: "I wished and 

wished in the darkness that I was not alone, but no one came. I remembered that little boy 

Zachary from the foster home in Val des Loups who always believed that his mother was coming 

to get him. Right at that moment, I knew exactly what he felt like" (O'Neill 197). Baby tries to be 
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an adult in an environment in which her identity as a child-woman is desirable. She has just 

turned thirteen years old and is asked to be as tough and as mature as her male counterparts who, 

in fact, use her fragility, vulnerability and gullibility. 

Baby is asked to behave and to use her body like a woman. Baby is dependant on the 

adults around her and, when she finally has the chance to live a "normal" relationship with 

Xavier, she is incapable of moving away from the type of behaviours and physical expectations 

she is used to from the other male figures. She cannot depend on Xavier the same way she can on 

Alphonse. Their teenage, romantic relationship, although it opens Baby's eyes to what she should 

be experiencing as a twelve-year-old girl, seems bound to fail. She is so accustomed to the abuse 

and oppression that she comes to realize how children, just as she, are powerless and dependent 

on adults: 

I had lost Xavier. But I had lost all the children that I had been close to, so 

why had I expected things to be different with Xavier? I was very religious 

about other children, and I wanted so much to believe that they could save 

me. I had tried to be rescued by the most powerless group in the world. 

Children were neither real nor dependable. Alphonse was real. He was the 

one who would make sure that he was in my life. He was, unfortunately, 

the one who was strong enough to fight for me. (O'Neill 307) 

At first in and out of foster homes because her father cannot take care of her, Baby ends up living 

with Alphonse. He takes full charge of her, which reassures her. Baby tries very hard to survive 

on her own but soon realizes that she needs him: 

I wasn't sure if I actually heard what I think I heard. I was afraid later on 

that I might have imagined it, because it was what I had wanted to hear so 

badly. 'You belong to me,' Alphonse had whispered, and his breath 
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warmed the whole side of my face. ... I wanted desperately to belong to 

someone. It didn't really matter who. Suddenly it seemed as if everything 

in the world was going to be all right. (207) 

She enjoys making love with Xavier, while she despises the sexual relationships with the 

clients: "When I had sex with a trick, everything seemed as if it was happening in slow motion. 

Each movement seemed more tedious and distasteful than the one before. ... It felt as if my life 

was passing me right by while I was hanging out with them" (273). Alphonse quickly asks her to 

become a prostitute and brings in the clients. Prostitution is something normal for Baby, as if she 

was expecting it. It is, for her, a way to please Alphonse: "I knew Alphonse was a pimp and that 

sooner or later I was going to have to turn a trick. For some reason it seemed as natural as 

growing wisdom teeth. I didn't even question why I was going to have to. I wanted to be brave" 

(215). But it became obvious to Baby that she was not doing this to participate financially in his 

different projects. She was giving all the money to him for drugs, which transforms their 

romantic relationship into a working relationship: "Alphonse had made up a plan where we were 

going to tour Europe. ... 'You've got to make some money, girl, so we can get our asses to 

Europe. It's nice to be rich. Fuck this poverty shit.' 'Okay,' I said, brushing it off' (O'Neill 217). 

In the scenes where she is with a client, Baby uses fantasy and alcohol to escape the 

physical pain and humiliation. With her first one, she finds refuge in places that only she can 

access: "I was lost in my reverie, hoping he wouldn't interrupt me and just change his mind and 

drive me to St. Christophe Street. Instead, he handed be a fifty-dollar bill. I took it quietly and 

stuck it in my boot. ... I think my body went numb from lack of circulation because I didn't feel 

much" (220-1). With her second client, she uses alcohol to make the situation easier to handle: 

"He had a large bottle of beer with him in his bag. He made me drink it. I drank it so quickly that 

I had trouble keeping my balance as I walked to the bed" (224). These tactics are two strategies 
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used to cope with bodily harm. 

Again, Baby's daily spatial struggle is mainly caused by her father's incapacity to take 

care of her. She copes with her father's rejection by searching for the company of people who can 

give her a sense of belonging, no matter what they ask her in return. Therefore, searching for 

alternatives places of home through others, Baby sacrifices the integrity of her body through 

prostitution, malnutrition, and violent relationships: '"This isn't Baby's place,' Alphonse said, 

disgustedly. 'This is my place. She doesn't pay the rent here. I do. She's a fucking thieving 

whore. A whore. You're in way over your head. I'd be afraid to touch her'" (305). Again, in 

order to avoid dealing with the traumatizing requests of clients and of Alphonse, she uses fantasy 

and drugs to lose contact with reality: "When I was stoned, I wasn't cold or sad. I saw things in a 

lovely way where everything was brand-new and meaningless" (286). Baby's body is 

manipulated, sold, and abused. She adapts to the different places in which she lives and in which 

she is forced to be by creating spaces of fantasy and of escape. Her changing body is not 

produced or altered separately from her consciousness or from her mind, but rather as an 

"interaction of the social and the individual in terms of the production and inscription of bodily 

surfaces" (Grosz, Architecture 31). Her capacity for survival makes her compromise her physical 

integrity and gives her the patience and strength to endure the pain. Returning home after her 

second client, Baby describes her experience: "I didn't smell like myself. I smelled like cigarettes 

and somebody else's hands.... They say that certain things are going to be terrible and that they 

are going to destroy you, but they don't. I sat on the side of the bed. It was as if my soul had been 

frozen, and I waited for it to thaw, in order to get on with life" (O'Neill 222). 

Baby's body is often represented as separated from herself, as if it were of lesser 

importance: "My body seemed to believe this was the only way to escape the mess I was in" 

(311). While this may be due to the effect of distress and sexual exploitation, it is also relevant, 
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as suggested by Grosz and Harvey, to question the individual's capacity to see her body as the 

corporeal symbol of her as subject instead as seeing the dichotomy of her body as object and her 

mind as subject (Grosz, Architecture 34. See also Harvey, Spaces of Hope 119). Grosz questions 

this dichotomy and operates a shift in the conceptualization of subjectivity. She claims that the 

mind should not be conceptualized as a separate entity and that we should not see the mind as the 

true surviving, active and subjective representation of the self, and the body as a simple 

container: "[t]he anchoring of subjectivity in the body is the condition of a coherent identity and, 

moreover, the condition under which the subject has a perspective on the world, becomes a 

source of perception, a point from which vision emanates" (Grosz, Architecture 38). In the last 

scene of the book, Baby finally seems to be at peace with her body and thus with her self. She 

purges the physical pain inflicted by Alphonse and goes through withdrawal, but she says that the 

real poison is located in her memories of her life with Alphonse. By coming to terms with those 

bodily experiences, she has a new vision of who she is and of the world she has been living in. 

The description focuses on the physicality of her pain, but also tightly connects the healing 

process with psychological processes such as memories and fantasy: 

Now on the bus, I started to feel the burning on my hip again. But I closed 

my eyes because I knew that this time, if I had patience, the pain would go 

away eventually. Alphonse was dead and the pain wasn't real anymore. 

The poison was coming out of me in the form of irritating and unbearable 

thoughts and memories.... When I was done with them, I would be done 

with junk and with Alphonse. (O'Neill 324) 

Baby's body is never truly hers. However, scenes in which she describes the men's effect 

on her self and details the emotions that accompany the very exclusionary, oppressive bodily 

sensations, express how her choice of becoming a prostitute is not simply a result of her giving 
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up part of her self, but rather giving up one of the "sources of perception" (Grosz, Architecture 

37). What is intended here by "sources of perception" is the physical, or, as Grosz says, corporeal 

set of perception that comes from "being able to situate its [the subject's] body in a position in 

space, a position from which it relates to other objects" (37). Indeed, there seems to be a refusal 

on Baby's part to anchor her subjectivity in her body as a primordial "condition of a coherent 

identity" (37). This explains, in part, why she uses survival strategies such as fantasy, drugs, and 

alcohol to cope with the suffering. Her networking and embodied spatiality help her cope with 

the alienation and emotional distress, but worsen her isolation and jeopardize her physical health. 

Until she goes to see Jules at the shelter, she refuses to be destroyed by these experiences of 

physical pain and sexual abuse, and yet she has no other choice but to continue, living 

uncomfortable moments: "Then Alphonse reached over and took my hand. He guided it between 

his legs, and I had to rub there during the movie. ... Eyes closed, I could hear the characters 

whispering deranged unwholesome things. I felt dirty and uncomfortable, but I didn't want to 

upset Alphonse by pulling away" (O'Neill 238). 

Another scene dramatizes this possible interpretation of one's body in distress, of one's 

giving up on the control and possession of her body (Grosz, Architecture 38). Baby, while in the 

detention center, first witnesses and is then forced to take part in a ritual instigated by the other 

detainees in which the kid whose name is picked has to strip down in front of everyone else. 

Recalling the events, she remarks: "Ralphy started to sway his skinny hips back and forth. ... 

Some of the kids cheered. Others just sat there calmly, as if not even this could make them feel 

anything" (O'Neill 193). There is an interesting buildup of action in this sequence, as Baby 

informs the reader on the process of appearing naked in front of strangers and on the absurdity, 

for children, of experiencing isolation and togetherness as they share the same burden: "I thought 

he was pretty, but I noticed that the other kids could barely stand the sight of him. He reminded 
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them too much of themselves" (193). The naked body is not protected or covered anymore. The 

quotation above dramatizes how the body is a site negotiated for social recognition and a private 

space. The character must invent a new sense of self by accepting to inflict pain on her body in 

order to belong to the community. 

Baby seems the closest to a sense of home at the end of the novel. Reunited with her 

father and on a bus to Val des Loups to get better, she nonetheless realizes how far away she is 

from anything urban and experiences the first symptoms of withdrawal: "That's sort of how I 

suddenly felt, as if I was moving farther and farther away from my element, from everything that 

made me feel good" (323). Knowing that she is being taken somewhere safe, Baby, now 

reassured that she will not be separated again from Jules, is capable of dealing with her addiction 

instead of promising herself to get high again soon. 

Indeed, knowing that Jules cares for her is enough for Baby. She can start letting go of the 

destructive habits that helped her to survive while homeless and parentless in Montreal. Coming 

to terms with her past, and feeling physically and emotionally different, she says: "When I was 

growing up, Jules and I had been living in a bit of a fantasy world, which had been a lot of fun. 

But now it felt good to deal with consequences because it meant there was nothing to be afraid 

of. I suddenly seemed, for the first time since I'd started shooting up, like a real flesh-and-blood 

person" (O'Neill 325). Taken out of their comfort zone, being in a family environment and 

knowing no one else nor the place, Baby and Jules will both experience new living spaces and 

start over whatever it is they want to redo or reshape. For instance, Jules is described as hugging 

his aunt for the first time: "She leaned in toward Jules to hug him. He shifted his arms around, 

not knowing exactly how to wrap them around her, as if it was the first time he'd ever hugged 

anyone" (330). Contacts with others are revisited, for Jules is not used to loving and empathetic 

relationships. Baby experiences a new sense of home and togetherness with Jules, which is what 
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she has been searching for all along. 

It is therefore not only a matter of where the limits of the public and private are that 

defines one's place in the world. Baby moves in and out of living spaces that are both material 

and symbolic, and in which she desperately tries to find her place. Despite the strong social 

forces and rules that mediate her private and public life and that impact on her mobility in the 

city, she develops survival strategies that allow her to change her living spaces, find new places 

and cope with the existing ones. The ambivalence she feels towards her environment, combined 

with her sense of mobility (and the lack of it) that is partly defined by her relationships with men, 

and her capacity to negotiate an embodied spatiality and find refuge in fantasy, illustrate how the 

agency of female and child subjects experiencing different forms of poverty can be resourceful 

and polyvalent. O'Neill's dramatization allows for a rethinking of what really defines and limits 

individuality and what characterizes one's sense of home in precarious living spaces. 



CONCLUSION 

Seeking Home and Spatializing Daily Struggle: 

Strategies of Survival 

Describing kinds of oppression, 
the experience of oppression, 
and the creative agency of the oppressed 
can help form resistance 
and envision alternatives. 
- Iris Marion Young 

As I have argued, and as the above quotation by Iris Marion Young suggests, texts can be 

sources of knowledge about the experience of oppression and about the resistant subjectivities of 

the oppressed. My analysis has demonstrated that these four literary texts about poverty and 

oppression help to identify and to understand images of struggle. My readings of Bonheur 

d'occasion, Hey Waitress and Other Stories, Les enfants Beaudet, and Lullabies for Little 

Criminals have shown how the strategic use of space is an inscription of the fictionalized 

subjects' desire to change their everyday experience of poverty. It is the everyday struggle that 

creates alternative spaces and that causes the fictionalized subjects to resist their lived spatiality 

despite how the dominant groups often manage to maintain binary structures and impose spatial, 

economic, and sexual restrictions. Each piece of fiction dramatizes, through textual elements such 

as fictionalized subjects, discourse on space, dramatic action, the trope of home, representations 

of lived and imagined space, and material conditions of economic crisis, the complex and shifting 

spaces occupied by subjects during their struggle. 

This study of literary representations of space has shown how "space is more than the 

outcome of social relations and more than one of the dimensions through which the social is 

constructed. It is an active, constitutive, irreducible, necessary component in the social's 

composition.... [and] it may be that there is more to space than merely being in the centre or 



confined to the margin" (Keith & Pile 36). Despite the undeniable influence of power structures 

and institutionalized oppression, the fictionalized subjects are able to make new spatial 

configurations in the space of the dominant group, such as when the Beaudet children take the 

entire sidewalk or sit in the restaurant to watch television, and such as when Florentine spreads 

her makeup on the table during her supper with Jean. Potrebenko's stories, for example "RSVP," 

in which the protagonists experience sexism and struggle to be respected by male lawyers, and 

"The Interview," in which two very different characters, a young writer and an elderly woman, 

are uncomfortable sharing the latter's room, dramatize spatial, economic and sex-gendered 

oppression that cause the female characters to imagine and construct what Marion Young calls 

"alternatives" in order to create, preserve, or even displace a sense of home. From this 

perspective, taking space and contesting space through such small actions play a part in 

transgressing and challenging imposed spaces and identities. My readings have shown the 

complex and shifting living spaces and the spaces of solidarity that are occupied by the characters 

in crisis. 

Bonheur d'occasion dramatizes everyday struggle as well as moments of solidarity in the 

lives of characters who try to preserve the very little they have. The strength of Roy's novel 

resides in the unfolding of Rose-Anna and Florentine's survival strategies to cope with their 

respective and mutual struggles and living spaces. The desire for sisterhood and the attempts at 

finding comfort in places that are not designed to offer any show that public and private spheres 

are open to change, such as when Rose-Anna visits Florentine at the Quinze Cents or when, at 

home, Florentine reveals her pregnancy to her mother. These transgressions and moments of 

togetherness during struggle give them an opportunity to find comfort in a space that they create 

together. 

Similar to Florentine's struggle in Bonheur d'occasion and to Baby's in Lullabies for 



Little Criminals, several female characters in Helen Potrebenko's Hey Waitress and Other Stories 

experience loneliness and powerlessness in the private realm as well as problematic relationships 

of servitude and objectification in the public. In "RSVP" and "Hey Waitress," female characters 

find great support in the presence of other women, particularly because they share similar, often 

sex- and gender- oriented conflicts in the workplace. In "The Interview" and "Co-Alcoholic" the 

isolation of the protagonists and their confinement in material or imagined spaces (the elevator, 

the senior citizen's home, memories of the past or of lost loved ones) make the strategy work 

differently. However, as previously discussed, both female characters try to make sense of their 

place in the world through relationships with others and through spatial struggle. 

In Les enfants Beaudet, the daily living spaces put the freedom of the child characters at 

risk and yet reinforce their sense of belonging to their small group. The only solution the state has 

for containing those children is detention, which serves to criminalize the four siblings and not to 

rehabilitate them. Accordingly, Rose narrates her story in a juvenile detention center in which her 

siblings and she are incarcerated. They were incapable of fitting into both public and private 

spaces, and so they created their own space of resistance: petty theft and violence. The inscription 

of space as confining and as exclusionary is another strategy of the text to dramatize the 

experience of struggle of these child characters. In depicting gang-like attitudes and movements 

in the city of Rouyn (Rimstead, "Who Cares?" 2011), the story dramatizes confining private 

spaces and exclusionary public spaces that make the representations of the children's lived 

spatiality more complex. The children want a nice house in Florida, want to walk the streets of 

the city with their heads up and be treated the same as those "citoyens de premiere classe" who 

put the children on the margins instead of trying to help them (Vaillancourt 54). They become, as 

a group, a space of solidarity. Although Rose is able to forge her own opinion of what is good 

and bad and to make her own decisions during her confession, she and her siblings barely 
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function individually. Despite Adele's negative influence and code of dignity, which leads to the 

murder of Lucie, they are a lot stronger when together. They reinforce each other's confidence, 

sense of hope and of worth, as Adele commands Rose to be proud of who she is: "Nous, les 

Beaudet, on est aussi des personnes. Je veux que tu regardes toujours les citoyens dans les yeux. 

Sans la moindre gene. C'est une question de dignite..." (Vaillancourt 49). Their spatial struggle 

reinforces their sense of solidarity as a family. Contrary to the other texts, the children's 

solidarity crosses gender lines and is represented by what they do, as a group, to contest 

exclusion. 

O'Neill's novel also dramatizes a young character's experience of socio-spatial isolation 

and exclusion. In order to cope with oppressive living spaces and abusive relationships, Baby 

uses her body, takes drugs and finds refuge in dreams and fantasized places. It is also undeniable 

that she is manipulated into using her body for prostitution and initiated to drug abuse by 

Alphonse. Her strategies relate to space because they serve to make her experience of spatiality 

easier and her relationships set in dangerous places of the red-light district less traumatic. What 

quickly becomes apparent in Baby's movements in Montreal are her attempts at entering into 

relationships with other marginal figures of the city, which profoundly influence the outcome of 

her daily life on the streets, in foster homes and in intimate relations with men. Although in the 

end Baby, as a 12 year-old girl, is taken outside the city by Jules and welcomed by another adult 

who will take care of her, she is still an agent of change and finds the means to transform her life, 

which include subversive spatial movements in the public and in the private, the negotiation of 

embodied space, and the creation of new spaces of solidarity as a result of her struggle to find a 

father figure. Although Baby's survival strategies often serve to dramatize her exploitation and 

show her vulnerability, the inscription of space and the other characters in the novel, such as 

Alphonse, the foster children, Xavier and Jules, also work to form and to limit Baby's 
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subjectivity and capacity to take action. 

As I read the texts side by side, my reading strategies show that the spaces of 

representation stress class and gender systems of oppression that inscribe the poor female and 

child characters' living spaces and lived spatiality. As exposed in the four narratives, the state, 

employers, male characters, and parental figures are usually power figures that influence the daily 

activities of the fictionalized subjects and that reduce the characters' capacity for taking action 

and for being mobile. Much has been said about the various characters' places in the world, but 

less has been observed about their attempts at changing their naturalized location. Hence, by 

questioning the nature of their movements and locations, and by looking more critically at how 

they are represented textually, I was committed to seeking knowledge about their active 

experience of economic, sex-gendered and psychosocial struggle. In the stories, the characters are 

vehicles for representations of the agency of the oppressed. Although the female and child 

characters are inscribed by patriarchy and economic distress, and are objectified, the texts do not 

deny them agency. The settings (urban streets, workplaces, private places) serve to both limit the 

characters' opportunities, such as Rose-Anna's house-hunting scene, and to empower them, as 

the Beaudet children walk the streets of Rouyn with signs asking the citizens for money. Closely 

related to mobility, agency is often symbolized by the movements of the characters in struggle. 

Phillys, in Potrebenko's "Co-Alcoholic," rides elevators not only as a form of escape, but also as 

a form of agency: she disrupts the boundaries, takes action to find a place of her own and to have 

a certain form of control over this one space. 

The narratives often dramatize a search for a material and symbolic home, as well as 

different forms of mobility that are represented by particular movements in specific places and 

that are a form of opposition to power figures and structures. The transgression of private and 

public boundaries, as the protagonists live on the street, fear eviction, beg for food in the public, 
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dramatizes the complex representations of mobility. As Massey suggests, "Different social 

groups have distinct relationships to this anyway differentiated mobility: some people are more in 

charge of it than others; some initiate flows and movement, others don't; some are more on the 

receiving-end of it than others; some are effectively imprisoned by it" (Massey, "Global" 26). 

Although she does not address literary representations of such struggle, Massey has been very 

useful to my research for she decodes the intricacies of space and of people's "need for 

attachment of some sort, whether through place or anything else" (26). The four selected literary 

texts are sites where difficulties and limitations are often beyond the characters' choice but where 

a sense of agency and mobility are represented. Indeed, these textual representations offer 

knowledge about the subjectivities of female and child characters and reveal connections between 

discourse on space and discourses on poverty, gender, and class, making the representations of 

space more complex. 

The strategies used by the fictionalized subjects are forms of resistance, and the texts 

themselves are a form of resistance to the silencing of the poor and to the objectification and 

trivialization of working-class struggles. The stories use tropes of space, home, body, and poverty 

to examine and to localize experiences of economic, sex-gendered and spatial struggle. The 

descriptions of the characters' struggle and mobility show how they create space and take action 

in order to, potentially, transgress physical and social boundaries. As Keith and Pile suggest in 

Place and the Politics of Identity, the openness of space and the malleability of its boundaries 

give those who live in it a capacity to better localize their struggle and, consequently, to work 

with the dynamics of space to their advantage. Instead of conformity, then, resistance can be 

expressed: "New spaces of resistance are being opened up, where our 'place' (in all its meanings) 

is considered fundamentally important to our perspective, our location in the world, and our right 
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and ability to challenge dominant discourses of power" (Keith & Pile 6). The Beaudet's location 

and displacement appeal to the emotions of the readers, just as Baby's destructive everyday 

choices and Florentine's limited choices are symbols of the social failure to give equal rights and 

possibilities to all. Again, these representations of struggle nonetheless also often allow the 

creation of new space that gives the characters a sense of homecoming. 

The texts use the trope of home to disturb public and private boundaries and to question 

the meaning of having a home and being at home. Indeed, the material, physical representations 

of home that are often inadequate and the ones qualified by the characters as "home" impinge on 

one another. For example, the small, dirty, house of the Lacasse family is often referred to as 

home in Bonheur d'occasion. In Lullabies for Little Criminals, Baby does not care about the 

cockroaches on the wall and her tiny room as long as her father is with her in the apartment. 

What symbolizes home is a mix of home as shelter and as shared space. Because the selected 

texts situate poor female and child bodies in gender, class, and urban systems of oppression, I 

argued that home is a site in which identity can be constructed, negotiated, and appropriated 

through resistance to and/or complicity with these systems. Dramatized in the text, these 

variables make the home a fragile, porous, and ambivalent place in which it is difficult to thrive. 

As a response to this spatial tension, the characters struggle to preserve a sense of home and 

create new space. They take charge of their problematic living spaces by creating a shared space 

of solidarity with other characters. 

The struggle to survive, to escape, and to experience a sense of homecoming creates a 

shared space of solidarity. Indeed, this thesis has attempted to show how the selected characters 

create a sense of home through a shared space of solidarity. Represented by relationships between 

a mother and a daughter in Bonheur d'occasion, of waitresses and secretaries in Potrebenko's 

collection of short stories, of four children in Les enfants Beaudet and of a young teenager with 
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shifting groups such as street people, foster children and drug addicts in Lullabies for Little 

Criminals, the solidarity or sisterhood that is made and unmade is often the result of these 

characters' desire to belong, to be recognized and cared for. This shared space created by the 

lived experience of struggle is observable in scenes such as Florentine and Rose-Anna's 

encounter at the Quinze Cents, during which both female characters have mixed feelings towards 

one another that disrupt their mother/daughter relationship. If they each fail to meet the others' 

expectations, they nonetheless embody a strong sense of home and support. Solidarity as shared 

space is hard to create and to sustain, as Rose-Anna and Florentine's relationship show. The 

scenes with Baby and Alphonse in Lullabies for Little Criminals dramatize the embodied 

experience of spatial alienation. Baby is forced to put her self in dangerous places. Although her 

daily spatial struggles illustrate a form of agency and are dramatized, in some instances, by 

survival strategies, Baby makes efforts that rarely pay off. This aspect of the story is similar to 

what happens in Les enfants Beaudet. The children's actions to become citizens, to get food, and 

to cope with the absence of their parents lead them to commit crimes and to be isolated in a 

juvenile detention center instead of being treated as respectable members of the community. 

I selected textual representations of daily struggle that show how the fictionalized subjects 

experience struggle both in resistance to and in complicity with the dominant, often oppressive 

economic, cultural and social group. Drawing on theories of space from the 1960s to more recent 

interdisciplinary spatial studies (Grosz, Massey) and on theories on the body (Grosz, Bordo, and 

Young), on home (Wiley & Barnes, Foster), and on the notion of boundary (Miranne & Young), 

my main objectives were to identify and analyse the representations of female and child 

characters' spaces of daily struggle. 

My discussion of spaces and places in the four literary texts stressed how the characters 

under study, living on the peripheries, struggle to survive exclusionary and confining practices of 



culturally and economically dominant groups towards them. By making their way home both 

materially and symbolically, they all try, some more successfully than others, to spatialize their 

lives differently. By focusing on how the texts unfold survival strategies, which cannot be 

understood in isolation from systemic conditions that impose spatial organization (Lefebvre 49), I 

have argued that these texts represent poor women and children who are able to cope with 

inadequate living spaces by trying to transform their lived spatiality and by working their way 

around exclusion and confinement through mobility, agency and solidarity. It is also important to 

keep in mind that, while mobility can be seen as close to and defined by solidarity, it does not 

negate the limitations enforced by the socio-economic forces and rules which mediate the living 

spaces. 

When read along side theories of lived and embodied space by authors such as Grosz and 

Marion Young, these representations of living spaces and of spatial struggle not only help us 

understand how subjects in crisis experience space, but also illustrate the socially constructed 

processes that limit the opportunities for these subjects to take action. The struggle to survive, 

escape, and obtain living spaces creates other spaces such as community and solidarity. Each text, 

with its own textual strategies for representing the experience of poverty and related struggles, 

resists the essentialisation of marginalized subjects' identities, locations and agency. 
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